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PREFACE

Global ocean analysis is analyzed product of ocean parameters - such as tempera-

ture, salinity, sea level, and currents - generated using an ocean data assimilation

system, where global ocean observations are employed to reduce errors in global

ocean model simulations. While ocean observation alone is not self sufficient to

generate ocean analysis, the model based analysis is not accurate in simulating var-

ious oceanographic features. Hence, ocean models with data assimilation are used

for generating ocean analysis. They are in general dynamically consistent both

in the spatial and temporal scales. Such global ocean analysis is imperative to

understand the ocean dynamics and thermodynamics and to provide operational

nowcasts and forecasts. At present, there are a handful of data assimilation sys-

tems available for providing ocean analysis. National Centers for Environmental

Prediction (NCEP) provides 10-15 day delayed ocean analysis using Global Ocean

Data Assimilation System (GODAS). The NCEP-GODAS is based on quasi-global

set up of Modular Ocean Model version-3 (MOM-3) and assimilates in-situ tem-

perature and synthetic salinity profiles using 3D-VAR assimilation technique. Re-

cently, an improved version of GODAS is developed at NCEP based on global

MOM-4. This system can assimilate in-situ temperature and salinity profiles us-

ing 3D-VAR technique. The same version of GODAS has been implemented at

INCOIS (here after INCOIS-GODAS) for operational purposes with an objec-

tive to provide improved global ocean analysis. This analysis helps in providing

initial conditions in coupled ocean-atmosphere model (e.g. CFS; Coupled ocean-

atmosphere Forecast System) for the seasonal forecast of monsoon. It also aids

in understanding of the physical and dynamical state of the ocean (temperature,

salinity, currents and sea level) over a range of spatio-temporal scales.

The present study, entitled “Global Ocean Analysis from an Ocean Data As-

similation System and its Sensitivity to Observations and Forcing fields”, focuses

on delivering research quality ocean analysis using INCOIS-GODAS by diagnos-
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ing various configurations of it. Statistical (mean, standard deviation, root mean

square difference, correlation) and process based (climatologies, case studies for

Indian Ocean Dipole events) measures were employed to assess the quality of

ocean analysis. The impact on ocean analysis by the assimilation of observed in-

situ temperature and synthetic salinity was examined. Later the INCOIS-GODAS

was improved by incorporating observed salinity assimilation instead of synthetic

salinity and also by the incorporation of monthly varying river runoff. Further,

impact of different momentum flux and various time scales in relaxing the model

Sea Surface Temperature (SST) by observed SST, were studied. The quality of

improved global ocean analysis obtained from different configuration of INCOIS-

GODAS was evaluated using independent observations and other state-of-the-art

ocean data assimilation systems. Moreover, the application of INCOIS-GODAS

was used to understand the impact of different ocean in-situ observing system by

conducting Observation System Evaluation Experiments (OSEs). The thesis is

organized in 8 chapters.

Chapter-1 provides a brief introduction to ocean modeling, data assimilation,

and the status of global ocean in-situ observation networks. This chapter also dis-

cusses the motivation and the objectives of the present study with background

information about earlier studies conducted in this field. Chapter-2 provides de-

tails on the ocean model configuration, assimilation scheme, and the data used for

forcing, assimilation and for evaluation and validation. This chapter also discusses

the methodology followed for evaluation and validation. The impact of assimilat-

ing observed in-situ temperature and synthetic salinity profiles and sensitivity of

the assimilation system by the momentum flux on the quality of ocean analysis is

examined in Chapter 3. As we found improvements in ocean currents with the

use of satellite based QuikSCAT gridded wind product, which is not available after

November, 2009, the suitability of an ASCAT based satellite gridded wind product

for INCOIS-GODAS is examined in the Chapter-4. The ASCAT based gridded
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wind product was chosen because the series of ASCAT satellite sensors are fore-

seen to be available up to 2022. In this chapter, the suitability was determined by

evaluating the ASCAT based wind product using atmospheric winds from in-situ

(RAMA) and satellite (QuikSCAT) measurements. Further, the suitability of mo-

mentum flux estimated from the gridded ASCAT winds in simulating currents was

tested by performing various sensitivity experiments. Model simulated currents

from different momentum flux forcing (satellite based ASCAT and QuikSCAT and

reanalyzed winds of NCEP) were compared with respect to RAMA current mea-

surements and Ocean Surface Current Analysis-Real time (OSCAR) currents. It

is found that the quality of ASCAT based gridded winds is better than re-analyzed

wind product of NCEP. Also its quality is on par with the quality of QuikSCAT

winds. In order to improve the salinity analysis, we have implemented observed

in-situ salinity profile assimilation and incorporated inter-annual monthly river

runoff in INCOIS-GODAS. Improvements of ocean analysis obtained with these

implementations are discussed in chapter-5. This chapter also provides the de-

scription of the technique, used to construct an inter-annual monthly global river

discharge. This gridded inter-annual monthly river discharge data set spanning

1993-2012 can be utilized in other ocean models as well.

Inputs from chapters 3, 4 and 5 were used to adjudge a best possible configura-

tion of INCOIS-GODAS to provide research quality ocean analysis on operational

basis. The addition of the following techniques eventually provided us with an

improved ocean analysis.

• Assimilation of observed in-situ Temperature and Salinity profiles

• Incorporation of inter-annual monthly river runoff with point source option

• Strong relaxation of model SST towards observed SSTs

• Utilization of satellite based gridded wind products as a wind forcing.
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In Chapter 6, the ocean analysis resulted from the above configuration is then

used to verify the overall skill of INCOIS-GODAS in capturing intra-seasonal and

inter-annual variations of different ocean parameters in the Indian Ocean. It was

found that ocean analysis from the above configuration of INCOIS-GODAS (here

after improved INCOIS-GODAS) reproduces the intra-seasonal and inter-annual

variations of different ocean parameters with excellent skill. In order to verify

whether the quality of global ocean analysis obtained from the improved INCOIS-

GODAS is at contemporary measures of research quality, an inter-comparison

study was also performed in this chapter. The quality of global ocean analysis

from the improved INCOIS-GODAS was verified with the global ocean re-analysis

obtained from NCEP-GODAS and European Center for Medium range Weather

Forecast-Ocean Reanalysis-4 (ECMWF-ORAS4). Results suggest that the qual-

ity of global ocean analysis from INCOIS-GODAS is better than NCEP-GODAS

and close to the quality of global ocean re-analysis of ECMWF-ORAS4. The ap-

plication of INCOIS-GODAS is exploited in Chapter-7, by executing different

experiments to study the impact of in-situ ocean observing systems. This was

achieved by conducting Ocean Simulation Experiments(OSE). Realizations on the

quality of ocean analysis under various configurations (discussed in chapters 3 to

6) served as the backbone for the OSE study as it could decipher limitations of the

model and the impact of various ocean observing systems, such as Argo, Moorings,

XBTs, etc in generating global ocean analysis. The improved global ocean analy-

sis is made available to different users for both scientific and operational purposes.

Dissemination mechanisms and its detail with typical examples are reported in

Chapter-8. This chapter also summarizes the results of the present study.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Water is an important element in the earth’s life system. Oceans, covering ap-

proximately 71% of the earth’s surface, supplies almost all the water that falls

on the land. There are many earth system processes that directly or indirectly

influence the supply of this water from the ocean to the land on shorter to longer

time scales. Due to large memory and huge storage (in terms of heat, carbon de-

posits etc.) capabilities of the ocean compared to other earth system components

(such as land, atmosphere), long-term variabilities in the Earth system are largely

determined by the ocean processes. ElNino and Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) are

some of the inter-annual variabilities of such phenomenon, which originates in the

ocean to influence the climate in many regions of the world. In-addition to these,

interaction of the atmosphere with the upper ocean at relatively shorter time scales

influences the rain bearing weather systems such as monsoon. The active role of

the ocean amongst/along-with all components of the earth system emphasizes the

need for a descent understanding of the ocean processes. Understanding these

ocean processes require sampling of the ocean at various time and spatial scales.

1
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram showing various components of climate ocean ob-
serving systems (Source: NOAA)

1.1.1 Global Ocean Observations

Sampling the ocean can be done using both direct (in-situ) and remote sens-

ing (Figure 1.1) methods. Ocean remote sensing mostly monitor the surface,

whereas the direct or in-situ measurements are used for surface as well as sub-

surface. Remote sensing using artificial satellites offer spatially rich time series

data. Ocean surface parameters that are estimated from satellite remote sensing

include Sea Surface Temperature (SST; e.g. AVHRR, TMI, AMSR), Sea Sur-

face Salinity (SSS; e.g. Aquarius, SMOS), Sea Surface Height Anomaly (SSHA;

e.g. TOPEX/Poseidon, JASON, Saral/Altika). Major limitation of the satellite

remote sensing is its inability to have depth wise sampling of the ocean. Unlike

land, where the operational networks of meteorological observations placed all over

the world which enabled to monitor changes in the global atmosphere, the global

coverage of the subsurface observations in the ocean is largely under sampled.

In-order to understand the ocean processes in a much better way, organized
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Figure 1.2: Yearwise coverage of temperature measurements from global ocean ob-
serving system. Color scale indicates the number of temperature profiles acquired
in the year from the 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ longitude-latitude grid
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Figure 1.3: Time series of number of temperature (black) and salinity (red) profiles
from GOOS illustrating the evolution of observations for (i) global and (ii) Tropical
Indian Ocean (30◦E - 120◦E, 30◦S − 30◦N)

international observational campaigns such as International Indian Ocean Expe-

dition (IIOE), World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE), Tropical Ocean

Global Atmosphere (TOGA) were initiated to observe the ocean. These obser-

vational campaigns could provide temperature and salinity profiles up to deeper

depths in the ocean on high vertical resolution along the ship tracks using various

instruments such as Nansen bottles, eXpendable Bathy Thermographs (XBTs),

Conductivity-Temperature-Depth (CTDs) as well as time series data at various

locations. Even after such an effort only a few selected locations got sufficient data

to allow us to study the variations in space and time; most of the world’s ocean

remains a very sparsely sampled. With the advent of Argo program (Freeland

et al., 2010), the data sparseness is significantly reduced as can be inferred from

Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3. The figure clearly shows that ocean observations are

uniformly distributed especially during the recent period. Availability of such a

rich hydrographic data from the international programs enabled to discover many

interesting ocean-atmospheric processes. For example, de Boyer Montégut et al.

(2007) demonstrated the control of salinity on mixed layer depth in the world

ocean. McPhaden et al. (2009a) studied ocean-atmosphere interactions during

cyclone Nargis using Argo and tropical moorings data. Using XBT data along
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ship tracks Li and Dong-Xiao (2012) tried to understand the structure of thermal

inversions in the south Bay of Bengal. Based on tropical mooring data Girishku-

mar et al. (2013) observed intra-seasonal thermocline variability in the Bay of

Bengal. Though we saw huge increase in the quantity of sub-surface data during

last decade (Figure 1.3), there are still some regions in the world ocean (such as

poles, thermo-cline ridge, Somali current region etc.) which are largely under-

sampled (figure 1.2). Besides this under-sampling, two additional limitations of

the historical observational data set complicate the studies of ocean physics vari-

ability on inter-annual to decadal time scales. The first is due to changes in the

observation bias resulting from the evolution of the observing system. The second

limitation is due to changes in the vertical sampling of the historical temperature

data set (Carton and Santorelli, 2008). These limitations demand for numerical

ocean modelling.

1.1.2 Numerical Ocean Models

A “model” in the most general sense of the word, can be any kind of representation

of the real world. It can be physical, like a model ship, or a theoretical construct

that helps explain some phenomenon. Numerical ocean models are essentially

computer codes for a system of equations governing the geophysical fluid dynam-

ics obtained after the implementation of laws of physics such as conservation of

momentum, mass, and energy for the geophysical fluids. Numerical ocean models

can simulate spatial and temporal picture of the state of the ocean and also can

predict how it is going to change. The basic properties predicted are temperature

and salinity from the surface to the seafloor. In order to do this, models must also

predict currents and changes in the surface elevation. Similarly, ocean models can

also predict waves and surf, which can also be driven by winds. The Ocean Gen-

eral Circulation Models (OGCMs), which are of interest here simulates/predicts

temperature, salinity, and sea level along with currents at various depth levels.
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These OGCMs are based on a set of seven equations called as primitive equations

for ocean which are described below.

Primitive equations are the fundamental equations solved by OGCMs in-order

to be able to simulate ocean parameters. They are given by
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z −momentum : 0 = −1
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continuity :
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= 0 (1.4)

Tracer(Temperature&Salinity)Equation :
∂T
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∂x
+v

∂T
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+w

∂T

∂z
= −Ah

(
∂T

∂x
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−κh

∂T

∂z
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(1.5)

Equationofstate : ρ = ρ (θ, S, p) (1.6)

where x, y, and z axes are directed eastward, northward and upward, respec-

tively. The variable t represent time and T represents tracer (either temperature

or salinity). Also, θ, S, ρ, p, and g represents potential temperature, salinity, den-

sity, pressure and the gravitational acceleration respectively. In these equations

reference density ρ0 and the gravitational acceleration g are constant coefficients.

The variable f = 2ω sinϕ is the Coriolis parameter with ω and ϕ representing

angular velocity and latitude respectively. This Coriolis parameter is dependent

on latitude. Horizontal and vertical eddy viscosity are represented by A, and

VE respectively. Similarly, Ah and κh in the tracer equation represent horizontal

and vertical diffusion coefficients of tracer. In general these eddy viscosity and

diffusion coefficients are either constants determined from empirical relations or

parameterized. The parameter Q in the tracer equation (1.5)is source/sink term

for the tracer.

In the above set of equations first two equations (1.1), and (1.2) represent hori-

zontal momentum. This is obtained after implementing Boussinesq approximation
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(described in Appendix-A). The third equation (1.3) is traditionally called as hy-

drostatic equation (described in Appendix-A). This is derived by performing scale

analysis on the vertical momentum equation. Equation (1.4) represent continuity

equation. It is derived by using the law of conservation of mass after considering

the incompressible nature of the ocean fluid. Tracer equation (1.5) represents one

equation each for temperature and salinity after implementing law of conserva-

tions of energy and salt respectively. Equation of state (1.6) relates ocean density

to potential temperature, salinity and pressure. Appendix-A provides extended

information on how these equations are derived from basic laws of physics.

Equations (1.3), and (1.6) are diagnostic in nature to provide p, and ρ respec-

tively using information from other equations in the set of primitive equations.

Horizontal momentum equations (1.1), (1.2), and two embedded equations of (1.5)

are always prognostic in nature. Equation (1.4) acts as prognostic equation for

sea level when the surface of the ocean is allowed to change freely (free surface

condition). The prognostic equation for sea level is derived by vertical integration

of the continuity equation over the full depth of the ocean. Below is the sea level

equation given for convenience

∂η

∂t
= −

(
∂u

∂x
+
∂v

∂y

)
+ qw (1.7)

Where η is the sea level and qw is fresh water flux.

Ocean interacts with the atmosphere through these prognostic equations. For

example, transfer of momentum is communicated via the terms associated with

viscosity coefficients in the horizontal momentum equations (1.1 and 1.2). Simi-

larly, transfer of heat and freshwater from the atmosphere and land to the ocean

is done by the soure/sink terms in the tracer equation (1.5). Transfer of fresh-

water from the atmosphere and land to the ocean is also communicated through

freshwater flux term (qw) in the sea level equation (1.7).

In-order to implement these primitive equations in a model to provide mean-
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Figure 1.4: Schematic definitions of Forecast, Nowcast, Hindcast, Re-analysis and
Analysis

ingful forecasts, nowcasts or hindcasts (see Figure 1.4 for the definitions), there

are various other components that have to be developed and fixed with appropri-

ate configuration. Also, there is a process to train the model using inputs from

atmosphere and ocean climatologies to bring the model to the reality. Following

sub-sections provide an overview on the various components in the model and on

the process involved in training the model.

1.1.2.1 Horizontal and Vertical co-ordinates

All of the fore-mentioned primitive equations are expressed in Cartesian co-ordinate

system (in which each point is specified uniquely in a plane by a pair of numerical

co-ordinates, which are the signed distances from the point to two fixed perpendic-

ular lines, measured in the same unit of length). However, spherical co-ordinates,

which uses spherical angles in the horizontal direction and radial distances in the

vertical direction, are a natural set of orthogonal curvilinear co-ordinates for rep-

resenting geophysical flow (Figure 1.5). Due to its awkward coordinate singularity

at North pole, which is within the Arctic ocean, most of the ocean models are

typically written using angular co-ordinates that generalize the spherical angles.

That is, they use general locally orthogonal co-ordinates to specify angular posi-

tions. These co-ordinates are called generalised orthogonal curvilinear co-ordinates
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Figure 1.5: Schematic of spherical and Cartesian co-ordinates used for describing
the motion of fluid parcels on rotating spherical planet. The co-ordinates are
defined as x1 = r cosϕ cosλ; x2 = r cosϕ sinλ; x3 = r sinϕ. The co-ordinate
origin is at the center of a sphere, and the rotation axis is aligned through the
sphere north pole. The planet rotates with an angular velocity Ω in a direction
counter clockwise when looking down from the north pole. The figure is reproduced
from Chapter 3 of Griffies (2004)

(Figure 1.6).

Figure 1.6: Generalized horizontal orthogonal co-ordinates of use for global ocean
models. The co-ordinate lines intersect at right angles, but generally do not fol-
low lines parallel to constant longitude or latitude. An infinitesimal horizontal
region has area given by dA = (h1dζ

1)(h2dζ
2) = dxdy. For spherical co-ordinates

(ζ1, ζ2) = (λ, ϕ), the infinitesimal horizontal distances are dx = (r cosϕ)dλ and
dy = rdϕ. The figure is reproduced from Chapter 3 of Griffies (2004)

Although most of the ocean model classes use the fore-mentioned generalised

orthogonal curvilinear co-ordinates for representing flows in horizontal direction,

each model class is distinguished from the other model class mainly based on the

vertical coordinate axis. The choice of vertical coordinate represents the most fun-
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Figure 1.7: Schematic of an ocean basin illustrating the three regimes of the ocean
germane to the considerations of an approximate vertical coordinate. The surface
mixed layer is naturally represented using z-co-ordinates, the interior is naturally
represented using isopycnal ρ co-ordinates; and the bottom boundary is naturally
represented using terrain following σ co-ordinates. The figure is reproduced from
Griffies et al. (2000)

damental choice that can be made when designing an ocean model. There are three

fundamental vertical co-ordinates available in ocean modelling (Figure 1.7). They

are (1) Depth or Z co-ordinate (2) Density or Isopycnal or ρ (rho) co-ordinate,

and (3) Terrain following or σ (sigma; defined as the ratio of the pressure (p) at a

given point in the ocean to the pressure at the top of the given domain (p0); p/p0)-

coordinate. Each model class has advantages and disadvantages when simulating

various flow regimes encountered in ocean modeling. For example, the depth or

z-coordinate provides the simplest and most established framework for ocean cli-

mate modeling. It is well suited for situations with strong vertical/diapycnal mix-

ing and/or low stratification, yet is cumbersome in the ocean interior and bottom.

The density or ρ coordinate is less well established for climate modeling applica-

tions, but it has strong foundations in idealized configurations. It is well suited to

model the observed tendency for tracer transport to be along neutral directions.

The terrain following or σ (sigma)-coordinate provides a suitable framework in

situations where capturing the dynamical and/or boundary layer effect associated

with topography is important. It is particularly well-suited for modeling flows over

the continental shelf and slope, but remains unproven in a global coupled climate

modeling context. Significant advances are being made which show promise for
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future climate models, especially when used within a hybrid coordinate approach.

1.1.2.2 Discretization

After the mathematical and physical steps are finalized, the ocean modeler must

formulate the equations of motion in a manner interpretable by computers. Such

a formulation is called discretization. There are various approaches available

for discretizing derivatives of the equations governing geophysical fluids. Exam-

ples include, forward, backward, centered finite difference, Runge-Kutta scheme,

Adams-Bashforth scheme, Higher order schemes. The selection of a particular

scheme depends on the efficiency of a scheme, for the selected spatial and tem-

poral resolution, which in turn depends on spatial and temporal grids on which

the derivatives are going to get discretized. Appendix-B provides a brief overview

on spatial and temporal staggering of grids with a brief description on merits and

demerits of a selected grid.

1.1.2.3 Parameterization

Models cannot simulate features and/or processes that are within the confines

of a single grid box. Thus, we cannot realistically expect numerical models to

resolve features at all scales, no matter how high the resolution, but the cumulative

effects may still change the local ocean. As a result, a model must account for the

total effect on the flow with a single number that represents friction within the

grid box. The method of accounting for such effects, without directly calculating

them, is called parameterization. Another way to think of parameterization is to

numerically estimate the effects of a process (emulation) rather than model the

process itself (simulation). There are two other main reasons for implementing

parameterizatins. (1) computers are not yet powerful enough to directly treat the

process of interest because the phenomena are either too small (sub-grid scale)

or too complex to be mathematically simulated, and (2) some processes are often
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not understood well enough to be represented by an equation. Ocean models use

many parameterization schemes for various reasons. Some of the most common

processes that need to be parameterized in OGCMs are discussed in Appendix-C.

1.1.2.4 Training the model: Model Verification, Spinup and

Inter-annual run

Once the model is built by code and configuration is fixed, it is essential to verify

the model code to ensure that

• The model is programmed correctly

• The algorithms have been implemented properly

• The model does not contain errors, oversights, or bugs

Such a verification ensures that the specification is complete and that mistakes

have not been made in implementing the model. Verification, however, does not

ensure the model

• Solves an important problem

• Meets a specified set of model requirements

• Correctly reflects the workings of a real world process

The fundamental strategy of verification is the identification and quantification of

errors in the computational model and its solutions. No computational model will

ever be fully verified, guaranteeing 100% error-free implementation.

Next step after the model code verification is the model spin-up. At the start

of the model spin-up, the model is initialized by using inputs from climatological

values of temperature and salinity from databases with the velocity field set to

zero. The model physics will spin up a velocity field in balance with the density

field, even in the absence of forcing. As forcing (e.g. momentum, radaiation, fresh
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water fluxes) is applied, the velocity field will respond to it initially with transient

flows that may not be realistic for an ocean that undergoes continuous, albeit

always changing, forcing. The model is said to have finished spin-up only when it

reach a state of statistical equilibrium under the applied forcing. In other words,

it adjusts geostrophically to its initial state. It is usually difficult for basin-scale

and global general circulation models to reach this state, as it can take hundreds

of years. .

How long does it take for the ocean model to reach equilibrium?

• The deep ocean requires hundreds of years to adjust.

• The upper ocean only requires about 50 years or so.

In spin-ups of several decades (duration dictated by available resources) deep

water mass properties away from strong currents or deepwater formation sites,

will not evolve far from the initial state. To study upper ocean processes, such as

ElNino, only the upper ocean (above the main thermocline) needs to be in equilib-

rium. Effectively, the spin-up time scale is the time needed for the first and second

mode long Rossby waves (large-scale planetary waves) to cross the basin from east

to west, affecting currents, and ultimately the watermass properties. Along the

equator, the first mode baroclinic Rossby wave takes about 9 months to cross the

Pacific; however the second, and higher, baroclinic modes travel slower. Hence, in

the equatorial band, it takes several years for the spin-up to reach equilibrium. In

the mid-latitudes, the long waves travel more slowly. It takes about 11 years for

a Rossby wave to cross the Pacific. For a global ocean model, it will take several

decades to achieve equilibrium in the upper ocean. It is important to understand,

that an ocean model cannot be studied until this equilibrium is reached. If only

the barotropic modes are considered, or the model is 2D, then the adjustment

time will be much quicker, on the order of days, since the barotropic waves travel

faster. It is also possible to reduce spin-up time by using data assimilation to
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nudge the model toward the observed state. Since SSH is the most widespread

type of data coverage, this works best with barotropic models.

Also, if one is concerned only with the wind driven flows, including that arising

from sea surface slopes resulting from Ekman pumping, a spin-up time on the order

of days may be adequate. (Ekman pumping is the convergence or divergence of

water in the Ekman layer due to spatial gradients in the Ekman transport.)

When implementing an ocean circulation model for a new domain, allowance

must be made for spin-up time. This can be quite long for basin-scale models

while regional models, which don’t include deep ocean basins, may be spun up

more quickly.

Once the model spin-up is over, it should be brought to the contemporary/real

state. This is achieved by running the model further from spinup using inter-

annual forcing for sufficient number of years, referred as inter-annual run. The

model is said to have reached the contemporary/real state only when it captures

the observed features realistically. In general, such a judgment is made by carrying

out validation of the model outputs with respect to observations. This validation

should ideally provide qualitative and quantitative view on the error that has been

developed and sustained by the model during the whole process.

It should be obvious from the discussion on numerical ocean models that mod-

els develop errors in their simulations due to the uncertainty flown into it through

various issues such as choice of vertical co-ordinates, model discretization, repre-

sentation errors, and uncertainties in forcing and initial conditions. The errors in

the model simulation, however, can be partially suppressed with data assimilation

techniques by making use of observations.

1.1.3 Ocean Data Assimilation

Data assimilation is an analysis technique in which the observed information is as-

similated into the model state by taking advantage of consistency constraints with
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laws of time evolution and physical properties (Jamet and Loisel, 2009). The data

assimilation aims to provide accurate initial state for a numerical ocean forecast

for instance. The optimal state of the ocean after performing data assimilation is

called “analysis”. The analysis generated from an assimilation system is, in prin-

ciple, dynamically consistent and contain relatively less error compared to model

background state.

There are two basic approaches to data assimilation: sequential assimilation,

which only considers observation made in the past until the time of analysis, which

is the case of real-time assimilation systems (for example, see Derber and Rosati

(1989)) and non-sequential, where observation from the future can be used, for

instance in a reanalysis exercise (for example Anderson et al. (1998)). Another

distinction can be made between methods that are intermittent or continuous in

time. In an intermittent method observations can be processed in small batches,

and thus are usually technically convenient (intermittent data assimilation is used

in most global operational systems, typically with a 6-h cycle performed four times

a day). In a continuous method, observation batches over longer time window are

considered, and the correction to the analyzed state is smooth in time, thus is

physically more realistic. There are many assimilation techniques available in lit-

erature. A brief introduction on assimilation techniques that are being frequently

adopted for oceanography is provided below.

Kalman Filtering: This technique is derived by Kalman in 1960. There are

two steps in its sequential algorithm: (i) the forecast of the state vector and of its

error variance, and (ii), the data forecast melding and error update, which include

the linear combination of the dynamical forecast with the difference between the

data and model predicted values for those data (i.e. data residuals). The matrix

weighting these data residuals is called the Kalman gain matrix. The main advan-

tage of the Kalman Filter is that it quantitatively generates its own error forecast

and analysis. Implementation of original Kalman Filter technique is impractical
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for ocean applications. Due to this reason many flavours of Kalman Filters are

developed, out of which Ensemble Kalman Filters, Local Ensemble Kalman Filters

are mostly used in ocean and atmospheric applications.

Nudging or Newtonian Relaxation Scheme: This technique relaxes the

dynamical model towards the observations. To do so, terms proportional to the

difference between the data and state variables (i.e. data residuals) are added to

the dynamical model. The coefficients in the relaxation can vary in time but can-

not be too large to avoid model disruptions. They should be related to dynamical

scales and a priori estimates of model and data errors. The nudging scheme sim-

plifies the Kalman Filter by assigning a diagonal Kalman gain, of usually constant

elements

Optimal Interpolation (OI): It is a simplification of the Kalman Filter. The

data-forecast melding or analysis step is still a linear combination of the dynamical

forecast with the data residuals, but in the OI scheme, the matrix weighting these

residuals or gain matrix is empirically assigned. In the Kalman Filter, the gain

is computed and updated internally. If the assigned OI gain is diagonal, the OI

and above nudging scheme can be equivalent. However, the OI gain is usually not

diagonal, but a function of empirical correlation and error matrices.

Variational Assimilation techniques (3D-VAR and 4D-VAR): All vari-

ational assimilation approaches perform a global (time-)space adjustment of the

model solution to all observations and thus solve a smoothing problem. The goal

is to minimize a cost function penalizing the (time-)space misfits between the data

and ocean fields, with the constraints of the model equations and their parame-

ters. In these variational schemes, the confidence on model and on observations is

passed through separate matrices called model background error covariance and

observational error covariance. The analysis generated from this method is sensi-

tive to these prescribed matrices.

Each of these techniques differs in their numerical cost, their optimality, and
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in their suitability for real-time data assimilation (Bouttier and Courtier, 2002).

Comprehensive description and discussion of the assimilation schemes can be found

in Robinson and Lermusiaux (2000) and in Jamet and Loisel (2009).

1.1.4 Overview on Ocean Data Assimilation System

Figure 1.8: Block diagram providing an overview on ocean data assimilation sys-
tem

Figure 1.8 provides an overview on ocean data assimilation system and shows

various components involved in the whole system. In order to estimate the present

state of the ocean, the core component of the system the “Ocean Model” need

inputs from its previous run and present conditions of atmosphere at ocean surface

and river runoff at river mouths. The outputs from the model are used as initial

conditions for the next run in assimilation free system. If the assimilation is

enabled, the assimilation schemes takes the present state of the ocean and all

available/specified observations corresponding to the present state and provides

ocean analysis corresponding to the present state. In general, this ocean analysis

has less error compared to outputs from assimilation free run. These analysis are

then used as initial conditions for the next run in assimilation enabled systems.
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1.2 Motivation for setting up the Global Ocean

Data Assimilation System at INCOIS

India is a country where the economy largely depends on agricultural production,

which, in turn, is strongly dependent on the rainfall received over the Indian

land mass during the summer monsoon months of June-September (Rajeevan and

Sridhar, 2008). It is well known that the Indian summer monsoon rainfall shows

large inter-annual variability both in terms of spatial distribution and intensity.

A better forecast of the monsoon will aid the government in taking precautionary

measures to tackle issues like deficits in food production, damage due to floods,

etc. Therefore, the prediction of the inter-annual and seasonal variation of the

Indian summer monsoon rainfall, particularly for the occurrence of extreme events

like droughts and excessive rainfall is extremely important. However the skill of

atmospheric and coupled models to predict the summer monsoon rainfall is not

yet satisfactory (Gadgil and Srinivasan, 2011). For example, almost all the model

predictions by the leading centers in the world using general circulation models of

the atmosphere or of the coupled ocean-atmosphere system did not anticipate the

large deficit in rainfall during the summer monsoon of 2009 (Nanjundiah, 2009).

It is well known that the ocean SST plays a significant role in the modulation

of the summer monsoon rainfall (Shenoi et al., 1999, 2002; Vecchi and Harrison,

2002; Joseph et al., 2005; Shankar et al., 2007; Francis and Gadgil, 2009). In

addition, earlier modeling studies also have highlighted the significance of better

oceanic initial conditions, particularly with regard to the upper ocean thermal

structure, for improving the skill of climate model forecasts at the seasonal time

scale (Balmaseda et al., 2009; Balmaseda and Anderson, 2009). Any inaccuracy

in the upper ocean thermal structure, particularly in the SST strongly influences

the atmospheric circulation in the coupled model (Balmaseda et al., 2009). In

addition Balmaseda and Anderson (2009) showed that ocean initialization has a
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significant impact on the mean state, variability, and skill of coupled forecasts at

the seasonal time scale. It is well known that, model forcing fields (surface flux

products and wind products) have significant errors. These will inevitably lead to

errors in the ocean model output. Data assimilation techniques are then used to

improve the ocean state estimations. Hence the assimilation of ocean surface and

subsurface data into an OGCM can improve the initial estimation of the ocean

state, which in principle should improve the skill of seasonal forecasts.

Earlier studies reported significant improvements in the simulations of ocean

state (ocean analyses) upon assimilating the hydro-graphic data (Balmaseda et al.,

2007; Martin et al., 2007; Baehr et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2010). Past experience

also suggests the use of synthetic salinity profiles in the assimilation along with

the temperature profiles, in order to avoid problems due to the misrepresentation

of density stratifications in the model and also to avoid data scarcity (Troccoli and

Haines, 1999; Demirov et al., 1999; Sparnocchia et al., 1999; Maes and Behringer,

2000; De Mey and Benkiran, 2002; Troccoli et al., 2002; Haines et al., 2006) espe-

cially during pre Argo era. This approach has found to be promising over most

of the regions in the global ocean except over those regions where salinity plays

key role. After the advent of Argo program, uncertainties that were caused due to

salinity are significantly reduced upon utilizing observed in-situ salinity profiles in

the assimilation systems (Vidard et al., 2007; Balmaseda et al., 2007; Cazes-Boezio

et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2008).

The demand for an improved global ocean analysis is high in the recent pe-

riod. This is mainly because they offer dynamically consistent spatial and tem-

porally complete products, which is an important thing for use in coupled ocean-

atmospheric models and also to understand the ocean process in detail. Recent

advances in ocean data assimilation and ocean observation networks enabled to

reduce errors in ocean models, if any, which in turn gave confidence in building

improved ocean analysis. The use of ocean data assimilation systems is increasing
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in the recent years. Recently, a new version of the Global Ocean Data Assimilation

System (GODAS) has been developed at the National Centers for Environmental

Prediction (NCEP), to increase the understanding and predictive capability of the

oceans role in future climate change scenarios. This new system, which can assim-

ilate in-situ temperature and salinity profiles, is part of the new Climate Forecast

System-Reanalysis (CFS-R) at NCEP (Saha et al., 2010). The same CFS-R system

except ocean data assimilation component is setup at Indian Institute of Tropical

Meteorology (IITM), Pune under National Monsoon Mission by Ministry of Earth

Sciences (MoES), Government of India to provide seasonal forecasts of monsoon.

Setting up the GODAS at INCOIS (here after INCOIS-GODAS) and providing

improved ocean analysis as ocean initial conditions for coupled ocean-atmospheric

model at IITM, Pune improve seasonal forecasts of monsoon generated by IITM.

Further, the ocean analysis products from the INCOIS-GODAS are also useful to

understand dynamic & thermo-dynamic (temperature, salinity, currents and sea

level) properties/phenomenon of the ocean over a range of spatio-temporal scales.

These factors motivate us to setting up and operationalizing GODAS at INCOIS.

1.3 Scope and objective of the present study

The tropical Indian Ocean forms the major part of the largest warm pool on Earth,

and its interaction with the atmosphere plays an important role in shaping climate

on both regional and global scales. It differs from the Atlantic and Pacific in a

number of climatically important ways. For example, the Asian continent drives

the strongest monsoon on Earth, and the monsoonal winds generate large seasonal

variations in ocean currents, many of which display annual reversals such as Somali

current and the Southwest/Northeast Monsoon current south of India/Srilanka

(figure 1.9 and figure 1.10 show schematic representation of ocean currents in the

tropical Indian ocean during summer and winter). The tropical Indian Ocean is
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Figure 1.9: Schematic representation of identified current branches during the
summer (southwest) monsoon. Current branches indicated (figure 1.10) are
the South Equatorial Current (SEC), South Equatorial Countercurrent (SECC),
Northeast and Southeast Madagascar Current (NEMC and SEMC), East African
Coastal Current (EACC), Somali Current (SC), Southern Gyre (SG) and Great
Whirl (GW) and associated upwelling wedges (green shades), Southwest and
Northeast Monsoon Currents (SMC and NMC), South Java Current (SJC), East
Gyral Current (EGC), and Leeuwin Current (LC). The subsurface return flow of
the supergyre is shown in magenta. Depth contours shown are for 1000m and
3000m (grey). Red vectors (Me) show directions of meridional Ekman transports.
ITF indicates Indonesian Throughflow. Both of the figure 1.9 and figure 1.10
figure are reproduced from Schott et al. (2009)

Figure 1.10: Same as figure 1.9 but for winter (northeast) monsoon
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connected to South Atlantic, South Pacific and Antarctic Ocean at its southern

boundary and is connected to tropical Pacific through a low-latitude exchange

route, the Indonesian Throughflow (ITF). It is estimated that ITF transports

approximately 10 Sv of Pacific waters into the IO, mostly within the upper ocean

(< 400m). Observation (Davis, 2005; Ridgway and Dunn, 2007) and model (Speich

et al., 2002, 2007) based studies indicate exchanges between the IO and other ocean

takes place at intermediate depths at the southern boundary of IO as well. These

processes emphasize the need for having a global model to study the tropical

Indian Ocean processes.

It is well known that Indian Ocean was poorly sampled before Argo era. It

resulted in the lack of deep understanding about the Indian Ocean compared to

other oceans. The present study mainly focuses on delivering research quality

ocean analysis for the tropical Indian Ocean by diagnosing ocean analysis fields

from the assimilation system INCOIS-GODAS under various configurations. The

focus on the Tropical Indian Ocean (TIO) is particularly important in the context

of a well-developed in-situ Indian ocean observing system (IndOOS), that is being

implemented by several nations in the Indian Ocean (Panel, 2006) to understand

the influence of ocean dynamics in the TIO on the seasonal prediction of the

monsoon. In delivering such a research quality ocean analysis, we quantify the

impact of observed salinity assimilation, river runoff, importance of accurate wind

products and relaxation. In the present study, we verify whether the quality

of improved global ocean analysis from INCOIS-GODAS is at research quality by

comparing with the global ocean analysis from other state-of-the-art ocean models.

Finally, the application of INCOIS-GODAS to understand the importance of each

global ocean observing system is demonstrated by carrying out a specialised set

of experiments called Observation System Evaluation experiments (OSEs).

The thesis is organized in eight chapters, the present chapter being the first.

The Chapter-2 provides details on the ocean model configuration, assimilation
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scheme, and data used for forcing, assimilation and for validation. Impact of assim-

ilating temperature and synthetic salinity profiles with respect to assimilation-free

model simulations, sensitivity of ocean analysis by different momentum forcing is

examined in Chapter-3. Chapter-4 is devoted to the evaluation of ASCAT based

gridded wind product using in-situ RAMA winds and QuikSCAT based gridded

winds. Further, the suitability of momentum flux from the ASCAT product is

examined by conducting sensitivity experiments using the INCOIS-GODAS. Im-

pact of river runoff and observed salinity assimilation on the salinity analysis is

discussed in Chapter-5. From the above study, a new INCOIS-GODAS configu-

ration was set up with (1) incorporation of observed in-situ salinity profiles (2)

incorporation of inter-annual monthly river-runoff, (3) strong SST relaxation to

bring the model SST close to observations, and (4) forcing the model with satellite

based winds. The ocean analysis obtained from this new configuration is then ex-

amined to demonstrate the skill of INCOIS-GODAS in capturing dominant modes

of intra-seasonal and inter-annual variations in Chapter-6. The chapter also per-

form inter-comparison of global ocean analysis of INCOIS-GODAS with NCEP-

GODAS and ECMWF-ORAS4 during the period 2004-2009. In the Chapter-7,

results from OSEs are discussed to know the impact of each in-situ ocean observa-

tion network. Summary of the present study and data dissemination mechanisms

of INCOIS-GODAS ocean analysis are provided in Chapter-8.



Chapter 2

Description of assimilation system,

and Data used for the system and

for validation

2.1 Configuration of the INCOIS-GODAS

The INCOIS-GODAS, configured at INCOIS, is an OGCM with an embedded

ocean data assimilation scheme. The OGCM and the assimilation scheme imple-

mented in INCOIS-GODAS are the MOM-4.0 and a 3DVAR respectively. The

OGCM is a hydrostatic, primitive equation, free surface, Boussinesq ocean model

with z-co-ordinates in the vertical and generalized orthogonal horizontal co-ordinates.

It is fully global with an Arctic Ocean and an interactive ice model. The 3DVAR

assimilation scheme, which was originally developed by Derber and Rosati (1989),

assimilates both temperature and salinity. The newly configured INCOIS-GODAS

is an improvement over the traditional NCEP-GODAS with respect to an exten-

sion of the model domain, an improved resolution of the model, a shorter assimila-

tion window, different relaxation time scale (30 day) etc. The differences between

INCOIS-GODAS and NCEP-GODAS are summarised in Table 2.1. Earlier ocean

model sensitivity studies on model resolution (Megann and New, 2001; Hoteit

24
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Table 2.1: Summary of differences between configurations of NCEP-GODAS and
INCOIS-GODAS

NCEP-GODAS INCOIS-GODAS

OGCM MOM3.0 MOM4.0

Domain Quasi-Global Fully Global - Implements
Murray 1996 tripolar grid
near the poles

Spatial resolution 1◦ in zonal and meridional.
Meridional resolution is 1/3◦

with in 10◦S-10◦N

0.5◦ in zonal and meridional.
Meridional resolution is 1/4◦

with in 10◦S-10◦N

Relaxation Strong relaxation - 5 and 10
day for SST and SSS respec-
tively

Weak relaxation - 30 day for
both SST and SSS

Assimilation Assimilation window of 15
days. Performs assimilation
every 6hr to get analysis cor-
rection. This analysis correc-
tion is updated equally for the
next few time steps

Assimilation window of 10
days. Performs assimilation
every 6hr to get analysis cor-
rection. This analysis correc-
tion is updated only once

et al., 2008), relaxation (Killworth et al., 2000; Kamenkovich and Sarachik, 2004),

and the assimilation window (Huang et al., 2010) have indicated that the improve-

ments to the model such as mentioned above have the potential to enhance the

quality of ocean analysis. This is one of our motivations to carry out evaluation

of INCOIS-GODAS in chapter 3. The detailed explanation on the model and

assimilation scheme is given in the following two sections.

2.1.1 The Ocean General Circulation Model

The OGCM in INCOIS-GODAS, the MOM-4.0 implements the tripolar grid de-

veloped by Murray (1996). Northward of 65◦N , it uses a rotated bipolar grid

that places two poles over land, which eliminates the singularity in the northern

ocean. Southward of 65◦S, it uses a regular latitude and longitude grid. The prim-

itive equations are discretized on an Arakawa B-grid. The model has a uniform
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zonal resolution of 0.5◦ and a variable meridional resolution of 0.25◦ within 10◦

of the equator, which decreases exponentially from 10◦S (10◦N) to 30◦S (30◦N)

to maintain a 0.5◦ meridional resolution polewards from 30◦S (30◦N). The model

domain with spatial grid resolution is shown in figure 2.1. There are 40 layers in

the vertical with 27 layers in the upper 400 m, and the maximum bottom depth

is approximately 4.5 km. The vertical resolution is 10 m from the surface to

240 m depth and gradually increases to about 511 m in the bottom layer. The

bathymetry is based on a coarsened version of the topography data by Andrew

Coward and David Webb at the Southampton Oceanography Centre.

Figure 2.1: The schematic diagram of model domain and spatial grid resolution.
The resolution of the grid is reduced by 4X for display. The resolution is 1/2◦×1/2◦

increasing to 1/2◦ × 1/4◦ within 10◦ of the equator. The grid is distorted in the
Arctic.

Vertical mixing follows the non-local K-profile parameterization of Large et al.

(1994). The horizontal mixing of tracers uses the iso-neutral method developed

by Gent and Mcwilliams (1990) (see also Griffies et al. (1998)). The Smagorinsky

viscosity scheme, with Smagorinsky isotropic viscosity coefficient set to 0.9, is used

for horizontal momentum viscosity (Griffies and Hallberg, 2000). To account for

background horizontal/vertical diffusivities, we used the Bryan-Lewis diffusivity
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model (Bryan and Lewis, 1979). The diffusivity is allowed to vary with respect to

latitude, depth, and space. The expression for vertical diffusivity is

AHV (Z) = 10−4
{
η +

(
α

Π

)
tan−1[β × 10−3(Z − µ)]

}
(2.1)

Where AHV is vertical diffusivity, Z is depth and values of η, α, β and µ are

0.75 (0.65), 0.95 (1.15), 4.5 (4.5) and 2500 (2500) respectively above (within) the

transition latitude 35◦. The horizontal diffusivities are roughly 0.3 × 10−4m2s−1

(1.3× 10−4m2s−1) in the upper (deep) ocean. These values are time-independent.

The shortwave penetration scheme of Morel and Antoine (1994) is used to

distribute incident surface radiation below the ocean surface. The amount of

short wave radiation penetrating across a given depth is estimated by Qpen =

0.47Qshortwave[V1e
−h1/ζ1 + V2e

−h2/ζ2], where ζ1 and ζ2 are the e-folding depths of

long visible and short visible and ultraviolet wavelengths, and h is depth in me-

ters. The parameters V1, V2, ζ1 and ζ2 are estimated from monthly chlorophyll-a

climatology (mg/m3) data. We use the SeaWiFS-based chlorophyll-a climatology

(constructed from 1999 to 2001) and set the maximum depth to 100 m for the

penetration of shortwave radiation. Based on the climatology used in our model,

ζ1 does not exceed 3 m while ζ2 will vary between 30 m in oligotrophic waters

and 4m in coastal waters. Throughout most of the ocean, the parameter V1 is less

than 0.5 and the parameter V2 is greater than 0.5. In the present model config-

uration, we fix the river water insertion thickness at the boundary as 40 m. The

model integration time step is 1800s and uses the two-level time stepping scheme

suggested by Griffies (2004). The baroclinic and barotropic time splitting (Griffies

(2004) and references there in) with respect to model integration time step are set

to 1 and 80 respectively.
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2.1.2 Assimilation scheme

The INCOIS-GODAS uses a 3DVAR assimilation scheme, which was originally

developed by Derber and Rosati (1989). It was adopted for operational use at

NCEP, where it has undergone further development to assimilate salinity profiles

(Behringer and Xue, 2004; Behringer, 2007; Huang et al., 2008). The functional

to be minimized is

I =
1

2
(T TE−1T ) +

1

2

{
[D(T )− T0]TF−1[D(T )− T0]

}
(2.2)

where the vector T represents the correction to the first-guess prognostic trac-

ers (temperature and salinity) computed by the model, E is the first-guess error

covariance matrix, D(T )−T0 represents the difference between the tracer and first

guess, D is an interpolation operator that transforms the first-guess tracers from

the model grid to the observation locations, and F is the observation error covari-

ance matrix for the tracers. Temperature and salinity are treated as uncorrelated

to get better simulations in regions where water mass transformation is impor-

tant. In this sense, the system is univariate and E is thus block-diagonal with

respect to temperature and salinity. The horizontal covariance is approximately a

Gaussian that is modelled by repeated applications of a Laplacian smoother. The

zonal and meridional scales of the function decrease with increasing latitude and

the zonal scale is stretched with respect to the meridional scale by a factor of 2

within 10◦ to the equator. The zonal and meridional scales are approximately 880

km and 440 km respectively at the equator and 220 km and 220 km at 60◦N . The

vertical covariance is also a Gaussian function modelled by a Laplacian smoother

with a vertical scale that increases with depth as the vertical grid cell dimension;

thus near the surface, the scale is approximately 10 m, while at 950 m the scale

is 224 m. The estimated first-guess error variances for temperature and salinity

are scaled by the square root of the local vertical gradient of the respective fields

taken from previous model output, except where the vertical gradient vanishes, in
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which case a constant value 0.395 (◦C)2/m2, and 0.0790 (psu)2/m2 is specified. In

the present study, the background error covariance matrix updated every 5th day.

The background error covariance is estimated online based on the 5-day averages

of temperature and salinity. For temperature, the estimated error variances are

normalized to have a global maximum of 0.4 (◦C)2 and a constant value of 0.12

(◦C)2 in the mixed layer. The corresponding values for salinity are 0.08 (psu)2

and 0.06 (psu)2. These values were arrived at through a tuning process; their

relatively small size is a consequence of observations being inserted multiple times

over a 10-day window.

The observational errors for temperature and salinity are handled in the same

way and both vary in space and time. The observational temperature variances

are normalized to have a maximum value of 1.6 (◦C)2 in the thermocline and a

minimum of 0.8 (◦C)2. The corresponding values for the observational salinity

errors are 0.16 (psu)2 and 0.08 (psu)2. These error variance estimates are meant

to include errors of representation due to variability contained in real world ob-

servations that cannot be resolved by the model.

Temperature and salinity profiles are assimilated at 6-hour intervals using all

observations from the 10-day assimilation window. The more distant a profile is in

time, the less weight it receives in the assimilation. This approach allows relatively

sparse ocean observations to have a greater impact on the model state (Derber

and Rosati, 1989; Behringer et al., 1998). In the present assimilation system, the

assimilation is being done for the region 60◦S-60◦N and upto 750 m depth (30

levels).

In the present assimilation system, the SST and SSS is slowly nudged (relaxed)

towards observations at each time step in the model via a Newtonian damping term

in the equation of the variable

∂T

∂t
= β(Tobs − T ) (2.3)

Where t is time and T is the variable of interest to be nudged, Tobs is the
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observation, and β is the relaxation/nudging coefficient which is constant and

have units of inverse of time.

β ∝ t−1d (2.4)

In the above equations, small value of td implies strong nudging towards ob-

servations, conversely, large values of td implies lesser influence of observations.

In the current system, unless specified, we use weak (td=30 day) relaxation for

both SST and SSS. The purpose of using relaxation at the surface is to provide a

constraint on the ocean at the interface with the atmosphere, and compensate for

possible model drift due to errors in the surface heat and momentum fluxes.

2.2 Data sets used for INCOIS-GODAS

INCOIS-GODAS uses rich collection of data sets for forcing, relaxation and assim-

ilation. Summary of the datasets used in the system, unless specified, as forcing

fields, for assimilation, relaxation is given in 2.2. Temperature and salinity pro-

files collected by various ocean observations platforms such as RAMA (McPhaden

et al., 2009b), TAO/ TRITON (McPhaden, 1993), PIRATA (Servain et al., 1998),

moored buoys, expandable bathy thermographs (XBTs), and Argo profiling floats

(Freeland et al., 2010), over the entire globe are obtained from US Global Ocean

Data assimilation Experiment (USGODAE) Monterey Data Server and the Na-

tional Oceanographic Data Center (NODC) World Ocean Database (WOD). The

data is been merged without any duplication. Before sending temperature and

salinity profiles for assimilation, these profiles are being sent for Quality checks.

Quality control (QC) was performed independently using the system developed

at NCEP for the near real-time version of GODAS used in operations. This QC

algorithm is same as that used in Huang et al. (2008). The system checks for

various flaws, for example, spikes, gaps, hooks at the top and bottom. If flaws can
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be fixed (e.g spikes, hooks), the profile is retained, otherwise it is deleted. Outliers

are identified and removed through comparison with 2 monthly climatologies, one

based on the WOD and one based only on the Argo data set. The QC system was

tuned and extensively cross-checked by visual inspection.

As part of the present study, some of the experiments use synthetic salinity for

assimilation. Synthetic salinity is actually constructed based on the local clima-

tological temperature and salinity correlation and the observed Temperature(z).

So, for each Temperature(z) observation, there is a corresponding Salinity(z) =

F(Temperature(z)), where F represents the local correlation.

2.3 Data and methodology used for validation

Figure 2.2: Difference in the RMSDs of salinity (psu) between the assimilation
experiments where full observations are assimilated and partial observations are
assimilated (full-partial). Panels (a) and (b) represents the differences pertained
to TS’ and TS respectively. Black circles on the panel a indicate the locations of
temperature and salinity profiles withheld from assimilation

In order to have some independent source of temperature and salinity profiles,

the profiles within 0.5◦ (≈ 50km) radius near the RAMA locations of 1.5◦S&80.5◦E,

1.5◦S&90◦E, 5◦S&95◦E, 8◦N&89◦E, 12◦N&90◦E and 15◦N&90◦E are not been

assimilated and the locations are shown in figure 2.2. It is worth mention here

that dropping profiles from these locations does not (does) affect the quality of
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Figure 2.3: Depth-time sections of in-situ (a) observed and (b) synthetic salinity
at 15◦N, 90◦E

ocean analysis in the experiments where in-situ salinity (synthetic salinity) is used

for assimilation. For example, it can be inferred from the figure 2.2 that dropping

the profiles from the fore-mentioned locations improves the quality of SSS in TS’

(figure 2.2a) significantly whereas no significant changes in the case of TS (figure

2.2b). It is found that synthetic salinity profiles, constructed from local T-S rela-

tionships, are far from real (in-situ) salinity profiles in the BoB (figure 2.3). This

might be the reason behind the observed discrepancies in the quality of TS’ in the

BoB. It is worth mention here that the present study search for an improved con-

figuration than TS’. The results from chapter 3 and 5 recommend observed salinity

assimilation instead of synthetic salinity assimilation for an improved ocean anal-
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ysis. In-fact ocean analysis from such a configuration (use of observed salinity

for assimilation) is used in the present study to understand the impact of each

in-situ ocean observation networks inversions (chapter 7). Thus it is reasonable

to neglect the sensitivity of TS’ to dropping profiles at fore-mentioned locations

for assimilation.

Different types of satellite and in-situ data sets are used to validate the model

output. Summary, such as source, resolution, accuracy of the data sets used for

the validation is in Table 2.3. The ADCP measures currents from the sea surface

down to 330 m depth at vertical intervals of 10 m. However, to avoid contami-

nation of signals reflected at the surface as well as the limited data coverage at

deeper levels, only the data between the depths of 40 m and 200 m are used in

this study. The new OSCAR currents, employed in the present work, are avail-

able on 1/3◦ × 1/3◦ spatial and 5-day temporal resolution. The OSCAR data

processing system calculates sea surface currents from satellite altimetry (AVISO-

Archiving, Validation and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic data), vector

wind fields (QuikSCAT), as well as from sea surface temperature (Reynolds et al.,

2007) using quasi-steady geostrophic, local wind-driven, and thermal wind dy-

namics (Dohan and Maximenko, 2010). The technique is tuned to best represent

the ageostrophic motion of the 15 m drogue drifters relative to the surface wind

stress. Near the equatorial regions, the new OSCAR data processing system uses

a realistic shear model, based on Stommel (1960), for the Ekman component. This

produces much more accurate results on the equator compared to older version of

OSCAR product. Also, in the new version of OSCAR data processing system, a

unique set of orthogonal polynomial basis functions, symmetric on the equator,

are applied to solve the geostrophic and Ekman terms across the equatorial singu-

larity. With these improvements, the disparity on the equator between the mean

satellite-derived currents and drifter climatologies is practically eliminated in the

new version of OSCAR currents (www.oscar.noaa.gov/methodology.html). In

www.oscar.noaa.gov/methodology.html
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general, OSCAR provides reasonably accurate ocean surface currents in off equa-

torial regions (Bonjean and Lagerloef, 2002). Validation and error analysis of the

new version of OSCAR surface currents in the Pacific Ocean carried out by John-

son et al. (2007) and they showed that the OSCAR product provides reasonably

accurate zonal surface current variability in the near-equatorial regions too. More-

over, Sikhakolli et al. (2013) has done a comprehensive evaluation of the OSCAR

currents in the TIO. They have shown that the spatial patterns, including in the

Equatorial region, are well captured by OSCAR currents. They have found corre-

lations of the order 0.75 in the Equatorial region for zonal current (zonal current

is dominant over meridional current in the EIO). This new OSCAR product has

been used for the model validation and to address various research problems in

the TIO (e.g. Joseph et al. (2012), Chakraborty et al. (2014)).

All of the data sets, which were used for model validation, were interpolated to

the horizontal and vertical grids of the model. A method suggested by Sprintall

and Tomczak (1992) is used to estimate mixed layer depth (MLD), isothermal layer

depth (ILD), and barrier layer thickness (BLT) with deltaT set to 0.5◦C. Quan-

titative analysis is performed by calculating statistical parameters such as stan-

dard deviation (STD), correlation, mean difference (bias; model-observation) and

root mean square difference (RMSD). All of the statistical calculations are done

only during the period when both data sets are available. For ease interpretation

we define December-January-February (DJF), March-April-May (MAM), June-

July-August (JJA), and September-October-November (SON) as winter, spring,

monsoon, and fall (post monsoon) respectively.



Chapter 3

Evaluation of the INCOIS-GODAS

3.1 Introduction

One of the important stages in building any assimilation system is to evaluate it’s

performance with particular emphasis on it’s ability to replicate the variability on

scales resolvable by the system/model. Such an evaluation determines to what

extent the model is an accurate representation of the real system being modelled.

The insights gained from model evaluation/validation will be useful for the im-

provements of the model’s ability to capture realistic scenarios and for establishing

the limitations of a model.

The ocean analysis products generated from operational NCEP-GODAS were

validated on numerous occasions (Behringer and Xue, 2004; Behringer, 2007;

Huang et al., 2008, 2010, 2012). However, there are considerable differences be-

tween NCEP-GODAS and INCOIS-GODAS (as explained in chapter 2). Further,

the validation of the ocean parameters over the TIO is particularly important in

the context of a well-developed in-situ Indian ocean observing system (IndOOS),

that is being implemented by several nations in the Indian Ocean (Panel, 2006)

and to understand the influence of ocean dynamics in the TIO on the seasonal

prediction of the monsoon. The primary objective of this chapter is to report on

the quality of the ocean analysis obtained from the INCOIS-GODAS in the TIO.

37
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The present chapter also wants to identify problems in the assimilation system and

reports the possible source of these problems. Further, this chapter examines the

sensitivity of INCOIS-GODAS to momentum flux forcing and assimilation, based

on the experiments carried out with different wind products: NCEP2 (Kanamitsu

et al., 2002) and QuikSCAT (Wentz et al., 2001); and a free run without data as-

similation (The details of the experiments are discussed in the following section).

The analysis is performed for the period of January, 2004 through October, 2009.

The selection of the analysis period is for the following reasons: (1) The number

of in-situ profiles available for the assimilation in the Indian Ocean region is very

sparse before 2004 and (2) The QuikSCAT mission was terminated in November,

2009. This chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.2 provides a description of

the experiments carried out for this chapter. The results obtained from the vali-

dation of the ocean analyses are discussed in section 3.3. A summary of this study

and recommendations are given in section 3.4.

3.2 Experiments Performed

In the first experiment, the INCOIS-GODAS is forced with NCEP2 heat, momen-

tum and freshwater fluxes (Kanamitsu et al., 2002), and assimilates temperature

and synthetic salinity and is denoted as the TS’. Synthetic salinity profiles are

constructed from temperature observations using statistical relationships between

temperature and salinity observations as explained in chapter 2. The TS’ was

performed for the period 2003 to 2009 using a restart file obtained from the assim-

ilation system NCEP-GODAS. The NCEP2 precipitation and the annual mean

value of the river runoff provided by Large and Yeager (2004) have been used for

freshwater forcing. We set 40m as the river incursion thickness for mixing river

runoff in the model. The turbulent fluxes of sensible and latent heats were calcu-

lated in the model using the COARE bulk algorithm (Fairall et al., 2003) with the
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NCEP2 wind speed, specific humidity and air temperature, and the model SST.

High-resolution measurements by the QuikSCAT scatterometer reveal a rich

diversity of persistent small-scale features in the global wind field that cannot be

simulated by numerical weather prediction models (Chelton et al., 2004). Fur-

ther, a number of studies have reported the superiority of the QuikSCAT wind

product over the NCEP product (Agarwal et al. (2007); Kumar et al. (2012); and

references therein). Earlier studies have shown that an ocean model forced with

high resolution satellite derived wind fields provides a better simulation of sub-

surface features, SST, coastal currents and coastal upwelling processes compared

to an ocean model forced with model based wind fields (Kang and Kug, 2000;

Dong and Oey, 2005; Sharma et al., 2007; Agarwal et al., 2007; Jiang et al., 2008).

For example, Agarwal et al. (2007) showed considerable improvements in model

simulations when they were forced with QuikSCAT winds compared to NCEP

winds. Considering these results, we have designed one more experiment replac-

ing NCEP2 momentum flux with QuikSCAT momentum flux for the same period

(2003-2009), denoted as the QTS’. In order to realize the impact of assimilation

on the quality of ocean analysis, we conducted one more experiment similar to

TS’ with the assimilation disabled and it is denoted as XA.

3.3 Validation of INCOIS-GODAS

3.3.1 Temperature

Since the SST within the top model grid cell (5m) is relaxed to Reynold’s SST

with a weak 30 day time-scale, the GODAS derived SST is verified for consistency

with the same Reynold’s SST. It is worth mentioning here that the relaxation is so

weak that model SST fields from experiments with and without relaxation are very

similar. Figure 3.1 shows the seasonal evolution of the multi-year average (2004-

2009) SST bias between (a) XA and Reynolds, and (b) TS’ and Reynolds. Since,
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Figure 3.1: (a) Seasonal mean of observed SST (TMIAMSRE). The seasonal SST
(◦C) bias between model and observation. (b) XA - Observed, (c) TS’ -Observed.
In the figure, DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON represent December-January-February,
March-April-May, June-July-August, and September-October-November respec-
tively

Figure 3.2: Mean depth of 20◦C isotherm derived from (a) Observation (EN3V2a),
(b) XA, and (c) TS’. Units are in meters
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the SST field simulated by QTS’ shows similar features as that of TS’, the QTS’

is not shown here. Comparing Figures 3.1a and 3.1b, it is clear that assimilation

improves the SST significantly. The improvements are larger than 1◦C over most

of the regions in the TIO. It can be observed that the model with assimilation

realistically reproduces the well-known seasonal cycle in the TIO. Generally, the

model with assimilation shows a very small warm bias (0.3◦C) compared to the

observations with the exception of a very few localized regions such as the head-

bay, the Somalia coast and the South-Western EIO. The SST differences between

the assimilation experiment and observations in these regions are relatively large

and have a strong seasonal dependence. For example, SST from TS’ in the head-

bay shows a warm bias (> 1◦C) during the winter monsoon and also during the

summer monsoon. This warm bias disappears during the spring after the winter

season and during the fall at the end of the summer monsoon season. The SSTs

in assimilation experiments also show a warm bias (> 1◦C) along the coasts of

Somali and Oman during the summer monsoon. SSTs from all experiments show

a cold bias (of around 0.5◦C) in the South West EIO region (Seychelles-Chagos

thermocline ridge) during the winter. A recent study by Foltz et al. (2010) showed

that the oceanic entrainment of cold thermocline water into the mixed layer due

to a shallow thermocline plays an important role in modulating the mixed layer

temperature in this region on a seasonal time-scale. The analysis shows that the

thermocline, as simulated by assimilation experiments, is relatively shallow with

respect to the Argo gridded climatology (figure 3.2). The relatively shallow ther-

mocline in the assimilation experiments might have led to a greater entrainment

of the cold thermocline water into the mixed layer, thus producing the cold bias

in the assimilation experiments. The probable reasons for the discrepancies in the

head bay and the Somali region are discussed in next sections. In the assimila-

tion experiments, excluding these particular regions and time periods where there

are larger biases, the overall model vs observation differences, are only −0.2◦C
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to +0.2◦C . It is interesting to note that the correlation between the model SST

and the observations is larger than 0.8 in most regions in both theTS’and XA

(Figure 3.3). In the vicinity of the central EIO and along the whole west coast of

India, the correlations are slightly less than 0.7◦C. However, correlations of SST

with observations are relatively better in the assimilation experiments as com-

pared to the experiment without assimilation, particularly over the central EIO.

The above results indicate that weak SST relaxation, without temperature and

synthetic salinity assimilation, is an inefficient way to capture the SST patterns

in a realistic fashion.

Figure 3.3: The correlation between SST obtained from (a) XA and Reynolds,
and (b) TS’ and Reynolds during 2004-2009

Depth wise comparison of temperature between the XA and in-situ observa-

tion (RAMA) at various independent locations suggest that the XA could not pick

the observed temperature variations above the thermocline well and also there is

a overall negative bias (Figure 3.4). However, both the assimilation experiments

(TS’ and QTS’ ) could simulate temperature structure realistically. Significant

improvements are observed in both the assimilation experiments over XA. The

improvements are especially significant between 0-150m and reach 1.5◦C in terms

of RMSD. It is interesting to observe that these improvements show seasonal de-

pendency especially in the BoB. For example, improvements are large (by up to

2.5◦C ) during monsoon and post monsoon season at 8◦N&90◦E location com-
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Figure 3.4: Depth-wise statistics of temperature at all independent locations. (a)
1.5◦S, 80.5◦E, (b) 1.5◦S, 90◦E, (c) 5◦S, 95◦E, (d) 8◦N, 90◦E, (e) 12◦N , 90◦E, and
(f) 15◦N, 90◦E. Statistics include (i) Mean (◦C), (ii) STD (◦C), (iii) RMSD (◦C),
and (iv) correlation. RMSD and correlations are estimated between observation
and model. In the figure RAMA, XA, and TS’ are indicated in black, red, and
blue colours respectively. Results for QTS’ and TS’ are almost identical thus
QTS’ not shown in the plots

pared to the other seasons (Figure 3.5). Careful analysis reveals that the quality of

temperature analysis in XA does show significant seasonal dependencies whereas

in assimilation experiments the quality of temperature analysis is relatively steady

(Figure 3.5). It is noticed that RMSD’s of temperature in the assimilation exper-

iments are within the standard deviation throughout the column (0-500m) except

for BoB locations. In general, RMSDs are minimum (0.2-0.75◦C ) in the upper

50m and are maximum (1-3◦C ) between 100-200m in all the assimilation experi-

ments. Correlation exceeds 0.6 at the surface in these assimilation experiments.
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Figure 3.5: Season wise RMSD (◦C) of temperature at all independent loca-
tions. (a) 1.5◦S, 80.5◦E, (b) 1.5◦S, 90◦E, (c) 5◦S, 95◦E, (d) 8◦N , 90◦E, (e)
12◦N , 90◦E, and (f) 15◦N , 90◦E. Seasons include (i) DJF (December-January-
February), (ii) MAM (March-April-May), (iii) JJA (June-July-August), and (iv)
SON (September-October-November). RMSD is estimated between observation
and model. In the figure XA, and TS’ are indicated in red, and blue colours
respectively. Results for QTS’ and TS’ are almost identical thus not QTS’ not
shown in the plots.
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3.3.2 Salinity

Figure 3.6: Same as figure 3.1 except for sea surface salinity. The model biases
are estimated with respect to EN3V2a

Figure 3.7: The standard deviation of SSS (psu) derived from (a) EN3V2a. RMSD
(psu) and correlation between SSS of XA and EN3V2a, TS’ and EN3V2a are
shown in b,c and d,e respectively. Statistics are available for (i) surface (5m) as
well as (ii) sub-surface (100m)

Figure 3.6 shows the seasonal evolution of multi-year (2004-2008) (a) average

SSS derived from gridded salinity fields of EN3V2a data, and the SSS biases in
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each (b) XA, and (c) TS’ with respect to EN3V2a. It is observed that the SSS in

TS’ and QTS’ show similar features hence QTS’ not shown in the figure. It is clear

from figure that XA has a tendency to under-estimate salinities by more than 1 psu

over the Bay of Bengal (BoB) especially during south west monsoon season. Large

freshening anomalies are also observed over central parts of the equatorial Indian

Ocean and thermocline ridge region during November and December. In contrast

to the above, over-estimations are observed over the south-eastern Arabian Sea

(AS) during spring. Discrepancies over most of the tropical IO are reduced upon

using the temperature and synthetic salinity assimilation except over a few local-

ized regions such as north BoB, and south-eastern AS. Improvements in SSS, in

terms of RMSDs, with TS’ over XA ranges from 0.2 to 0.4psu over most of the

regions in the TIO (Figure 3.7). However, over few localized regions mentioned

above, RMSDs are still greater than STD in TS’ (Figure 3.7). It is observed that

the spatial extent of these large RMSDs in the north BoB decreases as the depth

increases and diminishes significantly at 100m (Figure 3.7). Comparing the model

experiments with in-situ RAMA salinity confirms the above results (Figure 3.8).

Careful analysis on the discrepancies observed in the BoB indicates that these

are associated with the prescription of unrealistic annual river discharge in the

model and/or due to assimilation of unrealistic salinity profiles in the BoB. For

example, the regions in the head Bay as seen in XA shows a positive bias (> 1psu)

in the SSS during September-February and a negative bias (< 1psu) during March-

August (Figure 3.6a and 3.6b). Earlier studies have reported that all the major

rivers along the east coast of India have a pronounced annual cycle with peak

discharges during August-September (Rao and Sivakumar, 2003; Papa et al.,

2010) and provide greatest drop in salinity in November and December (LaVi-

olette, 1967). The annual average of the river discharge, which has been input

to the model, will provide more (less) freshwater input in to the head BoB dur-

ing January-May (June-September) compared to its seasonal cycle. Further, these
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Figure 3.8: Same as Figure 3.4 except for salinity

large errors in the BoB subsequently contribute to large errors in the south-eastern

AS through horizontal advection as seen in Figure 3.6a. Though prescribing un-

realistic river discharge has got potential to degrade the quality of salinity field,

the affect could be reduced significantly upon assimilating salinity profiles. For

example, over most of the regions in the TIO, improvements in the quality of

salinity are observed with TS’ over XA (Figure 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8). However, in

the case of head BoB during winter, the discrepancies are enhanced. It is noticed

that synthetic salinity profiles are very far from real salinity profiles in north BoB

especially during winter seasons (e.g. Figure 2.3). Thus the discrepancies in the

head BoB observed in TS’ might be due to combined effect of (1) unrealistic river

runoff as explained earlier and (2) unrealistic synthetic salinity profiles. Earlier

studies Huang et al. (2008) have shown that adding in-situ salinity instead of
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synthetic salinity to the temperature assimilation reduces errors in salinity field

significantly. From the above analysis it is reasonable to speculate that inclu-

sion of realistic river-runoff in the model would reduce errors in the salinity field

especially in the head BoB. The above discussion also suggests for closing Indo-

Srilankan channel in the model. Forcing ocean general circulation model with high

quality precipitation product derived from satellite observations, instead of model

based NCEP2, is also another option to reduce errors in salinity as suggested by

the recent studies (Momin et al., 2010; Sharma et al., 2012). Some of these critical

issues are solved in the chapter 5.

3.3.3 Sea surface height anomaly

Figure 3.9: Hovmoller diagram of SSHA (cm) derived from (a) Altimeter, (b) XA,
and (c) TS’ along 10◦N , Eq, 10◦S as indicated in the figure legends. Results for
QTS’ and TS’ are almost identical thus not QTS’ not shown in the plots

The TIO experiences large variations in the wind field at time scales extending

from intra-seasonal to inter-annual and they have a significant influence on the

vertical movement of the thermocline by local Ekman pumping and also remotely

by propagating Rossby and Kelvin waves (Iskandar et al., 2005; Sakova et al., 2006;

Vialard et al., 2009; Rao et al., 2010; Girishkumar et al., 2011). Both satellite and
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model derived SSHAs represent a first order approximation of the upper ocean

thermal structure, with the SSHA mirroring the variability of the thermocline

depth. It is found that all the model experiments do well at realistically capturing

the signals propagating eastward along equator and westward along 10◦N (Figure

3.9). The model without assimilation (XA), however, struggles to capture the

westward propagating Rossby waves driven by Ekman pumping (Masumoto and

Meyers, 1998) along 10◦S in a realistic way (Figure 3.9). On the other hand, the

SSHA from both assimilation experiments capture these signals reasonably well

in terms of amplitude and phase speed with respect to the observed SSHA.

Figure 3.10: The standard deviation of SSHA (cm) derived from (a) Altimeter,
(b) XA, (c) TS’ and (d) QTS’ during 2004-2009

Figure 3.11: RMSD (cm, top panel) and correlation (bottom panel) between SSHA
derived from the model and altimeter for (a) XA, (b) TS’ and (c) QTS’ during
2004-2009

We note that the model without assimilation (XA) has a tendency to generate
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large biases in SSHA patterns near the Somali region, over Bay of Bengal (BoB)

and the south eastern parts of the TIO. It can be seen in Figures 3.10 and 3.11

that the errors are large wherever the variability is high. For example, the RMSD

over the western BoB, Somali region and South TIO are as large as 10cm. The as-

similation of temperature and synthetic salinity appears to reduce the large errors

found in XA, by 3-5 cm, over the regions near northwest Australia and the ITF.

In general, the STD of SSHA from the model and observations match reasonably

well. The RMSDs are between 2-9cm and are smaller than the STDs over most

regions of the TIO in the assimilation experiments. It can be seen in the figure

that discrepancies in SSHA, with respect to the RMSD and correlation, between

the TS’ and the observations are relatively small in the EIO when compared to

any other region. The figure further suggests that these are reduced further by

replacing NCEP2 winds with QuikSCAT winds. Assimilation, however, did not

reduce the large discrepancies found in the XA in the region offshore of Somalia,

in the western BoB and in the southern TIO. Over these regions, RMSDs and cor-

relations are found to be greater than 12cm and less than 0.3 respectively. Earlier

studies suggest that the SSHA in the BoB is significantly influenced by the pres-

ence of local freshwater (Yu, 2003; Yu and McPhaden, 2011). The relatively large

SSHA discrepancies found between the model and the observations in the western

BoB are likely due to an inaccurate representation of the model salinity field. It

is well known that the regions offshore of Somalia and in the southern parts of

the Indian Ocean are dominated by small scale eddy patterns (Schott et al. (2009)

and references there in). Thus the large discrepancies in SSHAs (and in SSTs)

in these regions might well be due to the inability of INCOIS-GODAS to resolve

small scale eddies. At a resolution of 1/4◦ in the tropics, the INCOIS-GODAS

is eddy-permitting, but not eddy-resolving. Even with an eddy resolving model,

we would not expect to locate eddies at their correct positions owing to their

chaotic nature and their sensitivity to model initial conditions as shown by Oke
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and Schiller (2007). Although we are assimilating in-situ temperature profiles, the

source of these observations, the Argo array, can only provide these profiles at a

nominal separation of 300 km. It is very possible for multiple eddies to remain

unobserved between two Argo profiles and, thus, significant differences between

the model and observed altimeter SSHA fields are a near certainty.

3.3.4 Ocean current

Figure 3.12: Multiyear (2004-2009) seasonal mean (DJFM, AM, JJAS and ON))
of ocean near surface current vectors (cm/s) derived from (a) OSCAR, (b) XA,
(c) TS’ and (d) QTS’. In the panel (a) magnitude of total current is shaded. In
panels b and c, bias in XA, TS’ and QTS’ with respect to OSCAR total current
speed is shaded

It is evident from Figure 3.12 that all of the model runs are able to capture rea-

sonably well the seasonally reversing current systems (such as the Somali current,

the North Equatorial Current, the West India Coastal current, and the East India

Coastal current) as well as the permanent South Equatorial Current in the TIO

(Hastenrath and Greischar (1991); Shankar et al. (2002); Schott et al. (2009) and

reference therein; figure not shown). The study by Vinayachandran et al. (1999),
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Rao et al. (2006) showed that during the summer monsoon, the so-called Summer

Monsoon Current (SMC) curves around Sri-Lanka and intrudes into the south-

western Bay. The intrusion of the SMC into the south-western Bay is captured

by all of the model runs.

Figure 3.13: The RMSD (cm/s) (top panels) and correlation (bottom panels)
between the model near surface zonal current and OSCAR for (a) XA, (b) TS’
and (c) QTS’ during 2004-2009. The pink circle on figure a represents the ADCP
location (Equator, 80◦E

)

The eastward flowing Wyrtki Jets (Wyrtki, 1973), which develop during inter-

monsoon periods (April-May and October-November) appear in the model sim-

ulations with comparable magnitudes (Figure 3.12). The TS’ produces slightly

weaker jets relative to the other two experiments. In general, TS’ shows a west-

ward current anomaly during the southwest monsoon season along the central part

of the equator. This discrepancy, both in magnitude and direction, however, does

not appear in the other two experiments ( XA, QTS’). During the winter monsoon,

both the assimilation experiments overestimate the strength of the equatorial cur-

rents as compared to the OSCAR currents, although the bias is less in the QTS’.

All of the model runs could simulate the strong westward flowing current, ob-

served in the OSCAR currents west of 80◦E. However, the westward currents in
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the assimilation experiments show an erroneous extension throughout the equato-

rial regime. These discrepancies over the EIO can be clearly seen in Figure 3.13.

The figure shows the RMSD and correlation in the model zonal surface current

obtained by comparing it with OSCAR. The figure clearly shows that the RMSD

is larger in the EIO than in any other region of the TIO. It is interesting to observe

that the RMSD of the zonal surface current in the TS’ in this region is as large

as 50cm/s and is greater than the observed STD. Whereas, the zonal currents in

the other two experiment have RMSDs between 30− 40cm/s, and is less than the

observed STD. These features are reflected in the correlation as well. Comparing

the model zonal surface currents with the in-situ RAMA currents is also consistent

with the above results (Figure 3.14).

Figure 3.14: Time series of zonal surface current (cm/s) at (a) equator, 80◦E,
(b) equator, 90◦E, and (c) 15◦N , 90◦E. Time series is shown for selected period
to avoid showing large gaps in sampling. However, statistics shown at the top of
the corresponding figures, are based on data covering 01st January, 2004 to 30th
October, 2009

A comparison of the model currents with ADCP profiles reveals that the model
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Figure 3.15: Depth-wise statistics of zonal currents at Eq, 80◦E (location of RAMA
buoy marked as pink circle in Figure 3.7a. (a) Mean (cm/s), (b) STD (cm/s;
dashed line) and RMSD (cm/s; solid line), and (c) correlation. RMSD and corre-
lations are estimated between observation and model. In the figure RAMA/ADCP,
XA, TS’, and QTS’ are indicated in black, blue, red, and green colors respectively

is able to reproduce the equatorial under currents (Iskandar et al., 2009) reasonably

well, particularly for the QTS’ and XA (Figure 3.15). Depth-wise statistics with

respect to ADCP zonal currents suggest that TS’ has large discrepancies in the

surface layers compared to deeper layers (Figure 3.15). For example, the bias and

RMSD in the zonal currents of the TS’ with respect to the ADCP on the Equator

at 80.5◦E and between 50-100m is about 10-30 cm/s and 40-55 cm/s respectively,

whereas it is 0-10 cm/s and 20-30 cm/s respectively between 150-200 m (Figure

3.15). Interestingly, these large errors in the surface layers are comparatively

smaller in the other two experiments.

From the above results it is clear that the assimilation degrades the quality of

the surface currents at the equator. The degradation of the equatorial currents as a

consequence of the assimilation is a common feature in other assimilation systems

as well (Burgers et al., 2002; Bell et al., 2004; Balmaseda et al., 2007) although it

seems to be absent in 4D-Var analysis (Weaver et al., 2003; Vialard et al., 2003). As

explained in Burgers et al. (2002), in shallow-water models and more complicated

models, density information alone is not sufficient to specify the system completely.

However, one can use the fact that the system tends to a state that is close to

geostrophic balance. From potential vorticity conservation it follows that for scales
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large compared to the Rossby radius, the heights of the adjusted state are less

affected than the rotation of the velocities, while for the small scales it is the other

way round. So assimilation schemes that assimilate density information only give

reasonable estimates for the velocities for the large scales, while the small scales

are inherently problematic. Fortunately, in the ocean the Rossby radius is small

compared to the scale of continents and ocean basins. So for many applications,

density information can be sufficient for an adequate estimate of the ocean state.

Close to the equator, where the Rossby radius is relatively large and the separation

between the timescales of planetary waves and intertial-gravity waves is relatively

small, this may require some extra care. In the present study, we thought that use

of shorter time scales(every 6hr) for updating density, through the assimilation

of temperature and salinity profiles, would not degrade the quality of currents

at equator during the assimilation exercises. We realized from the present study

that this does not provide fruitful results for equatorial currents. Burgers et al.

(2002) proposed a method in which balanced updates are made for zonal velocities.

Though the degradation of the surface currents introduced by the assimilation is

observed to be significantly reduced by using QuikSCAT winds instead of NCEP

wind forcing in the present system, it is worth to implement the scheme proposed

by Burgers et al. (2002) in INCOIS-GODAS for better representation of equatorial

currents in the assimilation system.

3.4 Summary and Recommendations

In this chapter, we evaluate the performance of INCOIS-GODAS in the TIO based

on the experiments carried out using (1) assimilation (TS’ and QTS’ ), in which

in-situ temperature and synthetic salinity used, and (2) assimilation-free (XA)

experiments. In addition, the current Chapter examines the sensitivity of the

INCOIS-GODAS to different momentum forcing based on experiments carried
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out with different wind products: NCEP2 (TS’ ) and QuikSCAT (QTS’ ). The

present study reveals that the model with assimilation could simulate most of

the observed features of temperature, SSHA and currents with reasonably good

accuracy in the TIO at both intra-seasonal and inter-annual time-scales.

Verifying the model SST fields with observations reveals that the model with

assimilation improves SST field by 1◦C compared to the model without assimi-

lation. Differences between the model and observations in the two assimilation

experiments are very small (about 0.2◦C) with the exception of a very few local-

ized regions such as the head bay, the Somalia coastal zone and the south-western

EIO, where the differences are relatively large (> 0.5◦C) and have a strong sea-

sonal dependence. The RMSD between the SSTs of the assimilation experiments

and observations are smaller than 0.5◦C in the TIO except over the few local-

ized regions mentioned above. Significant improvements (0.2 − 0.4psu) are also

observed in salinity analysis upon assimilation compared to without assimilation.

Discrepancies in SSS, in terms of RMSDs, are less than 0.5psu over most of the

regions in the TIO. However, discrepancies are still large in the north BoB and

SEAS in TS’ compared to observations. The difference in the SSHA derived from

the assimilation experiments and the altimetry observations is generally less than

3 cm over most of the TIO. The RMSD between SSHA estimated from assimila-

tion experiments and altimeter measurements are relatively small in the EIO, and

relatively large in those regions affected by small scale eddies such as along the

Somalia coast, in the western BoB and in the southern Indian Ocean (> 5cm).

Comparing the quality of the ocean analyses among all of the model experiments

(i.e., XA, TS’ and QTS’ ) reveals that the assimilation of temperature and syn-

thetic salinity improves the quality of the ocean analysis significantly except in

the case of the equatorial current field, which is a common feature for assimilation

systems. Use of satellite based QuikSCAT winds instead of model based NCEP2

winds appears to improve currents especially at equator which is in agreement
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with earlier studies Sengupta et al. (2007). A brief list of recommendations for

the improvement of the ocean analysis from INCOIS-GODAS is described below.

1. The present configuration of INCOIS-GODAS assimilates observed temper-

ature and synthetic salinity based on local climatological temperature and

salinity correlation. The assimilation of observed salinity profiles instead of

synthetic salinity profiles would improve ocean analysis significantly.

2. Current setup of INCOIS-GODAS uses NCEP2 winds. Use of satellite based

wind instead of NCEP2 would improve currents significantly especially at

equator.

3. Though surface current gets degraded by the assimilation of temperature

and synthetic salinity the degradation has significantly reduced by using

QuikSCAT winds instead of NCEP wind forcing. It is worth to implement

corrective schemes, such as the one proposed by Burgers et al. (2002), in

INCOIS-GODAS.

4. Use of strong SST relaxation instead of Weak relaxation might improve

temperature analysis further.

5. Providing the model with realistic river discharge will further improve the

ocean analysis in the head BoB.

6. The widening of the Indo-Sri Lanka channel leads to errors in the repre-

sentation of currents in the model, which, in turn, contributed to errors in

the salinity filed, particularly in the southeastern Arabian Sea. According

to earlier studies, (Rao and Sivakumar, 1999; Kurian and Vinayachandran,

2007), this is the region where a mini warm pool forms during the spring,

which plays a significant role in the progress of the monsoon and the forma-

tion of the monsoon onset vortex (Rao and Sivakumar, 1999; Shenoi et al.,
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1999). A poor representation of the salinity field in this region can dis-

rupt the thermohaline structure of model. One of the primary objectives

of this ocean analysis is to provide ocean initial conditions for the coupled

model, which will be used for monsoon forecasts. These forecasts are likely

proven to be sensitive to the ocean heat content in the Arabian Sea. Our

analysis recommends the closing of the Indo-Sri Lanka channel for a better

representation of the thermohaline structure in the SEAS.

7. The analysis suggests that a higher resolution model would improve the

simulation of small scale eddy activity at higher latitudes and consequently

the current field.

8. It is well known that there are significant errors in the NCEP2 heat flux,

which will contribute to errors in the model SST (Swain et al., 2009; McPhaden

et al., 2009b). Hence forcing the model with the recently developed heat flux

data, the OA flux (Yu and Weller, 2007), which have better accuracy, may

provide better oceanic conditions.

Some of the above mentioned recommendations are addressed in the following

chapters.



Chapter 4

Evaluation of ASCAT based gridded

wind product

4.1 Introduction

OGCMs need gridded atmospheric flux products, including wind to force the ocean

models. It is well known that wind stress plays a crucial role in the simulation of

ocean state, especially ocean currents, in OGCMs. There are various gridded wind

products available at present.These wind products can be obtained from either at-

mospheric model or from the satellite. Although the model based products are

available for research as well as operational purposes, the quality of these products

are still questionable in the tropical regions. For example, Uppala et al. (2005)

have shown that Environmental Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecast Re-

analysis -40 (ERA-40) has excessive precipitation and too strong Brewer-Dobson

circulation in the tropical oceans. Similarly, Goswami and Sengupta (2003) have

shown that National Centre for Environmental Prediction-National Centre for At-

mospheric Research (NCEP-NCAR) model produces erroneous precipitation pat-

terns due to inaccurate representation of the atmospheric convective heating over

the eastern tropical Indian Ocean (IO). As suggested by Goswami and Sengupta

(2003), mis-representation of precipitation patterns produces errors in the wind

59
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field. Such issues are generally less in satellite based gridded wind products. How-

ever, the quality of the satellite based products largely depends on the spatial and

temporal coverage of scatterometer observations. Scatterometer observations from

QuikSCAT mission have 1/4◦ spatial and 2 days temporal resolution. Earlier stud-

ies (Sengupta et al. (2007); and results from the previous chapter) have demon-

strated the importance of using satellite blended winds instead of model based

in the ocean model for better simulations of ocean parameters, mainly currents.

These studies have yielded better results mainly by using QuikSCAT wind forcing.

However, QuikSCAT winds are not available after November, 2009. Oceansat-II

has provided scatterometer winds data during September, 2009 to February 2014.

At present scatterometer winds are available only from Advance Scatterometer

(ASCAT). Currently, spatially complete gridded wind products based on satellite

scatterometer observations are available from limited sources to the best of our

knowledge.

Bentamy and Fillon (2012) have constructed a daily averaged global gridded

wind field using ASCAT winds, called DASCAT. This wind product is available

online on operational basis with 2-day delay and foreseen to be available till the

termination of EUMETSAT series which boards ASCAT i.e., up-to 2022. These

are some important factors for use them in operational systems such as INCOIS-

GODAS. However, it is important to ensure that the product is offering reasonable

quality before using them in operational systems. The quality assessment of the

DASCAT wind product over the world ocean based on various buoy data (NDBC,

MFUK, TAO, RAMA, and PIRATA) is done by Bentamy and Fillon (2012). They

also performed spatial comparison between DASCAT and a Numerical Weather

Prediction model’s wind product in the global ocean. However, the spatial compar-

ison is not done, to the best of our knowledge, with the high resolution QuikSCAT

based gridded wind product, which is generally considered to be the most accu-

rate wind dataset during the last decade. Further, earlier studies Bentamy et al.
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(2002) have emphasized the need for validation in the tropical Indian Ocean re-

gion due to its peculiar variabilities in the ocean-atmospheric parameters. These

peculiarities include seasonal variability of wind and rainy conditions which influ-

ence the estimation of scatterometer wind and the quality of wind products are

questionable.

It is clear from the above discussion that a consolidated report on the accuracy

of DASCAT in the tropical Indian Ocean based on surface observations is missing.

This motivate us to first compare the wind product in the tropical Indian Ocean

with a widely used 3-day running mean daily QuikSCAT gridded wind (QSCAT)

and the RAMA surface wind observations. After performing such a comparison

for the DASCAT, the value of DASCAT for using in ocean model is evaluated

based on sensitivity experiments, using INCOIS-GODAS, by carrying out using

different wind forcing (NCEP-R2, QSCAT, and DASCAT). Prior demonstration of

the suitability of a wind product using state of the art ocean models is important

before implementing it in the operational systems since quality of winds have

impact on the quality of ocean fields (Sengupta et al., 2007).

In the present chapter, analysis is carried out for the TIO during the period

from 1st April, 2009 to 30th October, 2009. The selection of the study period is con-

strained by (1) the simultaneous availability of the DASCAT product, which uses

12.5 km resolution ASCAT level-2b data from 3rd March, 2009 (25km resolution

ASCAT level-2b data is used before this date), (2) QSCAT product, which was

terminated a few days after 15th November, 2009, and (3) to allow the model to

adjust itself to new wind forcing (DASCAT). It is worth mentioning here that the

DASCAT experiment was started from 3rd March, 2009 and the initial condition

for this experiment was taken from QSCAT wind based experiment. This Chap-

ter is organized in four sections. Section 4.2 describes about model experiments

conducted, and methodology followed. Results from the comparison of DASCAT

wind with QSCAT and RAMA buoy measurements, and plausible causes for the
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differences are discussed in section 4.3. Results and discussion drawn from model

experiments are also presented in section 4.3. Summary of this chapter is presented

in section 4.4.

4.2 Description of Model Experiments and

Methodology

In order to compare DASCAT and QSCAT wind with the in-situ RAMA, one

has to bring RAMA to 10m height. Because, gridded winds of DASCAT and

QSCAT are equivalent neutral surface winds representing the winds at 10m height,

whereas, RAMA measures winds at 4m height. We use a simple approach of

assuming logarithmic wind profiles so that the corrected wind speed at height z is

given by

U(z) = U(zm)× ln (z/z0) / ln (z/zm) (4.1)

where U(z) is the wind speed at height z, z0 is the roughness length, and zm

is the measurement height. This expression can be derived using a mixing length

approach assuming neutral stability (Peixdto and Oort, 1992). The typical oceanic

value for z0 is 1.52× 10−4m (Peixdto and Oort, 1992; Mears et al., 2001) and it is

used in this study.

For the DASCAT performance assessment based on the INCOIS-GODAS, we

have used observed in-situ salinity for the assimilation instead of synthetic salin-

ity. It is worth mentioning here that use of observed salinity profiles in place of

synthetic salinity improves the salinity as well as currents, especially in the equa-

torial regions corroborating the results of Huang et al. (2008). Detailed analysis

on the impact of observed in-situ salinity assimilation is provided in chapter 5.

Based on the above scheme, we have designed three identical experiments using

INCOIS-GODAS as summarised in Table 4.1. As mentioned in the Table 4.1 the

experiment QTS (QuikSCAT forcing) was run from 01st January, 2003 to 31st
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Table 4.1: Summary of the experiments conducted using INCOIS-GODAS

Experiment Momentum
flux

Model run and Initial condition

QTS QSCAT Ran from 1st January, 2003 to 31st October,
2009 using initial conditions obtained from stan-
dard GODAS run

NTS NCEP-R2 Ran from 3rd March, 2009 to 31st October, 2009
using initial condition from QTS experiment

DTS DASCAT Ran from 3rd March, 2009 to 31st October, 2009
using initial condition from QTS experiment

NTSlong NCEP-R2 Ran from 1st January, 2003 to 1st January, 2009
using initial conditions obtained from NCEP-
GODAS run

QTSshort QSCAT Ran from 1st January, 2009 to 31st May, 2009
using initial condition from NTSlong

October, 2009 using the initial condition from NCEP-GODAS run. Experiments

NTS (NCEP-R2 forcing) and DTS (DASCAT forcing) were run from 03rd March,

2009 to 31st October, 2009 (DASCAT winds prepared using 12.5 km wind re-

trievals are available from 03rd March, 2009 onwards). Ocean analysis on 02nd

March 2009, obtained from QTS was used as the initial condition for both the ex-

periments NTS and DTS. Selection of the common initial condition from QSCAT

forced experiment instead of NCEP-R2 forced experiment is due to the better rep-

resentation of oceanic features with the QSCAT wind forcing than the NCEP-R2

wind forcing as discussed in Chapter 3.

For the present study, the evaluation is carried out using daily averaged outputs

from 01st April 2009 to 31st October 2009, discarding the outputs of March, 2009.

This analysis period is chosen after carrying out study on the model adjustment

time by conducting a specialized set of experiments NTSlong and QTSshort as

summarised in Table 4.1. The experiment NTSlong was run from 1st January,

2003 to 1st January 2009 using initial condition from the NCEP-GODAS run.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Evolution of RMSD in surface current (cm/s) for the domain
covering Equatorial Indian Ocean (40 oE-100 oE & 10 oS-10 oN). Rate of change
of RMSD (cm/s2) with respect to time is shown in panel b. 10-day smoothing
is applied on RMSD to iron-out small changes. Number of points used for the
computation of RMSD is 9600

The QTSshort experiment was run from 1st January, 2009 to 31st May 2009 using

the initial condition of 1st January, 2009 from NTSlong. Hence, comparing the

surface currents, which is of main interest in the present study, from QTS (can

be considered as QTSlong) and QTSshort during 1st Janurary, 2009 to 31st May,

2009 should tell us the model adjustment time for the surface currents. Figure

4.1a shows RMSD between surface currents from QTS and QTSshort in the EIO

while Figure 4.1b shows rate of change of this RMSD with respect to time. The

Figure 4.1 depict that RMSD reduces exponentially (Figure 4.1a) and attains low

gradients in RMSD with respect to time (or rate of change of RMSD; Figure 4.1b)

about a month after the start of QTSshort. In fact the RMSD is observed to

reduce from 20 cm/s to 13 cm/s within a span of 15 days in the second half of the

first month (Figure 4.1a), which indicates that the model has started stabilizing
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with the new wind forcing during the first month itself. The RMSD continued to

decrease further in the following months but with low rate of change in RMSD.

Hence for the present study, we discarded only first one month in-order to account

for the model adjustment time. Using only one month for the model adjustment

instead of waiting for complete equilibrium is a trade-off between the model error

and effective utilization of the short common period (≈ 8 months only) between

QSCAT and DASCAT. It is important to understand from this trade-off that errors

due to model adjustment cannot be completely discarded but the affect may be

neglected when the difference in surface currents between model experiments is

large enough (e.g. when the difference between the surface currents from QTS and

NTS is greater than 15 cm/s (10 cm/s) during first few months (after few months)

the error may be suspected due to significant contributions from differences in

QSCAT and NCEP-R2 wind forcing).

In the present section, daily averaged ocean currents available from RAMA

moorings (McPhaden et al., 2009b) at 10 m depth are used for comparing the

model simulated current field. During the analysis period, major portion of the

RAMA currents data is available over the EIO regions. We have used data from

all the RAMA locations in the EIO which provided at-least 30 points for the

comparison during the analysis period of 1st April, 2009 to 31st October, 2009.

Based on this condition, we are left with only 7 RAMA locations in the EIO

region to compare the model with observations. Due to the non-availability of in-

situ measurements of spatial current, we have used new version of OSCAR current,

prepared by Bonjean and Lagerloef (2002), to validate the model simulated current

filed. In order to realize the level of accuracy of OSCAR current data in the

EIO, we have performed a detailed validation of OSCAR current data in the EIO

using RAMA currents (Figure 4.2). It can be inferred from the Figure 4.2 that

zonal currents of OSCAR compare well with the RAMA in the Equatorial Indian

Ocean; the mean bias is less than 15 cm/s; root mean square difference is less than
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Figure 4.2: Zonal surface currents from RAMA (black) and OSCAR (red) at (a)
1.5◦N , 80.5◦E, (b) Eq, 80.5◦E, (c) 1.5◦S, 80.5◦E, (d) 1.5◦N , 90◦E, and (e) Eq,
90◦E. Statistics such as mean (AVE), Standard Deviation (STD), Root Mean
Square Difference (RMSD), and Correlation are also shown in the corresponding
figure. The OSCAR currents are interpolated to RAMA location and time. 5-
day smoothing is applied. Statistics are computed with respect to the RAMA
observations. Units are in cm/s
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standard deviation; Correlation is greater than 0.7. These results are consistent

with the results of Sikhakolli et al. (2013), and indicate that OSCAR current can

be used as a reference for the validation of model derived current.

4.3 Evaluation of DASCAT winds

The main objective of this section is to answer the following questions (1) How

accurate is the DASCAT, and (2) is it suitable for use in assimilation system, the

INCOIS-GODAS. We meet the objective by performing qualitative and quanti-

tative assessment using both observations and sensitive experiments carried out

using INCOIS-GODAS. Such an assessment not only benefits the present study

but also useful for the oceanographic and meteorological community to know the

quality of winds from satellites.

4.3.1 Comparison of DASCAT wind vector with QSCAT

wind vector

The main objective of this section is to examine the ability of DASCAT to capture

large scale wind variability in the tropical Indian Ocean. In the period between

01st April, 2009 to 15th November, 2009 both DASCAT and QSCAT wind data

are simultaneously available and it provides a unique opportunity to validate the

performance of DASCAT with respect to QSCAT. The bi-monthly averages of

DASCAT and QSCAT wind vectors and the difference (QSCAT-DASCAT) be-

tween wind speeds and wind vectors of these two products are shown in Figure

4.3a, 4.3b and 4.3c, respectively. Figure 4.3 clearly shows that the DASCAT ac-

curately reproduced the location of the maxima, minima and direction of wind

as seen in QSCAT products. Even though both products show strong spatial

correspondence in magnitude and direction, DASCAT underestimates the mean

strength of the wind by up-to 1 m/s with respect to QSCAT, except for a few
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Figure 4.3: Bi-monthly (April-May, June-July, August-September and October-
November) distribution of mean wind speed and wind vectors (m/s) from (a)
DASCAT (b) QSCAT and (c) difference between DASCAT and QSCAT. (d) Bi-
monthly distribution of the number of rainy days estimated from TRMM 3B42

localised regions in the Southern tropical Indian Ocean, where DASCAT overes-

timates the wind speed. However, there are certain regions, particularly in the

central and eastern equatorial Indian Ocean and the Bay of Bengal, where the

difference between DASCAT and QSCAT wind speed measurements are relatively

large (1 − 2.5m/s). For example, during spring (April-May) and fall (October-

November), QSCAT product shows strong westerly wind in the central and eastern

equatorial Indian Ocean which was not present in DASCAT. Further, compared

to QSCAT, DASCAT shows relatively weak south-westerly in the south-eastern

Arabian Sea and central Bay of Bengal. The probable reason for these differences

are examined in the next section.

Figure 4.4a and 4.4b shows the standard deviation of wind speed measurements
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Figure 4.4: The standard deviations (m/s) of (a) DASCAT and (b) QSCAT wind
speed. The (c) correlation and (d) RMSD between QSCAT and DASCAT wind
products

from DASCAT and QSCAT, respectively. Figure 4.4 clearly shows that standard

deviation for both winds is comparable. However, over the region south of equator,

the standard deviation is much higher (by 0.5m/s) in the DASCAT as compared to

QSCAT. The correlation and RMSD between QSCAT and DASCAT wind speeds

during the study period are shown in Figure 4.4c and 4.4d, respectively. The

correlation is more than 0.7 over most of the region. Relatively small correlation

(0.6-0.7) is observed in the regions of eastern equatorial Indian Ocean and south-

eastern Arabian Sea (Figure 4.4c). The RMSD shows a value of 1.5 m/s over most

of the region. However, it is higher in regions where the correlation is relatively

low. Generally, RMSD is less than the standard deviation in the entire tropical

Indian Ocean.

It is well known that the accuracy of scatterometer wind retrievals is affected

by particular environmental conditions such as rain, low and high wind speed con-
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ditions (Quilfen et al., 2004; Satheesan et al., 2007). It is interesting to note that

the wind speed underestimation in DASCAT, compared to QSCAT, is more or less

stable with respect to magnitude of the wind (compare figures 4.3a, 4.3b and 4.3c).

Hence, we speculate that the discrepancy between QSCAT and DASCAT may be

associated with rain fall activity in that region. Figure 4.3d shows a bi-monthly

distribution of the number of rainy days. The figure shows a broad geographic

correspondence between the occurrences of large rainfall activity and the discrep-

ancy between QSCAT and DASCAT measurements. It indicates that rain is a

potential factor for discrepancy between QSCAT and DASCAT wind product. It

is well known that difference in the C-band (employed in ASCAT) and Ku-band

(employed in QuikSCAT) sensitivities to the rain lead to comparatively better esti-

mates of wind in the former as indicated by earlier studies (Fernandez et al., 2003;

Tournadre and Quilfen, 2003). It is worth mentioning here that DASCAT is con-

structed based on both ASCAT and ECMWF wind fields (ECMWF fields are used

as an external drift in the Krigging method to construct DASCAT). However, it

is not clear, which way these two factors affects the gridded DASCAT wind fields.

Thus from the above discussion one cannot establish the conclusion on whether

the DASCAT is a safe replacement to QSCAT or not. Hence, in the following

section the QSCAT and DASCAT wind products are compared with in-situ wind

measurement obtained from RAMA buoy in the tropical Indian Ocean.

4.3.2 Comparison of DASCAT and QSCAT wind with

RAMA buoy observations

In order to understand the influence of rain and wind speed conditions based on

the nature of uncertainties in QSCAT and DASCAT wind product, the in-situ

wind data obtained from 16 RAMA buoys in the tropical Indian Ocean is used

(Figure 4.5). For this analysis, QSCAT and DASCAT winds at their original grid

points nearest to the location of RAMA buoy are used. Relative performance
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Figure 4.5: The location of RAMA buoys (filled circles) in the tropical Indian
Ocean which are used for validation of QSCAT and DASCAT

Table 4.2: Summary of statistical parameter (during no-rain condition) of RAMA,
QSCAT, DASCAT winds as well as of differences between buoy and scatterometer
data. In the table WS, U , and V represents wind speed, zonal and meridional
winds, respectively

Average (m/s) Standard deviation (m/s) RMSD w.r.to
RAMA (m/s)

Correlation
w.r.to RAMA

RAMA QSCAT DASCAT RAMA QSCAT DASCAT QSCAT DASCAT QSCAT DASCAT
RAMA wind speed < 4m/s (No. of data points 235)

WS 2.61 3.74 2.51 0.93 1.21 1.16 1.64 0.92 0.42 0.63
U 0.26 0.29 -0.17 2.00 2.79 2.14 1.87 1.09 0.74 0.88
V 0.84 1.28 0.76 1.71 2.44 1.56 1.69 1.08 0.75 0.78

RAMA wind speed 4− 10m/s (No. of data points 764)

WS 7.02 7.30 6.78 1.69 1.70 1.84 0.98 0.88 0.85 0.89
U -2.11 -2.21 -2.28 5.22 5.29 4.87 1.31 1.06 0.97 0.98
V 3.86 4.17 3.79 2.36 2.47 2.45 1.35 1.13 0.85 0.89

RAMA wind speed > 10m/s (No. of data points 100)

WS 10.76 10.48 10.55 0.66 0.86 1.00 0.75 0.79 0.60 0.64
U -0.18 -0.18 -0.57 8.44 8.03 7.74 1.23 1.18 0.99 0.99
V 6.42 6.54 6.95 1.95 1.80 1.95 1.30 1.04 0.76 0.89

of DASCAT and QSCAT wind products with respect to RAMA observation on

different wind speed and rain conditions will be examined in the following two

sections.
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4.3.2.1 Influence of wind magnitude on DASCAT and QSCAT winds

The influence of wind magnitude on the DASCAT and QSCAT winds are investi-

gated using RAMA buoy wind speed measurements in no-rain conditions. No-rain

(rain) is defined to be the condition when TRMM rain fall shows absolute (greater

than) “zero”. Table 4.2 presents the statistical parameters estimated with respect

to buoy wind speed ranges (0−4m/s, 4-10 m/s and > 10m/s and are referred to as

low, medium and high wind speed conditions, respectively). The standard devia-

tion and mean of both satellite wind products are comparable with the buoy wind

speed measurements in all the wind speed ranges (Table 4.2). However, standard

deviation of DASCAT product shows better agreement with RAMA compared to

QSCAT during low wind speed condition. The correlation is relatively low (high)

during low (medium and high) wind speed conditions in both the satellite prod-

ucts. It is interesting to note that the correlation between RAMA and QSCAT is

always lower than the correlation between RAMA and DASCAT in all the wind

speed conditions. The RMSD estimated with respect to RAMA shows relatively

large values for QSCAT in low wind speed conditions compared to DASCAT. Fur-

ther, the RMSD, between QSCAT and RAMA, significantly improved when the

wind speed increases. For instance, RMSDs between QSCAT and RAMA are var-

ied from 1.64 to 0.98 m/s in wind speed, from 1.87 to 1.31 m/s in zonal winds,

and from 1.69 to 1.35 m/s in meridional winds, when going from low to medium

wind speed conditions. However, this kind of improvement is not observed with

DASCAT product, since DASCAT consistently maintains low RMSD values in all

wind speed conditions (Table 4.2). Further, as seen in RMSD, the correlation of

buoy winds with QSCAT is always lower than DASCAT in all the wind speed

conditions.

For further clarity, the RMSD between DASCAT, QSCAT and buoy for wind

speed, zonal and meridional winds for each 1 m/s wind speed bin are shown in

Figure 4.6. The RMSD between DASCAT and buoy shows relatively low values
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Figure 4.6: The RMSD (m/s) between DASCAT (red line) and RAMA and QS-
CAT (green line) and RAMA for different wind speed bins of 1 m/s interval for
(a) wind speed, (b) zonal wind and (c) meridional wind. Please refer to Figure
4.8 for the number of data points used for the statistical calculation in each wind
speed bin. (Note: In the figure x-axis 1 m/s indicates 0 to 1 m/s bin)

Table 4.3: Summary of the statistical analysis between RAMA and QSCAT and
RAMA and DASCAT under rain and no-rain conditions. In the table WS, U ,
and V , represent wind speed, zonal and meridional winds, respectively

Average (m/s) Standard deviation (m/s) RMSD w.r.to
RAMA (m/s)

Correlation
w.r.to RAMA

RAMA QSCAT DASCAT RAMA QSCAT DASCAT QSCAT DASCAT QSCAT DASCAT
No-rain (No. of data points 1099)

WS 6.42 6.83 6.21 2.7 2.41 2.76 1.14 0.88 0.92 0.95
U -1.43 -1.49 -1.68 5.23 5.3 4.88 1.44 1.08 0.96 0.98
V 3.45 3.76 3.43 2.69 2.82 2.79 1.42 1.12 0.87 0.92

Rain (No. of data points 892)

WS 6.53 7.68 6.46 2.85 2.5 2.87 2.07 1.25 0.8 0.9
U -0.48 -0.53 -0.85 5.49 6.4 5.19 2.78 1.44 0.9 0.97
V 3.36 3.7 3.43 3.01 3.2 3.24 2.03 1.62 0.79 0.87

( 1m/s) in all wind speed regimes without any significant change. However, the

figure clearly shows the inability of QSCAT to perform well in low wind speed

conditions (Figure 4.6, green line). The RMSD goes above 2 m/s in the low wind

speed conditions (0− 3m/s) and gradually decreases as the wind speed increases.

DASCAT consistently maintains a relatively low RMSD (1m/s) under all wind

speed conditions when compared to QSCAT. This analysis clearly shows that QS-

CAT wind product has relatively poor performance in low wind speed conditions.

Further, the analysis clearly depicts the better performance of DASCAT wind

product in all wind speed conditions compared to QSCAT.
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Figure 4.7: Scatterpolts between RAMA and DASCAT(left panel) and RAMA
and QSCAT(right panel) for total, zonal and meridional winds (m/s) during rain
events. The red line represents least squares linear fit with slope and intercept

4.3.2.2 The influence of rain on DASCAT and QSCAT winds

The influence of rain on the DASCAT and QSCAT winds is further investigated

using RAMA buoy wind measurements under rain and no-rain conditions. Fig-

ure 4.7 and 4.8 show the scatter plots of QSCAT and DASCAT with respect to

RAMA for wind speed (zonal and meridional) during rain and no-rain conditions

respectively. The statistics of this comparison are given in Table 4.3. The analysis

indicates that QSCAT has a tendency to overestimate the strength of the wind

during rain and for winds of magnitude less than 5 m/s (Figure 4.7 and 4.8, Table

4.3). During no-rain conditions, both QSCAT and DASCAT have high correlation

with RAMA, though the magnitude is relatively small in QSCAT (Table 4.3). Dur-

ing rainy conditions, both scatterometer wind products show slight decrease in the
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Figure 4.8: Scatterpolts between RAMA and DASCAT (left panel) and RAMA
and QSCAT (right panel) for total, zonal and meridional winds (m/s) during
no-rain events. The red line represents least squares linear fit with slope and
intercept

correlation with RAMA buoy as expected. This might be due to the inability to

rule out the uncertainties in the wind estimation caused because of the unwanted

roughness at the ocean surface which is being hit by rain drops (Chelton et al.,

2004). The standard deviation for both the satellite wind products is comparable

with buoy wind measurements. However, during rainy days, the discrepancies in

standard deviation of the wind speed measurements are relatively large in QS-

CAT with respect to RAMA observation. This is more evident in QSCAT zonal

wind speed (Table 4.3). During no-rain conditions, the RMSD between QSCAT

and RAMA (DASCAT and RAMA) is 1.25m/s, 1.44m/s and 1.42m/s (0.88m/s,

1.12m/s and 1.12m/s) for wind speed, zonal and meridional winds, respectively.
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During rainy days, the RMSD between RAMA and both satellite wind products

shows higher value as compared to the no-rain conditions. However, the difference

in RMSD between rain and no-rain conditions is larger in QSCAT (both zonal and

meridional wind speed) measurements as compared to DASCAT. In a nutshell, the

analysis clearly depicts that DASCAT wind product shows a better performance

than QSCAT, particularly in rain conditions. Further, the analysis demonstrates

that gridded wind field requirement of providing wind speed with an RMSD 2 m/s

is met for DASCAT in the tropical Indian Ocean.

Figure 4.9: The frequency distribution of wind speed in 1 m/s bin interval from
RAMA, DSCAT and QSCAT in (a) no-rain and (b) rainy conditions

The analysis from the above sections, however, does not provide combined

effect of rain and different wind speed conditions on QSCAT and DASCAT prod-
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ucts. In order to examine this, frequency distribution of wind speed (with 1

m/s bin interval) from RAMA, DASCAT and QSCAT during no-rain (Figure

4.9a) and rainy conditions (Figure 4.9b) is examined. In no-rain conditions, the

frequency distribution of QSCAT and DASCAT matches well with RAMA obser-

vations (Figure 4.9a). It clearly indicates that in no-rain conditions, both QSCAT

and DASCAT provide reasonably good estimation of the wind speed. In rainy

conditions, QSCAT’s wind speed is shifted to high wind speed, particularly when

the wind magnitude is < 10m/s (Figure 4.9b). This kind of discrepancy is not

visible at higher wind speeds (> 10m/s). It indicates that rain significantly in-

fluences QSCAT wind product by inflating the estimates, particularly for winds

weaker than 10m/s. However, DASCAT measurements show a good comparison

with RAMA observations even under rainy conditions. This clearly indicates the

ability of DASCAT to be accurate even in rainy conditions.

The better performance of DASCAT compared to QSCAT during low wind

speed and rain events may be partly associated with dependency of the wind

estimation on the frequency band selection in the corresponding scatterometer

instruments. In general, difference in the C-band and Ku-band sensitivities to the

rain and wind lead to better estimates of wind in ASCAT than QuikSCAT during

rain and low wind events as indicated by earlier studies (Fernandez et al., 2003;

Tournadre and Quilfen, 2003). The higher accuracy of DASCAT in comparison

with QSCAT may be partially associated with the use of ECMWF analysis fields

in the Krigging method for constructing DASCAT (Bentamy and Fillon, 2012).

Another possible source of the difference, when comparing daily averaged buoy

winds with the same from a satellite is the difference in their sampling. Satellite

data are a spatial average of instantaneous measurements, roughly equivalent to

8-10 minutes mean surface wind, while the buoy data is the temporal average

of instantaneous measurements at a fixed point. So, the difference between the

buoy and scatterometer wind estimation may not be due to the errors in the
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scatterometer measurements alone.

From the analysis it is clear that DASCAT provides reasonable accuracy in

the wind field when it is compared with respect to RAMA. Though there appears

to be reasonable spatial and temporal agreement between QSCAT and DASCAT

wind field, the assessment on the ability of spatial and temporal variability for

the DASCAT cannot be done with full confidence using direct comparisons with

QSCAT and RAMA. Such an assessment, however, can be done indirectly by using

ocean models. It is worth mention here that the ultimate aim of the present study

is to verify the suitability of DASCAT for use in INCOIS-GODAS. The following

section does this.

4.3.3 Suitability of DASCAT for use in INCOIS-GODAS

Earlier studies (Sengupta et al. (2007); Agarwal et al. (2007); in Chapter 3 of this

thesis) have shown that momentum flux has significant impact on ocean current

in the Indian Ocean. When INCOIS-GODAS is forced with three different mo-

mentum fluxes, noticeable differences of surface currents were found, especially in

the EIO. Hence in the present section we examine the quality of simulated ocean

currents from the three model experiments.

4.3.3.1 Validation of ocean surface current simulated by

INCOIS-GODAS using different wind forcing

Seasonal patterns of ocean surface currents averaged for pre-monsoon (April-May),

summer monsoon (June-July-August), and post-monsoon (September-October)

are shown in Figure 4.10. It is worth mentioning here that the differences in surface

currents between QTS, DTS, and NTS are not so significant in the TIO except in

the EIO region (figure not shown). Notable differences are found particularly in

the EIO with the three different momentum fluxes (Figure 4.10). From the figure,

it is clear that both NTS and DTS show large differences in the central parts of the
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Figure 4.10: Seasonally averaged ocean surface currents (cm/s), during the year
2009, derived from (a) OSCAR, (b) NTS, (c) QTS, and (d) DTS. Seasons con-
sidered here are April-May (top panel), June-July-August (middle panel) and
September-October (bottom panel). Upper 30 m averaged currents are repre-
sented as ocean surface currents

EIO, especially during monsoon and post-monsoon seasons. During the summer

monsoon and post monsoon seasons, OSCAR and QTS show eastward current,

whereas NTS and DTS show strong westward current in the central parts of the

EIO region. Results from the Figure 4.10 indicate that QTS surface currents show

reasonable agreement with OSCAR, where as NTS and DTS shows westward bias,

particularly in the central parts of EIO region.

In order to enhance the confidence in the afore-mentioned results, we have com-

pared zonal (Figure 4.11) and meridional (Figure 4.12) current from NTS, QTS,

and DTS with in-situ current observations at all available RAMA buoy locations

in the EIO. Figure 4.11a-4.11f (Figure 4.12a-4.12f) compares zonal (meridional)

currents from the model with daily averaged 10 m zonal current observations of

RAMA in the EIO region. In the eastern parts of the EIO (Figure 4.11e and 4.11f),

the magnitude of the zonal current is weak (within 20 cm/s), except for few events

which occurred during pre-monsoon and post-monsoon months as observed from

RAMA. The zonal current estimates from DTS and QTS are reasonably accurate

at the eastern EIO location of (1.5 ◦N, 90 ◦E; Figure 4.11e). At the (Equator, 90

◦E) location, QTS overestimates the zonal current during pre-monsoon and post-
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Figure 4.11: Ocean surface (30 m averaged) zonal currents from RAMA moorings
(black), NTS (green), QTS (blue), and DTS (pink) at (a) 1.5 ◦N, 80.5 ◦E, (b)
Equator, 80.5 ◦E , (c) 1.5 ◦S, 80.5 ◦E, (d) 4 ◦S, 80.5 ◦E (e) 1.5 ◦N, 90 ◦E, and
(f) Equator, 90 ◦E. The model currents are interpolated to RAMA location and
time. For better readability of figures all the time series have been smoothed with
a 5-day running mean. Units are in cm/s

monsoon season (Figure 4.11f). Except from these localized differences, QTS and

DTS appears to do fairly well in the eastern parts of the EIO region. In the central

parts of the EIO (Figure 4.11a-4.11d), QTS follow the RAMA observation very

closely whereas NTS and DTS have the westward bias, with NTS having large

bias compared to DTS. For example, at Equator, (80.5 ◦E) during July-October,

2009, QTS and RAMA showed eastward current whereas DTS and NTS showed

strong westward zonal current (Figure 4.11b). Performance of QTS is better than

the other two experiments of NTS and DTS in the south-western parts of the

EIO region (Figure not shown) too. Further, it can be noted from the statistics
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Figure 4.12: Same as Figure 4.11 except for meridional component of current.

summarized in the Table 4.4 that mean and variability of zonal currents are very

well simulated by QTS than NTS and DTS with respect to RAMA observations.

For instance, while the maximum observed mean bias in zonal current reaches 60

cm/s in DTS and NTS, it is less than 30 cm/s for QTS.

Comparisons of meridional component of surface current from NTS, DTS, and

QTS with RAMA indicate that the differences between the model experiments

are not large when compared to zonal component of current. This is because,

at the equator, the contribution from zonal component dominante the meridional

component. For example, the standard deviation (STD) of meridional component

of surface currents from RAMA data is observed to be ranging from 4 to 18

cm/s in the EIO locations. while for the zonal component it is observed to be

ranging from 15 to 35 cm/s. There are only few occasions where the magnitude
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of meridional component of current crosses 20 cm/s whereas the magnitude of

zonal component of current is above 20 cm/s during most of the study period. It

is worthy to note that comparison of meridional surface current component from

three different model experiments and observation is not so bad as can observed

from Figure 4.12. For example low magnitude cross equatorial current observed

from RAMA in the central (Figure 4.12a & 4.12b) and eastern parts (Figure 4.12e

& 4.12f) are captured by model experiments with reasonable skill. Satellite based

wind forcing experiments QTS and DTS show slightly better representation than

NTS, which can be verified from correlation listed in Table 4.4. It can also be

noted from the Table 4.4 that correlations from DTS with observation are better

than NTS for meridional component.

From the above it is clear that the results from the comparisons of model

simulated currents with OSCAR (Figure 4.10) and with in-situ RAMA currents

are consistent with each other. The results of QTS and NTS are consistent with

the results shown in Chapter-3 as well. From the above analysis, it is also clear

that DASCAT and QSCAT derived surface currents are better than NCEP-R2

momentum flux, while using in INCOIS-GODAS. Comparatively less accurate

representation of currents by NCEP-R2 wind forced experiment is understandable,

since the quality of NCEP-R2 winds is low in the eastern parts of the TIO as

discussed in Goswami and Sengupta (2003). Such errors are relatively less in the

satellite blended wind products and thus offer better simulation of ocean currents

in the ocean model as shown by Sengupta et al. (2007). Since the causes and

impacts of discrepancies between NCEP-R2 and QSCAT in ocean models are

examined in detail in the earlier studies (Sengupta et al. (2007); Agarwal et al.

(2007); and also in Chapter 3), we refrain from discussing this issue in detail.

Relatively less accurate representation of currents in DTS compared to QTS in

the equatorial region indicates that there must be significant discrepancies between

the DASCAT and QSCAT wind products. However, this result is interesting since
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previous two sections have shown that the performance of DASCAT is on par

with the QSCAT wind. The probable reason for these discrepancies in the wind

products is examined in the following section. Since the differences between the

performances of model experiments are noticed at the Equator and in the zonal

component of currents, the remaining part of the discussions are focused on zonal

components only.

4.3.3.2 Possible factors for the less accurate representation of

DASCAT forced model currents compared to QSCAT

Figure 4.13: Longitude-Time sections of zonal wind speed (m/s) from (a) QSCAT
and (b) DASCAT averaged for 2◦S− 2◦N . Hovmoller is shown for the period 01st

April, 2009 to 31st October, 2009

Figure 4.13 shows time lingitude section of zonal wind patterns along the equa-
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tor from DASCAT and QSCAT during the analysis period. Occurrence of westerly

wind event in intra-seasonal time scale is clearly noticeable in Figure 4.13. As

suggested by Goswami and Sengupta (2003), the westerly wind bursts observed

throughout the year are the responses to intra-seasonal variations of convective

activity in this region. Earlier studies have shown that these intra-seasonal wind

events generate intra-seasonal current variability in the EIO in the similar time

scale (Senan et al., 2003). Figure 4.13 depicts that the magnitude and spatio-

temporal extent of these westerly events are relatively weak in DASCAT compared

to QSCAT (Figure 4.13). It is worth to mention here that DASCAT product is

constructed using satellite based ASCAT wind measurements and model based

European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) winds (Ben-

tamy and Fillon, 2012). As reported by (Bentamy and Fillon, 2012), correlation

coefficients between ASCAT and collocated DASCAT are less (0.85) at the equa-

torial region compared to other regions due to less coverage of ASCAT retrievals

and degraded quality of ECMWF winds at the equator. Their study also showed

that the high wind events (> 12m/s) observed from ASCAT measurements are

smoothed by the objective method used to construct DASCAT. This smoothness

has resulted in the underestimation of magnitude of wind in DASCAT. They also

have indicated that the discrepancies are large at small scales in terms of wind

amplitude. It can be observed from Table 4.2 that zonal wind variability is under-

estimated in DASCAT (STD; 4.88 ms−1 for no-rain; 7.74 ms−1 for high wind)

compared to QSCAT (STD; 5.3 ms−1 for no-rain; 8.03 ms−1 for high wind) and

RAMA (STD; 5.2 ms−1 for no-rain; 8.44 ms−1 for high wind) during rain-free and

high wind events.

It can be hypothesized from the above discussion that the degradation in the

quality of wind at equator in DASCAT compared to QSCAT is the source for

the observed discrepancies between the zonal currents of QTS and DTS in the

central parts of the EIO. However, it is not clear why the major discrepancies in
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the simulated current fields of DTS and QTS are observed only in central parts of

the EIO. Hence, in order to further understand the differences between DTS and

QTS in the simulated currents in the central parts of the EIO, we have examined

zonal momentum budget in the central EIO region.

4.3.3.3 Zonal momentum budget for the Central Equatorial Indian

Ocean

To perform the zonal momentum budget, the following equation from Sengupta

et al. (2007) is employed.

∂u

∂t
= −1

ρ

∂p

∂x
+

∂

∂z

(
k
∂u

∂z

)
+ otherterms (4.2)

Where u,ρ,p,and k are the zonal current speed (m/s), density of sea wa-

ter (kg/m3), pressure (N/m2), and coefficient of the vertical momentum mixing

(m2/s) respectively; Independent variables t,x,and z represent time (s), longitude

(m) and depth (m) respectively. The first term on the right hand side is the Zonal

Pressure Gradient (ZPG). This is obtained using model dynamic height in the

upper 120 m ocean layer. The second term is the zonal wind stress term (ZWS);

integration of the stress from a sufficiently deep level ( 120m) to the surface gives

the following model surface boundary condition: k(z = 0)
(
∂u
∂z

)
z=0

= τx, where

τx is zonal wind stress per unit mass per unit depth (m2/s−2). The otherterms

includes zonal, vertical and meridional advection etc. These are not considered in

the present study as the zonal momentum balance at the equator is reported to

be majorly between the ZPG and ZWS (Sengupta et al., 2007).

Earlier studies (Bubnov, 1994; Sengupta et al., 2007) have shown that zonal

currents in the EIO region, especially eastern parts (east of 60◦E; the region where

we noticed large differences between QTS and DTS ), are influenced mainly by two

factors, viz., ZWS and ZPG of the upper 120 m. The ZPG is westward throughout

the year, except in February and March (Bubnov, 1994; Sengupta et al., 2007).
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Figure 4.14: Correlation between zonal current acceleration and ZWS (dashed
line), and zonal current acceleration and ZWS+ZPG (solid line). Results from the
experiments corresponding to QSCAT and DASCAT forcing are shown in blue and
pink color respectively. Zonal current acceleration, ZWS, and ZWS+ZPG terms
are averaged for Central parts of the Equatorial Indian Ocean (2◦S-2◦N and 60◦E-
90◦E; CEIO) region and smoothed by 10-days before performing correlations. The
correlation greater than 0.4 is significant at 95% confidence level

Figure 4.15: Time series of ZPG (10−7m/s2; thick line) and ZWS (10−7m/s2;
dashed line) from QTS (blue) and DTS (pink) experiment. All the variables are
smoothed by 10-day and averaged for the CEIO (2◦S-2◦N and 60◦E-90◦E) region
before performing calculations
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On intra-seasonal time scales the ZPG is largely influenced by ZWS (e.g. westerly

wind bursts) via equatorial waves (Sengupta et al., 2007). In-order to under-

stand the relative contribution of ZPG and ZWS on zonal current acceleration in

the central EIO (2◦S-2◦N and 60◦E-90◦E; CEIO), we have examined the depth-

wise correlation between ZWS and zonal current acceleration and ZWS+ZPG and

zonal current acceleration (Figure 4.14). The correlation between ZWS and zonal

current acceleration is between 0.6-0.7 in the upper 60 m layer. It indicates that

around 36−49% of zonal acceleration can be explained by ZWS term alone. When

ZPG term is added to the ZWS term, the correlation is increased to 0.8-0.9 in the

upper 60 m layer. The analysis indicates that about 70 − 80% of zonal current

variation in the CEIO can be explained by these two terms. This result is con-

sistent with the results of Sengupta et al. (2007). It can be inferred from these

results that the contribution from ZPG to total acceleration term is 28− 32% and

is comparable to that of ZWS contribution (36− 49%). Hence the remaining part

of this section devotes to identify on the link between zonal current acceleration

and other two terms, i.e. ZWS and ZPG. ZWS and ZPG averaged over the CEIO

corresponding to QTS and DTS are shown in the Figure 4.15. From the Figure

4.15, it can be noticed that ZPG is negative (westward) throughout the analysis

period corroborating the results of Bubnov (1994) and Sengupta et al. (2007). On

the other hand ZWS is positive (eastward) throughout the study period. Further,

the amplitude of variations in ZWS is large compared to ZPG. It is worth men-

tioning here that, large amplitudes of ZWS are associated with the westerly wind

bursts (please compare Figure 4.13 with Figure 4.15), which typically last for 10-

40 days (Sengupta et al., 2007). It can be clearly observed from the Figure 4.15

that the discrepancies in ZPG between QTS and DTS are very small compared

to discrepancies in ZWS between QTS and DTS. For example, the magnitude of

differences is less than 0.5× 10−7m/s2 (equivalent to 0.5m/s error in the surface

wind) for ZPG, it reaches 3 × 10−7m/s2 (equivalent to 3m/s error in the sur-
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face wind) for ZWS (please see Figure 4.16a). It is worth to mention here that

the temperature and salinity profiles are assimilated using 3DVAR in INCOIS-

GODAS. The assimilation of temperature and salinity profiles corrects the model

geostrophy. Since ZPG represents the model geostrophy, it is reasonable to argue

that the insignificant differences between ZPG of QTS and DTS are due to the

assimilation of temperature and salinity profiles in INCOIS-GODAS. Large differ-

ences between QTS and DTS in ZWS compared to ZPG are obviously due to the

discrepancies in the local wind forcing (please compare Figure 4.13 with Figure

4.15). These results indicate that the discrepancies, in the zonal current patterns

of CEIO, between QTS and DTS are primarily explained by the local discrepan-

cies (ZWS represent local effect) between DASCAT and QSCAT winds. In order

to get further clarification on these results, we have analyzed the differences in

budget terms between QTS and DTS.

Figure 4.16: Difference between DASCAT and QSCAT (DASCAT-QSCAT)
wind forced experiments in terms of differences in (a) ZWS (10−7m/s2; dashed
line), ZPG (10−7m/s2;thick solid line) and ZWS+ZPG (10−7m/s2; thin solid line)
and (b) depth-wise zonal current acceleration (10−7m/s2) . All the variables are
smoothed by 10-day and averaged for the CEIO (2◦S-2◦N and 60◦E-90◦E) region
before performing calculations
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Figure 4.16 shows the difference between QTS and DTS in terms of differ-

ence in (a) ZPG (thick solid line), ZWS (thick dashed line), and ZPG+ZWS (thin

solid line) along with (b) the difference between QTS and DTS in total zonal

acceleration. As discussed earlier, the differences (DTS -QTS ) in ZWS are larger

compared to the differences in ZPG. Due to the dominance of the difference in

ZWS, compared to the difference in ZPG, the difference in ZPG+ZWS shows good

temporal correspondence with the difference in ZWS (Figure 4.16a). Further, the

difference in ZWS (and also ZWS+ZPG) is negative throughout the study period

with large differences in April, May, August, and October. Interestingly, the dif-

ference between the zonal current acceleration of DTS and QTS (DTS -QTS ) also

shows negative during these months with good overall temporal correspondence

between the difference in ZWS (and also ZPG+ZWS) and difference in zonal cur-

rent, extending up to 100m depth. This temporal correspondence confirms the

fore-mentioned dominant impact of local wind differences on the discrepancies in

zonal current (Figure 4.16b). From the above discussions we could find answers

for the following questions.

Why the differences between QTS and DTS in the simulation of currents are

exposed only in the CEIO, not in other remotely linked regions?

Why the model simulated currents of DTS has westward bias in the CEIO?

The answer for the first question is that the contribution from the ZPG, which

represents both local and remote wind effect, is very small for the difference in

current between DTS and QTS, due to the assimilation of temperature and salinity

profiles in INCOIS-GODAS. The contribution from ZWS, which represents the

local wind effect, is major for the differences in currents between DTS and QTS

in the CEIO. The answer for the second question is that the eastward acting ZWS

is less than the westward acting ZPG in the DASCAT forced model experiment.
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4.4 Summary

The present study is to qualify DASCAT wind as a successor to QuikSCAT wind

for use in the operational assimilation system “INCOIS-GODAS’ owing to (1) the

well known degraded quality of model based NCEP2 winds compared to satellite

blended winds and (2) non-availability of QuikSCAT winds after November, 2009.

In-order to accomplish this task, we first validate the DASCAT wind product using

QSCAT and RAMA observations. Later, we verify the suitability of DASCAT,

with respect to QSCAT and NCEP-R2, for use in INCOIS-GODAS. The analysis

is carried out for the TIO during the period 01st April, 2009 to 30th October, 2009.

Comparison of DASCAT wind with QSCAT shows that even though both QS-

CAT and DASCAT have a strong spatial correspondence, the mean wind speed

is underestimated in DASCAT (by up-to 1m/s) with respect to QSCAT. The dis-

crepancies between DASCAT and QSCAT winds are comparatively large over the

eastern parts of north Indian Ocean (with biases and RMSDs of greater than 2

m/s and 1.5 m/s respectively). We also have found a strong spatial coherence

between the number of rainy days and the differences between these two wind

products. Further analysis was performed to identify the source of these discrep-

ancies in terms of different wind speed and rain regimes using in-situ wind speed

from the RAMA buoy. This analysis clearly shows that the accuracy of QSCAT

winds show wind speed dependence and does not compare well under low wind

speed conditions (< 4m/s). DASCAT, on the other hand, shows no significant

change in accuracy with wind speed. Rainfall significantly influences the QSCAT

wind product: wind speed estimates are biased high, particularly for winds weaker

than 10m/s. The DASCAT product compares well with RAMA observations even

in rainy conditions.

It is found from the sensitivity experiments using assimilation system in the

TIO, the INCOIS-GODAS, that the quality of ocean current analysis from the

DASCAT wind forced experiment is better than NCEP-R2. Also, the quality of
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ocean current from the DASCAT forced experiment is on par with the QSCAT

forced experiment, except in the EIO. It appears that lack of rich small scale

variations in the DASCAT winds due to over smoothness leads to less accurate

representation of ocean current in the upper 100m layer in these regions, especially

during high wind events (e.g. wind bursts). The results further suggest that

although DTS performance is less accurate compared to the performance of QTS

in capturing surface currents realistically in the fore-mentioned EIO region, it is

still better than NTS. Thus in the absence of QSCAT winds, it is a wise choice to

use momentum flux derived from DASCAT instead of NCEP-R2 momentum flux,

in state of the art ocean models such as INCOIS-GODAS for providing better

ocean analysis or reanalysis.

Apart from finding a suitable wind product for state of the art ocean models

like INCOIS-GODAS, the present study indirectly demonstrates the need for wind

evaluation using state of the art ocean models. It can be argued based on the re-

sults from the present study that in the absence of enough in-situ observations for

the wind field comparisons, the region specific issues in the gridded wind products,

such as noticed in the present study, comes to lime light by testing them using state

of the art ocean models. The present study also has provided valuable insights on

the impact of wind errors on the ocean current analysis of assimilation systems. It

is found that the impact of the wind discrepancies between DASCAT and QSCAT

is majorly local and up-to 100m deep in the INCOIS-GODAS. The less impact of

wind error on ocean analysis of INCOIS-GODAS is largely attributed to the cor-

rection of geostrophic field by the assimilation of temperature and salinity profiles

in the INCOIS-GODAS. Since the impact of wind discrepancies is felt even in our

assimilation enabled INCOIS-GODAS model, the impact is presumed to be larger

in ocean forecasts. The results further suggest that although DTS performance

is poor compared to the performance of QTS in capturing surface currents in the

EIO region, it is still better than NTS. Thus in the absence of QSCAT winds, it is
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a wise choice to use momentum flux derived from DASCAT instead of NCEP-R2

momentum flux, in assimilation systems such as INCOIS-GODAS for generating

better ocean analysis or reanalysis.



Chapter 5

Impact of river runoff and salinity

profile assimilation

5.1 Introduction

Results from chapter-3 indicate that there is a lot of scope to improve ocean salin-

ity analysis in the TIO. Accurate representation of salinity is important as it plays

crucial role in the upper ocean stratification in the regions such as the Bay of Ben-

gal (BoB). This upper ocean stratification in turn has impact on various aspects

such as the intensity of storm-induced surface cooling (e.g. Sengupta et al. (2008)),

influence on the amplitude of intra-seasonal variability of the Sea Surface Temper-

ature (SST; e.g. Vinayachandran et al. (2012)) and biological productivity regimes

(Prasanna Kumar et al., 2002). Salinity also has an influence on the amount of

water transport from the Pacific to the Indian Ocean through Indonesian Through

Flow (ITF; Murtugudde and Busalacchi (1998)). Huang et al. (2008) have shown

improvements in the TIO in salinity analysis of NCEP-GODAS, which is similar

to the configuration of INCOIS-GODAS, when synthetic in-situ salinity profile is

replaced with observed in-situ salinity profile assimilation. The improvements in

the model salinity field may also be obtained by providing realistic river runoff as

reported by earlier studies (Howden and Murtugudde, 2001; Han and McCreary,

94
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2001; Han et al., 2001; Yu and McCreary, 2004; Vinayachandran and Nanjundiah,

2009; Seo et al., 2009; Huang and Mehta, 2010; Durand et al., 2011; Akhil et al.,

2014). For example, Durand et al. (2011) have shown improvements in the salin-

ity field when they replace the monthly climatology of Ganga-Brahmaputra river

runoff with inter-annual monthly Ganga-Brahmaputra river runoff in their eddy

permitting ocean model. The improvements are observed mainly above 10◦N in

the BoB except during few years of anomalous river discharge, during which the

improvements are observed even in west coast of India.

Although earlier studies have shown impacts of observed in-situ salinity assim-

ilation (e.g. Huang et al. (2008)) on model salinity field in the TIO, unfortunately

their assessments were not based on independent observations. Also, there are

no comprehensive reports, to the best of our knowledge, on the spatial extent of

salinity improvements with the inclusion of realistic river runoff in assimilation

enabled ocean models. Motivated by these factors, in this chapter we substantiate

the impact of observed in-situ salinity assimilation and realistic river discharge on

salinity analysis of INCOIS-GODAS using a suite of satellite and in-situ salinity

observations. In order to be able to conduct the study on the impact of river dis-

charge a new inter-annual monthly global river discharge data set is constructed

for the period 1993-2012. Detailed description on the technique used to construct

this data set and also the description of the model experiments conducted using

these data sets are presented in the following section. The results and discussion

pertaining to evaluation and impact analysis of observed in-situ salinity profile

assimilation and river runoff is presented in section 5.3. Section 5.4 provides sum-

mary of the present study.
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5.2 Construction of inter-annual monthly River

Discharge and Description of Model

experiments

Flowing rivers into the ocean is an important aspect for ocean models as it influ-

ences ocean stratification which in turn affects circulation (Chamarthi et al., 2008;

Durand et al., 2011) and air-sea interactions (Sengupta et al., 2008) especially at

regional scales. For example, Papa et al. (2012) have shown a strong link be-

tween Ganga-Brahmaputra river discharge and upper ocean salinities in the north

BoB. Durand et al. (2011), using a numerical ocean model, have shown that the

inter-annual variability of Ganga-Brahmaputra river discharges has impact on sea

surface salinity and also temperature in the BoB north of 10◦N with the impact

extending further to reach west coast of India in the years of anomoulous river dis-

charge. Sengupta et al. (2006) have shown that the river discharge from Irrawady

influences the salinities in the south BoB and eastern parts of the Equatorial In-

dian Ocean. Clearly these studies emphasize the need to have reliable estimates of

inter-annual monthly river discharges especially for ocean models to provide im-

proved salinity analysis/forecasts. Despite such an important requirement, most

of the operational centers use annual or monthly climatologies of river discharge

in their ocean models. This was due to the non-availability of reliable river dis-

charge data sets. However, considerable efforts are put up recently to generate

reliable estimates of the global (Dai and Trenberth, 2002; Dai et al., 2009) as well

as regional (Papa et al., 2010, 2012) inter-annual monthly river discharge.

The river discharge data provided by Dai et al. (2009) is for the world’s 925

largest ocean-reaching rivers. The data set is based on observed river discharge

records and stream flow simulated by a land surface model (Community Land

Model, version 3) forced with observed precipitation and other atmospheric forcing

that are significantly correlated with the observed stream flow for most rivers.
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The data set, which represents about 73% of global total runoff, accounts for all

global river runoff except for Antarctic and Greenland runoff. The error in the

pure observation data points is between 10− 20%. The error may be large when

the data gap for a river is large. The data was composed for 1948-2004. Data

coverage for Indian based rivers ranges from 10-50 yrs with largest (smallest)

record for Ganga and Brahmaputra (Godavari, Krishna). In order to be used

as a river forcing in the ocean models, global maps of inter-annual monthly river

discharge based on the Dai et al. (2009) stream flow is compiled and made available

under CORE-II (Common Ocean Research Experiment-II) project. Time series

of Ganga-Brahmaputra combined river discharge into the ocean, estimated using

altimeter measurements and stage-discharge rating curves for the period 1993 to

2012 is provided by Fabrice Papa on personal communication. The mean error

of the data is estimated to be around 17%. Information on the techniques used

to construct and the error characteristics are discussed in detail by Papa et al.

(2010), and Papa et al. (2012).

For the present study, we construct a data set of global maps of inter-annual

monthly river discharge for the period 1993-2012, based on the fore-mentioned

gridded product of CORE-II river discharge and time series of Ganga-Brahmaputra

river discharge provided by Fabrian Papa. This is done primarily to utilize the

constructed data set to provide improved salinity analysis from INCOIS-GODAS.

Since the estimates of river discharge of Ganga-Brahmaputra in both of the datasets

are highly correlated (0.9) except for some data dependent offsets, at first we use

the following linear regression equation for the representative Ganga+Brahmaputra

grid to be able to extend the CORE-II up to 2012.

Y = mX + C (5.1)

Where Y is river discharge (expressed in Kg/m2/s) from CORE-II; X is

Ganga+Brahmaputra river discharge (m3/s) provided by Papa et al. (2012); m
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and C is the slope (Kg/m5) and intercept (Kg/m2/s) of the linear regression

obtained from the common period i.e., 1993-2007.

Figure 5.1: Slope (a; 10−9Kg/m5) and intercept (b; 10−5Kg/m2/s) in the linear
regression equation obtained by comparing river discharge data from CORE-II
with combined Ganga+Brahmaputra river discharge from Papa

Figure 5.2: Distribution of river runoff (shaded) during August, 2009 from new
dataset. Units are in 10−5Kg/m2/s

Figure 5.1 show slope (m) and intercept (C) estimated at each grid point

represented by Ganga+Brahmaputra river basin in CORE-II. We estimate Y at

each of these grid points by usingX (i.e. Papa et al. (2012) data) and the estimated
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Figure 5.3: Same as 5.2 but zoomed for Indian continent

Figure 5.4: Ganga+ Brahmaputra river discharge from old (black), new (red)
and Papa et al. (2012) (blue) data sets. Units for old and new data sets are
10−3Kg/m2/s where as for Papa et al. (2012) units are 102m3/s. Area covering
87◦E-91◦E and 23◦N -27◦N is taken as proxy to represent Ganga+Brahmaputra
river runoff from gridded products

Figure 5.5: Godavarai river discharge from old (black), and new (red) data sets.
Units are in 10−3Kg/m2/s. Area covering 79◦E-83◦E and 15◦N -18◦N is taken as
proxy to represent Godavari river runoff from gridded products
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m and C. We note here that insertion of river discharge in each grid points based

on the combined Ganga+Brahmaputra time series data may not represent the

river discharge well at local grid point. However, in the present study this is

not a matter of concern as these two rivers drain into ocean at very close by

locations and also because we have made sure that total amount of freshwater

is conserved within the specified domain of Ganga+Brahmaputra (please refer

Figure 5.1 for the domain) while fitting the linear regression. For all other grid

points, information from CORE-II is retained by filling the gaps during the period

2008-2012 (the extended period) with the respective monthly climatology. Hence

the new gridded data set contains estimation of monthly river runoff, expressed in

Kg/m2/s, during the period 1993-2012 with full inter-annual variability included

for Ganga+Brahmaputra region from Papa et al. (2012), and partial (only up-to

2007. From 2008, monthly climatology is used) inter-annual variability included

for all other rivers from CORE-II. These features can be inferred from the figures

5.2 to 5.5. For example it can be inferred from the Figure 5.4 that new data

set extends up to 2012 and differs (correlates) slightly (highly) with the old (Papa

et al., 2012) data set. This small (high) mismatch (correlation) between old (Papa

et al., 2012) and new data set is due to the insertion of Papa et al. (2012) data

using linear regression equation at Ganga+Brahmaputra grid points in the new

data set for the period 1993-2012. Successful insertion of monthly climatology to

update the river runoff for 2008-2012 can be inferred from Figure 5.5.

As part of the present study, we have conducted five experiments with differ-

ent river runoff data sets namely Annual climatology, monthly climatology and

inter-annual monthly river discharge data sets. Table 5.1 summarizes the config-

uration of each of these model experiments.The first experiment, the TS’ is the

basic configuration of INCOIS-GODAS, where we assimilate observed in-situ tem-

perature and synthetic salinity profiles. The second experiment, the TS differs

with the TS’ in the assimilation of salinity. The difference is the incorporation of
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Table 5.1: Configuration of experiments used in the present chapter

Experiment Profiles for Assim-
ilation

River-Runoff SST Relaxation SSS Relaxation

TS’ in-situ observed
Temperature and
Synthetic salinity

Annual Climatology
(Spreaded)

Weak (30 day) Weak (30 day)

TS in-situ observed
Temperature and
observed salinity

Annual Climatology
(Spreaded)

Weak (30 day) No Relaxation

TSP in-situ observed
Temperature and
observed salinity

Annual Climatology
(point source/No
spread)

Weak (30 day) No Relaxation

TSPM in-situ observed
Temperature and
observed salinity

Monthly climatology
(point source/No
spread)

Weak (30 day) No Relaxation

TSPI in-situ observed
Temperature and
observed salinity

Inter-annual
Monthly river runoff
(point source/No
spread)

Weak (30 day) No Relaxation

observed in-situ salinity in TS. Hence the comparison of ocean analysis from TS

and TS’ will tell us the importance of salinity observations. Remining three ex-

periments (TSP, TSPM, and TSPI ) are based on newly constructed river runoff.

Differences among these three experiments lies in the river runoff time series; TSP

uses annual climatology of river runoff; TSPM uses monthly climatology of river

runoff; TSPI uses inter-annual monthly river runoff. Inter-comparison of ocean

analysis from these experiments should tell us the importance of river-runoff. It is

worthy to note that TSP and TS are similar except that point source river runoff

is implemented in TSP whereas pre-spreaded river runoff is used in TS. Hence

comparison between TSP and TS should tell us the impact of pre-spreading river

runoff on ocean analysis.

Since implementations of salinity assimilation and realistic river runoff are ex-

pected to have major influence on the model salinity, the present study examines

the quality of salinity analysis from various experiments summarized in Table 5.1.

The assessments are done based on the independent RAMA buoy and satellite

based level-3 Aquarius sea surface salinity (SSS) measurements. It is worth men-
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tioning here that the surface salinity is not relaxed to climatology in any of the

model experiment except in TS’ where a weak relaxation is used (refer Table 1 for

experiment’s configuration). Also, SSS from Aquarius is an independent source

for evaluation of salinity analysis.

5.3 Results and Discussion

In this section, we first verify the performance of TS with respect to TS’ ex-

periment. Later, we examine the differences in the quality of salinity analysis

between the experiments distinguished by the incorporation river runoff in the

model namely pre-spreaded and point source option.

5.3.1 Impact of the replacement of synthetic with

observed in-situ salinity profile assimilation in

INCOIS-GODAS

It is well known from earlier studies that the TIO has strong east west gradient

of sea surface salinities with low and high surface salinities in the east and west

respectively. This is because the eastern parts of the Indian Ocean receives large

amount of fresh waters from equatorial Pacific to the south-eastern parts of the

TIO through ITF (Schott et al. (2009); and references there in), continental river

runoff from the regions around the BoB (e.g. Han and McCreary (2001); Sengupta

et al. (2006)), and excess amount of precipitation over evaporation in the BoB and

eastern parts of the equatorial IO (e.g. Han and McCreary (2001)). It is worth

mentioning here that the low salinity waters of the BoB contribute to the freshen-

ing in the regions hugging the west coast of India through narrow current systems

(Chaitanya et al., 2014) and also to the south-eastern parts of the TIO through

the southward moving currents at eastern boundaries of the TIO (Sengupta et al.,

2006). On the other hand high salinities in the north-western parts of the TIO are
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helped by dominance of evaporation over precipitation, warm and saline waters

from Persian Gulf and Oman, and upwelling in the regions of thermocline ridge

and Somali (Han and McCreary, 2001).

Figure 5.6: Seasonal evolution of SSS (psu) from (a) Aquarius, (b) TS’ (c) TS, and
(d) TSP. In the figure DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON represent the mean of December-
January-February, March-April-May, June-July-August, and September-October-
November respectively. Seasonal means are based on the data from December,
2011 to November, 2012

Figure 5.7: SSS bias (model-observation) in (a) TS’ (b) TS, and (c) TSP with
respect to Aquarius

Figure 5.6 shows seasonal mean patterns of SSS in the TIO from Aquarius,

TS’, TS, and TSP. It can be inferred from the Figure 5.6 that contrasting features

of SSS between eastern and western Indian Ocean are reproduced well by both
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TS’ and TS experiments. The magnitude of the SSS from TS’ and TS appears

to have noticeable differences with Aquarius in the BoB and also along the west

coast of India. It can be observed from the Figure 5.7 that the magnitude of SSS,

with respect to Aquarius, in these two experiments is overestimated, by more

than 1 psu, in the northern BoB and along the west coast of India. The biases

of SSS from TS’ are large even in the south eastern parts of the TIO (0.4 to 1

psu). It appears that the discrepancies in the south-eastern parts of the TIO are

significantly reduced by using observed in-situ salinity profiles for the assimilation.

The error reduction over these regions is up-to 50% and improvements, in terms of

Root Mean Square Difference (RMSD), are up to 0.3 psu (Figure 5.9). Compared

to TS’, the variability of the SSS in the TS is close to the Aquarius SSS in all

regions of the TIO including the northern parts of the BoB (Figure 5.8).

Figure 5.8: Standard deviation of SSS from (a) Aquarius, (b) TS’ (c) TS, and (d)
TSP

Figure 5.9: RMSD in the SSS of (a) TS’ and (b) Difference in RMSD between TS
and TS’ (TS -TS’ ). RMSD is with respect to Aquarius SSS

Despite having such a good agreements in the variability of SSS, it is interesting

to observe that the RMSDs in the northern parts of the BoB for TS are larger than
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Figure 5.10: Depth-wise statistics of salinity (psu) derived from TS’ (red), TS
(blue), TSP (pink thick solid line), TSPM (pink thin solid line), and TSPI (pink
dashed line) with respect to in-situ RAMA temperature (black) at (15◦N , 90◦E)
location. In the figure, the panels a, b, c, d shows mean, STD, RMSD, and
correlation respectively. Statistics are based on collocated daily data during 2004-
2012

TS’. As indicated earlier, in general, the magnitude and variability in the northern

parts of the BoB are influenced majorly by freshwater inputs from adjacent river

systems (Durand et al., 2011). It is reasonable to speculate here that use of

climatological SSS for relaxation as well as for the construction of synthetic salinity

would have caused comparatively low SSS biases and underestimation of variability

in TS’ compared to TS (compare Figure 5.8a, 5.8b, and 5.8c), where observed

in-situ salinity profiles are assimilated with no SSS relaxation. This speculation

is further strengthened by the improved quality of salinity in sub-surface layers

as found by comparing the salinities from TS and TS’ with independent salinity

measurements of RAMA buoy. For example, 50% reduction in the error with

improvements, in terms of RMSD, of 0.5 psu is observed in TS over TS’ for

the 30-60m layer at (15◦N , 90◦E) (Figure 5.10). It is worth noting here that in

general RMSDs are less than Standard Deviation (STD) for SSS from TS. Also,

these RMSDs are comparatively large at the surface and less than 1 psu between

10-100 m depth.
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Figure 5.11: Same as Figure 5.10 except for temperature at (8◦N , 90◦E) location

Figure 5.12: Same as Figure 5.9 except for SSHA (cm)

Figure 5.13: Same as Figure 5.9 except for surface current speed (cm/s)
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The use of observed instead of synthetic in-situ salinity profiles for the assim-

ilation reduces error for other parameters as well in some of the regions where

improvements are observed in salinity. For example, at (8◦N , 89◦E) location

RMSD and correlation in 100-150 m layer is about 2.5◦C and 0.5 respectively in

TS whereas it is about 3◦C and 0.2 respectively in TS’, which amounts an error

reduction of 16% (infer from Figure 5.11). In the BoB and central parts of the

BoB, the error reduction in SSHA is up-to 25% with improvements up to 3 cm

(Figure 5.12). Similarly, in the eastern parts of the EIO, the difference in RMSDs

of zonal surface currents between TS’ and TS (TS’ -TS ) is about 10cm/s, with an

error reduction of ≈ 25% (Figure 5.13). These results, which are consistent with

the results of Huang et al. (2008), clearly emphasize the need for the assimilation

of observed in-situ salinity profiles.

5.3.2 Impact of river runoff

Figure 5.14: SSS averaged over the NBoB region (12◦N -23◦N & 85◦E-95◦E) from
Aquarius (black), TS’ (red), TS (green), TSP (blue), TSPM (thin blue line), and
TSPI (dashed blue line)

It is interesting to note from Figures 5.6 and 5.8 that the TSP, where point

source is used for the incorporation of river runoff in the model, yields improve-

ments in salinity with respect to TS, in which pre-spreading is used for the incorpo-

ration of river runoff in the model. For example, seasonal cycle of SSS in northern

parts of BoB is best captured in TSP compared to TS (Figure 5.6). It can also

be verified from the Figure 5.14 that the seasonal cycle of SSS averaged over the

region of North BoB (NBoB; 12◦N -23◦N & 85◦E-95◦E) is well represented, with
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Figure 5.15: Difference in RMSD between (a) TSP and TS (TSP -TS ), and (b)
TSPM and TS (TSPM -TS ) for SSS (psu)

Figure 5.16: Mean salinity profile averaged for the NBoB region from Aquarius
(black), TS’ (red), TS (green), TSP (blue), TSPM (thin blue line), and TSPI
(dashed blue line)
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low (high) salinity waters during post-monsoon (pre-monsoon) seasons, in TSP

compared to TS. The amplitude of annual cycle of SSS is relatively low in TS

compared to Aquarius and TSP. In terms of RMSDs, the improvements of SSS in

TSP with respect to TS reaches 0.5 psu in the northern parts of the BoB (Figure

5.15a). The mean salinity profiles averaged over the NBoB shows that there is

almost 0.5 psu difference in the upper 30m between TS and TSP with no appre-

ciable differences below 30m (Figure 5.16). The potential factors that might have

lead to these interesting results are

Figure 5.17: Seasonal climatology of surface currents from (a) OSCAR and (b)
TS model experiment. Seaonal climatology is based on the data from 2004-2012
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Figure 5.18: Standard deviation in SSS (psu) from (a) TSPM, and (b) TSPI

• The pre-spreading option might have caused less amount of freshwater avail-

able from the river runoff in model grid cells adjacent to river discharge

regions. Although it should cause over flooding of river runoff in the inte-

rior parts of the BoB, the errors in salinity would have been suppressed due

to observed salinity assimilation. In general, the impact of river runoff is

mainly felt in the northern parts of the BoB as suggested by earlier studies

(e.g. Durand et al. (2011); Akhil et al. (2014)). Also, availability of salinity

profiles are less in the head BoB and easern parts of the BoB. These fac-

tors would have played important role to make the model to get influenced

heavily on the prescribed river runoff in the northern parts.

• The ocean dynamics in the eddy permitting model might have taken care in

dynamically spreading the river water flown into the model grid cell using

point source option. This is supported by the Figure 5.17 where we can

notice a close match of seasonal climatologies between the model simulated

surface currents (climatology is derived from TS experiment since there is no

appreciable differences between experiments in surface currents in the BoB)

and satellite based surface currents. For instance the climatological features

of surface currents, such as strong eastward flows in the interior BoB and

south ward flows in the eastern BoB during summer monsoon, from model
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have close match with the OSCAR currents. Also, seasonally reversing East

India Coastal Current (EICC) with southward flows during post monsoon

and strong northward flows during pre-monsoon are represented by model at

reasonable skill. Hence forcing a ocean model with realistic river discharges

should improve the salinities in principle. Such improvements are evident

from the comparisons of surface salinities between TSPM, TSPI and TSP.

For example the variability of SSS is better represented in TSPM and TSPI

compared to TSP (compare Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.18). Also, the spatial

extent of SSS improvements over TS, in terms of RMSDs, is slightly large for

TSPM (Figure 5.15b) compared to TSP (Figure 5.15a). The improvements

of the salinity analysis with the use of monthly climatology corroborates the

findings of earlier studies (Huang and Mehta, 2010; Durand et al., 2011).

Absence of significant differences in the quality of salinity analysis between

TSPI (inter-annual monthly river runoff) and TSPM (monthly climatology

river runoff) experiments might be due to the absence of anomalous river

runoff from Ganga+Brahmaputra during the analysis period (please infer

from Figure 5.4).

Chaitanya et al. (2014) have argued that the river discharges in the BoB in-

fluence the salinity patterns along the west coast of India through narrow current

systems of West India Coastal Current (WICC) and EICC. It means that the

incorporation of realistic river runoff in ocean model should improve the model

simulations of salinity all along the coast of India including its west coast. How-

ever, neither TSPM nor TSPI could improve the salinity analysis along the west

coast of India. This may be due to the coarse resolution set up of the model as

suggested by Durand et al. (2011).
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5.3.3 Discussion on the erroneous patterns of SSS in the

North BoB and West coast of India

Figure 5.19: RMSD of SSS (psu) in (a) Aquarius, and (b) TSPI with respect
to EN3V2a gridded SSS. Statistics are obtained based on monthly averaged data
from September, 2011 to November, 2012

It is clear from the above results that configurations of either TSPM or TSPI

offer improved ocean analysis compared to the old configuration of INCOIS-

GODAS, i.e. TS’. It is important to remember, however, that none of the configu-

ration could reduce SSS errors in totality either the northern BoB or along the west

coast of India. It is worth mentioning here that gridded SSS data sets constructed

using observations, such as the one offered by UK metoffice, the EN3V2A gridded

product (Ingleby and Huddleston, 2007), also differ with the Aquarius SSS, of an

order similar to that of TSPI experiment (Figure 5.19a). To gain further insights,

SSS from Aquarius and TSPI are compared with EN3V2A for the Aquarius period

(Figure 5.19a and 5.19b). It can be observed from the Figure 5.19 that the RMSD

between the TSPI and the EN3V2A is relatively small in the areas off the west

coast of India and large over most if not all of the South East Asia Sea (SEAS).

Statistics using the period 2004-2012 also yield the same result. On the other hand,

the RMSD between Aquarius and the EN3V2A are large along the west coast of

India including the South Eastern Arabian Sea (SEAS). For both comparisons, the

RMSDs are very large in the northern BoB. This indicates that the discrepancies
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observed in the northern BoB cannot be attributed to either the model or the

observations alone. The effects of limited sampling by the Argo array and eddy

activity in these regions would have contributed to these discrepancies. Not to be

neglected are the difficulties of estimating SSS from Aquarius near coastlines in

general (SEAS and North BoB in particular; Lagerloef et al. (2013)). Hence it is

argued that the salinity analysis from TSPI offers better as much quality as other

contemporary pure-observation or pure-satellite based salinity products do.

5.4 Summary

In an effort to provide better salinity analysis from INCOIS-GODAS various sen-

sitivity experiments are conducted. The results from these experiments shed light

on various aspects such as (1) the assimilation of observed in-situ salinity, (2)

the incorporation of river-runoff. Besides being similar to the qualitative results

obtained by Huang et al. (2008) on the assimilation of observed salinity instead

of synthetic salinity, the quantitative results from the section 5.3.1 have provided

useful insights for the assessment of the quality of salinity analysis from INCOIS-

GODAS. For instance, the use of observed in-situ salinity profiles instead of syn-

thetic in-situ salinity profiles for assimilation improves the model salinity field in

a significant way particularly in the eastern parts of the TIO and BoB. The im-

provements in salinity of up to 0.3 psu in turn reduce errors in SSHA and currents

by up to 25%. Interestingly, use of point source instead of pre-spreaded option for

the incorporation of river runoff in the observed in-situ T&S profile assimilation

enabled experiments lead to improvements in the salinity in the northern parts

of the BoB especially the seasonal cycle. Improvements of salinity up to 0.5 psu

are achieved within the upper 30m layer. Further improvements in salinity are

also achieved with the incorporation of monthly climatology of river runoff under

the point source option. However, there are no appreciable differences found in
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the quality of salinity analysis between the experiments with monthly climatology

and inter-annual monthly river runoff. Results from the present study indicate

that the configuration of either TSPI or TSPM experiments provide better ocean

analysis.



Chapter 6

Evaluation of Improved Global

Ocean Analysis

6.1 Introduction

An accurate representation of ocean state in space and time is important for

understanding the physical and dynamical behaviour of the ocean which in-turn

helps in improving the seasonal predictions of large scale systems such as Monsoon,

Indian Ocean Diopole (IOD), El Nino and Southern Oscillation (ENSO), using

coupled ocean atmospheric models. Considering the inputs from the previous

chapters we have implemented all of the following features together to form a new

configuration of INCOIS-GODAS with an objective to provide best possible ocean

analysis on operational basis. The present chapter verifies the quality of ocean

analysis obtained from this new configuration.

1. Assimilation of observed instead of synthetic in-situ salinity profiles.

2. Use of satellite (QSCAT or DASCAT) based gridded winds to force the ocean

model instead of model (NCEP-R2) based winds.

3. Incorporation of inter-annual monthly river runoff with point source option.

115
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4. Implementation of strong (5 day) instead of weak (30 day) relaxation time

scale to bring the model SST close to observed Reynolds SST.

It is worth mentioning here that the improvements in the quality of ocean

analysis offered by each of these implementations, except the 4th , is already

demonstrated in the previous chapters. In the present chapter, we present the

contributions from each of these implementations to the overall quality of ocean

analysis in the experiment where all of these are implemented together (the TSR

experiment; see Table 6.1 for the configuration). Section 6.2 provides a discussion

on the statistical comparisons between the TSR and observations. It is well known

that IOD event affects the rainfall over the regions covered by the Indian Ocean.

It is also pointed out by earlier studies (Janakiraman et al., 2011) that ocean

model in the CFS has the tendency to generate positive IOD events. It is worth

mention here that the ocean model used here is similar to the ocean model used

in CFS. Further, the ocean analyses generated from INCOIS-GODAS are being

used in CFS, run by IITM, for improving the seasonal forecast. Hence, in the

present chapter, skill of INCOIS-GODAS in capturing the IOD events is also

examined for three different configurations i.e. XA, TS’, and TSR (see Table 6.1

for configuration of these experiments). Apart from these, we also verify TSR

for the intra-seasonal variability of the zonal current at the equator. Section 6.3

discusses the results from these case studies. In order to demonstrate the quality

of global ocean analysis, obtained from the adjudged best possible configuration

of INCOIS-GODAS, the global ocean analysis is compared with the quality of

ocean re-analysis from NCEP-GODAS and ECMWF-ORAS4 (ECMWF-Ocean

Reanalysis-4). Section 6.4 discusses the results of this inter-comparison exercise.

Summary and conclusions drawn from the results are provided in section 6.4.
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6.2 Statistical comparisons between Improved

Global Ocean Analysis and Observations

In this section, we compare the performances of TSR and TS’ to realize overall

improvements due to the implementation of aforementioned features altogether.

Then we try to quantify the contributions of each implementation to the overall

improvements in TSR.

6.2.1 Temperature

Figure 6.1: RMSDs of SST (◦C) in (a) TS’ (b) TSSR , and (c) TSR with respect
to SST (◦C) derived from TMIAMSRE

It is found from the comparison of SSTs from TSR and TS’ with respect to SST

observations from TMIAMSRE that the quality of SST is improved with TSR. The

improvements in SST with TSR compared to TS’ is as large as 0.6◦C, in terms

of RMSD, in the regions such as the northern BoB, the thermocline ridge, near

Somalia and offshore of western Australia (figure 6.1). These improvements are

achieved due to the use of strong instead of weak SST relaxation as evident from

the figure 6.1. The improvements in the sub-surface temperature in TSR is due to

the assimilation of in-situ salinity profiles. For example, RMSD and correlation

with respect to independent RAMA observations at (8◦N , 89◦E) location, in 100-

150m layer is about 2.5◦C and 0.5 respectively in TS & TSR, where as it is

about 3◦C and 0.2 respectively in TS’. The improvements are comparatively large

during fall and winter (figure 6.2f). Comparing the quality of TSR with TS
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Figure 6.2: Depth-wise statistics of temperature (◦C) derived from TS’ (red), TS
(green), and TSR (blue) with respect to in-situ RAMA temperature (black) at
various independent RAMA locations. (a) 1.5◦S, 80◦E, (b) 1.5◦S, 90◦E, (c) 5◦S,
95◦E, (d) 8◦N , 90◦E, (e) 12◦N , 90◦E, and (f) 15◦N , 90◦E. In the figure mean,
STD, RMSD, and correlation are shown in i, ii, iii, and iv panels respectively.
Statistics are based on collocated data during 2004-2012

indicates that strong relaxation degrades the quality of temperature at sub-surface

layers. However, it is worth mention here that RMSDs of experiments where strong

relaxation is used (TSR, TSSR) are less than observed standard deviation (Figure

6.2 and Figure 6.3).

6.2.2 Salinity

The Aquarius surface salinity data is utilized to examine the improvements of SSS

in TSR with respect to TS’. It is found that the magnitude of SSS in both of the

experiments is slightly overestimated in the northern parts of the BoB. Compared

to the TS’, the SSS in TSR is close to Aquarius in many regions of the TIO. For

example, over south-eastern parts of the TIO, the SSS bias in TS’ is between 0.4

to 1 psu and has large spatial extent (Figure 6.4a). Further, it can be inferred
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Figure 6.3: Same as Figure 6.2 except that TS, and TSR are replaced by TSSR,
and TSRR respectively

Figure 6.4: (a) Mean and (e) STD of SSS derived from Aquarius. Bias, RMSD,
and correlation of SSS in TS’, TS, TSSR, TSRR, and TSR with respect to SSS
derived from Aquarius are also shown in the figure. Panels b (g,l), c (h,m), d
(i,n), e(j,o), and f (k,p) represents bias (RMSD, correlation) in TS’, TS, TSSR,
TSRR, and TSR respectively. Statistics are obtained based on weekly data from
01st September, 2011 to 30th November, 2012
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Figure 6.5: Same as Figure 6.2 except for salinity (psu) shown only for 15◦N ,
90◦E. Other locations are avoided from the Figure as STD and RMSD for all
other regions observed to be very less (less than 0.5 psu)

from the Figure 6.4b that the variability is underestimated and RMSD is larger

than STD. The improvements in SSS, in terms of RMSD, over these regions are

up to 0.3 psu in TSR over TS’. Depth wise comparison of salinity with respect

to independent RAMA observation also suggests that TSR is better than TS’ for

sub-surface layers as well. The sub-surface improvements are large in the northern

parts of the BoB with improvements amounting up to 0.5 psu. For example, the

difference in RMSD between TS’ and TSR (TS’ -TSR) is greater than 0.5 psu at

15◦N&90◦E (Figure 6.5). The improvements in TSR are large, especially at 50m

depth. It can be inferred from the Figures 6.4 and 6.5 that these improvements are

majorly due to the assimilation of observed salinity instead of synthetic salinity

for the assimilation. It is worth mentioning here that the incorporation of river

runoff and satellite wind forcing have also contributed for improvements of salinity

especially in the head BoB. The improvements in the BoB due to the incorporation

of river runoff are upto 0.5 psu with in the upper 30m layer as noted in chapter 5.

6.2.3 Sea Surface Height Anomaly

Figure 6.6 show RMSD and correlation of SSHA by various experiments with

respect to merged SSHA from altimeters. It can be inferred from the Figure 6.6

that there are noticeable improvements of SSHA with TSR over TS’ configuration.

The use of in-situ salinity instead of synthetic salinity brings this improvement in

SSHA by up to 3 cm, particularly in the BoB and central parts of the south IO.
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Figure 6.6: Statistics of model derived SSHA with respect to Altimeter derived
SSHAs and reference experiments. Panels a and f show RMSD (cm) and correla-
tion respectively between SSHAs derived from Altimeter and TS’ Relative RMSD
(relative correlation) in TS, TSSR, TSRR, and TSR with respect to TS’ (ex: TS -
TS’ is shown in b, c, d, and e (g, h, i, and j) respectively

The use of satellite based wind instead of NCEP-R2 wind improves model SSHA

further over regions such as near the thermocline ridge (Figure 6.6) where Ekman

pumping may play an important role. It is interesting to observe that neither

strong SST relaxation nor incorporation of inter-annual monthly river runoff could

contribute further to the overall improvements on the quality of the SSHA in TSR

(Figure 6.6).

6.2.4 Currents

Ocean currents are the principal agents for transferring heat, water mass proper-

ties, and various other trace materials. When we compare model currents from

TSR and TS’ with respect to observations, it is observed that although, the cur-

rent speed is slightly over-estimated in the model experiments, the mean structures

are well captured in all but a few locales. In general, surface currents from TS’

show a westward current anomaly during the southwest monsoon season along

the central equator, as noticed in chapter 3. In general RMSEs are large in the

equatorial IO (EIO) than elsewhere in the tropical IO. For example, at the equa-
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Figure 6.7: (a) STD derived from OSCAR (observed) zonal surface current (cm/s).
(b) RMSD of zonal surface current (upper 30m averaged) in TS’ with respect to
zonal surface current derived from OSCAR. Relative RMSD (RRMSD) in TS, and
TSR with respect to TS’ is shown in panels c, and d respectively
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Figure 6.8: Depth time section of zonal current (cm/s) at Equator, 80.5◦E derived
from (a) ADCP, (b) TS’ (c) TS, (d) TSSR, (e) TSRR, and (f) TSR. Depth-wise
statistics such as mean, STD, RMSD and correlation, estimated with respect to
ADCP, are shown in the figures in the panels (h), (i), (j), and (k) respectively.
In the panels (h) to (k), ADCP, TS’, TS, and TSR are represented in black, red,
green, and blue colour respectively

tor, the RMSD between currents derived from TS’ and OSCAR is greater than

30cm/s while it is less than 15cm/s in other regions (Figure 6.7b). Depth-wise

comparison of currents with ADCP at two equatorial locations (80.5◦E&Eq, and

90◦E&Eq) suggest that TS’ has difficulty in capturing intra-seasonal variations

such as eastward jets during spring and fall followed by weak west-ward currents

(Wyrtki, 1973; Masumoto et al., 2005), east-ward flowing monsoon jets (Senan

et al., 2003), and west-ward (east-ward) subsurface flow in October-December and

May-June (January-February) (Masumoto et al., 2005), in a realistic way. For ex-

ample, eastward jets during September-December, 2005 and 2008 (Figure 6.8a),

are reversed in TS’ (Figure 6.8b). In general, zonal currents in TS’ are biased low
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by 30cm/s, variability is overestimated by 5− 10cm/s and RMSDs (correlations)

are between 40−50cm/s (0.4-0.6) and are large (small) at the surface compared to

the deeper layers. The large differences found in TS’ on the equator are reduced

significantly with TSR configuration. It is worth mention here that neither strong

SST relaxation nor the inter-annual river runoff could yield visible improvements

in the surface currents, indicating insignificant contributions to the improvements

of currents with TSR from these two implementations. The improvements of cur-

rents in TSR is majorly due to the use of satellite instead of model based winds as

evident from Figure 6.7 and 6.8. Also, the use of observed salinity for assimilation

has contributed positively to the improvements of currents in TSR. For example,

the difference in RMSDs of zonal surface currents between TS’ and TS (TS’ -TS )

is about 10cm/s in the eastern parts of the EIO, while the difference between TS’

and TSR (TS’ -TSR) is as much as 30cm/s in the EIO (Figure 6.8). These results

indicate that not only wind, but salinity assimilation can improve the surface and

sub-surface currents.

From the above discussions, it is clear that ocean analysis obtained from TSR

is best among all the experiments. Thus in the following section we use ocean

analysis from TSR to verify how good INCOIS-GODAS able to re-produce inter-

annual (IOD) and intra-seasonal variability of zonal surface currents at equator.

6.3 Intra-seasonal and inter-annual variability

An important question with regard to the TSR is whether it has the ability to

reproduce the intra-seasonal variability in the Indian Ocean. Zonal currents in the

EIO show a substantial intra-seasonal variability (30-90 days) which arises due to

local wind anomalies and the remote effects of wind acting through Rossby and

Kelvin waves at intra-seasonal time scales (McPhaden, 1982; Reppin et al., 1999;

Masumoto et al., 2005; Han and McCreary, 2001; Han, 2005; Sengupta et al.,
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Figure 6.9: Temporal evolution of band-pass filtered (30-90 days) (a) QuikSCAT
zonal wind (m/s) , surface zonal current (cm/s) obtained from (b) TSR in the
equatorial Indian Ocean

Figure 6.10: Time series of band pass filtered (30-90 days) zonal surface currents
(cm/s) derived from RAMA (black line), and TSR (green line) at 0◦, 90◦E
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2007; Iskandar and McPhaden, 2011). The 30-70 day oscillation in the zonal

surface currents in the EIO arises as a response to the local wind anomalies at

similar time-scales (Sengupta et al., 2007; Iskandar and McPhaden, 2011). The

ability of the TSR in capturing these variations is illustrated in Figures 6.9 and

6.10. The Figure 6.9 shows the temporal evolution of band-pass filtered (30-90

days) QuikSCAT zonal wind stress (a), surface zonal currents obtained from the

TSR (b) in the EIO. Time series of band-pass filtered (30-90 days) zonal surface

currents derived from RAMA, and TSR at (Eq, 90◦E) is shown in the Figure 6.10.

The intra-seasonal modulation of the zonal currents in response to intra-seasonal

variations in wind stress along the equator can be clearly seen in Figures 6.9a, 6.9b,

and 6.10c. Comparisons of band-pass filtered (30-90 day) zonal surface currents

from TSR is in excellent agreement with in-situ observations (Figure 6.10) with

high correlation (0.88).

The Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) or zonal mode is one of the major modes of

inter-annual climate variability in the Indian Ocean (Saji et al., 1999; Webster

et al., 1999). It has been argued that the IOD significantly modulates global

climate conditions in addition to conditions in the Indian Ocean region (e.g., Saji

and Yamagata (2003)). Capturing the phase and amplitude of the IOD signature

in any ocean model is important, especially if the model is intended for use in

initializing a coupled ocean-atmospheric model for seasonal monsoon predictions

(e.g., Janakiraman et al. (2011); Lee Drbohlav and Krishnamurthy (2010)).

A fundamental characteristic of the IOD is its apparent phase-locking to the

seasonal cycle, with the peak strength of the IOD event tending to occur dur-

ing October-November (Saji et al., 1999). A strong positive IOD event occurred

during 2006. In this section, we examine the skill of TSR in simulating the ob-

served oceanic conditions (SST anomaly, SSHA and surface current) associated

with the peak phase of the IOD (October-November) event of 2006 (Figure 6.11a

and 6.11b). A positive IOD event is characterized by cooler (warmer) than nor-
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Figure 6.11: (Top panel) SSTA (◦C, shaded) obtained from (a) TMIAMSRE and
(b) TSR overlaid with wind vector anomaly (m/s) obtained from (b) QuikSCAT.
(Bottom panel) SSHA (cm, shaded) obtained from (c) AVISO and (d) TSR over-
laid with current vector anomaly (cm/s) obtained from (c) OSCAR and (d) TSR.
All field are averaged during October-November, 2006

mal SST and enhanced (suppressed) convection in the tropical eastern (western)

Indian Ocean and an easterly wind anomaly in the EIO (Saji et al., 1999; Vinay-

achandran et al., 2007). As seen in Figure 6.11a, TSR reproduces the well known

dipole structure (SST anomaly) during the peak phase of IOD. The magnitude of

cool (warm) SST anomaly in the east (west) of EIO and its spatial coverage shows

a good agreement with observation. However, TSR shows pocket of warm (cold)

bias in the Arabian Sea (west of Madagascar) contrary to observation.

The anomalous easterly winds over the central and eastern EIO (Figure 6.11a

and 6.11b) associated with a positive IOD event can also modulate the SSHA and

current variability in the EIO. As shown by earlier studies (Vinayachandran et al.,

2007; Cai et al., 2009), anomalous easterly winds, associated with a positive IOD
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event in 2006, triggered anomalous upwelling Kelvin waves propagating eastward

along the eastern EIO and poleward along the eastern boundary of the BoB.

Likewise, there were downwelling off-equatorial Rossby waves in the western EIO

(around 70◦E). The signature of these Kelvin (Rossby) waves, which is clearly

seen as negative (positive) SSHA anomalies, is reproduced by the TSR with good

spatial correspondence. However, the northern expression of the off-equatorial

maxima is relatively stronger in the model as compared to altimeter observations.

During the fall, the zonal current (the Wyrtki jet) in the EIO normally flows

eastward (Wyrtki, 1973). It has been reported that the Wyrtki jet weakens or

reverses direction during positive dipole years due to local forcing of the anomalous

easterly wind in the EIO (e.g., Vinayachandran et al. (2007); Gnanaseelan et al.

(2012)). The reversal of Wyrtki jet associated with the IOD event of 2006 is

successfully reproduced by the model with good temporal correspondence.

Figure 6.12: Time series of Dipole mode index (DMI), which is defined as the differ-
ence between SST anomalies (obtained by removing monthly climatology) of south
eastern IO box (90◦E-100◦E & 10◦S-Equator) and western box (50◦E-70◦E &
10◦S-10◦N), derived from TMIAMSRE (observed, black), XA (red), TS ′(green),
and TSR (blue) experiments. Units are in ◦C. Statistics such as STD, RMSD,
and correlation are also shown at the top

Earlier studies have shown that occurrence of IOD can be defined by a simple

index called Dipole Mode Index (DMI) which is defined as the difference in SST

anomaly between tropical western IO (50◦E-70◦E, 10◦S-10◦N) and the south-

eastern IO (90◦E-100◦E, 10◦S-Eq) (Saji et al., 1999). Due to the reasons summa-

rized in the introduction section with regard to the results found by Janakiraman

et al. (2011) on the positive biases of IOD in CFS, in this section we examine the
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Figure 6.13: South-eastern IO box (90◦E-100◦E & 10◦S-Equator) averaged
anomalies (obtained by removing monthly climatology) of (a) Isothermal Layer
Depth (ILD), and (b) Barrier Layer Thickness (BLT), derived from TMIAMSRE
(observed, black), XA (red), TS’ (green), and TSR (blue) experiments. Units are
in meters. Statistics such as STD, RMSD, and correlation are shown at the top
of each panel

skill of (i) XA, (ii) TS’ and (iii) TSR (refer Table 6.1) in capturing DMI. Figure

6.12 shows the time series of DMI obtained from TMI-AMSRE, XA, TS’, and

TSR. It can be inferred from the figure that though XA does show the sign of

the DMI realistically, it has overestimations in the magnitude. However, assimila-

tion experiments does simulate DMI accurately both in sign as well as magnitude.

The correlation between the observed and assimilation experiment’s DMI exceeds

0.9. Further analysis on IOD characteristics is done using Figure 6.13. Figure

6.13 shows the time series, averaged over the south-eastern IO box, of ILD (a)

and BLT (b) anomalies derived from EN3V2a gridded temperature and salinities

(black), XA (red), TS’ (green), and TSR (blue). Typical character of positive

(negative) IOD event during 2006 (2010) can be seen from the figure where ILD

shoals (deepens) by about 20m during 2006 (2010) and also help reducing (increas-

ing) the barrier layer thickness which is crucial to promote (demote) entrainment.

Figure further indicates better skill of TSR in capturing these features of IOD by

showing correlations in BLT (ILD) of 0.79 (0.93) over TS’ and XA where correla-
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tions found to be 0.73 (0.91) and 0.57 (0.62) respectively. Though there seems to

be some issues in the BLT magnitude during the 2010 negative IOD event in all

the experiments, the sign is captured realistically well in all the experiments. It is

also evident from the figure that BLT in XA during 2006 positive IOD event is not

reduced as much as in the observation. However, the BLT reductions in assimila-

tion experiments during 2006 are close to observation. In a nutshell, the results

indicate that ocean analysis generated from assimilation experiments of INCOIS-

GODAS is suitable for studying inter-annual variability in the Indian ocean, both

dynamic and thermo-dynamic.

6.4 Inter-comparison of improved

INCOIS-GODAS Global Ocean Analysis

with NCEP-GODAS, ECMWF-ORAS4

In this section the quality of improved global ocean analysis obtained with the

TSR configuration of INCOIS-GODAS is compared with other ocean re-analysis

from the state-of-the-art operational ocean data assimilation models of NCEP-

GODAS, and ECMWF-ORAS4 (European Centre for Medium range Weather

Forecast- Ocean Reanalysis-4). This is done to demonstrate and understand the

level of accuracy offered by improved ocean analysis from INCOIS-GODAS. The

selection of NCEP-GODAS and ECMWF-ORAS4 is due to the following facts

• There are numerous similarities between INCOIS-GODAS and NCEP-GODAS

especially in the implementation of assimilation technique except some dif-

ferences outlined in Table 6.2.

• The quality of ocean analysis from ECMWF-ORAS4 is reported to be sig-

nificantly improved compared to the older versions of the ocean re-analysis

from the same operational center (Balmaseda et al., 2013). Major factors
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contributed to the improvements is due to better ocean model, reduction of

assimilation shocks by implementing parallel adjustments to all prognostic

variables while performing assimilation.

Hence if the quality of ocean analysis from INCOIS-GODAS is on par with

the quality of the other two systems, we can regard the INCOIS-GODAS is fit

for the use of research. This exercise is also useful in adjudging the INCOIS-

GODAS suitable for conducting Observation System Experiments, an important

application of data assimilation systems to understand the value of ocean observing

systems. For this inter-comparison exercise, we have considered monthly averaged

analysis of NCEP-GODAS and ECMWF-ORAS4 for the period 2004-2009. This

is because, as of now the ocean re-analysis from ECMWF-ORAS4 as monthly

averaged fields are updated up to the end of 2009 only (from 2010 the analysis is

based on real time assimilation systems which may be less accurate compared to

re-analysis).

Before performing inter-comparison, it is worth examining some major differ-

ences amongst each of the ocean data assimilation models considered in this study.

These major differences are summarized in Table 6.2. Apart from the background

models, there are differences in these models as far as the parameters that are being

assimilated. ECMWF-ORAS4 assimilates many parameters (SSH, SST, tempera-

ture and salinity profiles) from various sources such as SSHA measurements from

satellite altimeters, satellite and in-situ based measurements of SST, depth wise

profiles of in-situ temperature and salinity measurements taken from Argo, trop-

ical moorings, XBTs etc. NCEP-GODAS also assimilates as many parameters as

ECMWF-ORAS4 does except that the salinity profiles used for assimilation are

of synthetic/artificial estimated from the local temperature profile. This is done

mainly to conserve water-mass properties. In the case of INCOIS-GODAS there is

no assimilation of SSHA, the INCOIS-GODAS does assimilate depth-wise profile

of in-situ temperature and salinity measurements from various sources (such as
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GTS, WOD05, USGODAE). Also, it uses satellite based SST to correct model

SST similar to that implemented in other two models.

Figure 6.14: Bias (model-Observation; top panels; a, b, and c) and correlation
(bottom panels; d, e, and f) between model and observation for SST analysis (◦C)
from ECMWF-ORAS4 (a & d), NCEP-GODAS (b & e), and INCOIS-GODAS (c
& f). Monthly averaged SST of OISST data set is used as observation

In order to verify the overall skill of ECMWF-ORAS4, NCEP-GODAS, and

INCOIS-GODAS in simulating SST and SSS features, we have used Reynolds SST

and SSS from the gridded product of EN3V2a. Mean biases and correlations in the

simulated SST (SSS) from each of these models with respect to OISST (EN3V2a)

are shown in Figure 6.14 (Figure 6.15). It can be inferred from the Figure 6.14

that there is a large spatial resemblance amongst the SSTs simulated by models

as far as the regional patterns of bias and correlations of SST are concerned. For

example, all the models have comparatively large bias and low correlations in the

Southern Ocean. The SST biases are also large in the regions of western boundary

currents in the Pacific and the Atlantic Oceans. It is interesting to note that SSS

from INCOIS-GODAS has excellent agreement with the observation unlike the

NCEP-GODAS. Compared to INCOIS-GODAS and ECMWF-ORAS4, SSS from
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Figure 6.15: Same as Figure 6.14 except that for SSS analysis (psu)

NCEP-GODAS has large biases and low correlations with respect to observation

based EN3V2a. Compared to other, ECMWF-ORAS4 has low biases and large

correlations for both SST as well as SSS. Further, the skill of INCOIS-GODAS is

close to the skill of ECMWF-ORAS4 than from NCEP-GODAS.

Figure 6.16: Depth-wise correlations between model and observations for region
averaged temperature. The regions considered are (a) Global (60◦S-60◦N & all
longitudes), (b) Tropical Indian Ocean (TIO; 30◦E-120◦E & 30◦S-30◦N), (c) Trop-
ical Pacific Ocean (TPO; 130◦E-80◦W & 30◦S-30◦N), and (d) Tropical Atlantic
Ocean (TAO; 60◦W -10◦E & 30◦S-30◦N). Monthly averaged gridded data from
EN3V2a is used as an observation. In the figure correlations between ECMWF-
ORAS4 and EN3V2a, NCEP-GODAS and EN3V2a, and INCOIS-GODAS and
EN3V2a are represented in red, green, and blue colored lines respectively
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Figure 6.17: Same as figure 6.16 but for salinity (psu)

Comparison of depth-wise correlations of regional averaged temperature and

salinity estimated for each model with respect to EN3V2a for different regions is

shown in Figures 6.16 and 6.17. It can be inferred from these figures that even

at sub-surface levels the skill of INCOIS-GODAS is good and close to ECMWF-

ORAS4 than to NCEP-GODAS except for the Tropical Atlantic Ocean. The skill

appears to be less in this Tropical Atlantic Ocean especially in the sub-surface lay-

ers for all models. It is worth noting here that there are significant correlation dif-

ferences for temperature (salinity) between NCEP-GODAS and INCOIS-GODAS

especially in the Tropical Indian Ocean (Tropical Pacific Ocean). One of the po-

tential reasons for the better quality of INCOIS-GODAS temperature and salinity

could be the assimilation of observed salinity in INCOIS-GODAS compared to the

synthetic salinity assimilation in NCEP-GODAS.

Figure 6.18: SSHA Correlation between (a) ECMWF-ORAS4 and observation,
(b) NCEP-GODAS and observation, and (c) INCOIS-GODAS and observation.
Monthly averages of merged altimeter SSHA data is used as observation
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Figure 6.19: Correlation in Zonal Surface currents (cm/s) between (a) ECMWF-
ORAS4 and observation, (b) NCEP-GODAS and observation, and (c) INCOIS-
GODAS and observation. Monthly averages of OSCAR surface current data is
used as observation. Upper 30m averaged zonal current from model is represented
as surface current

Turning our attention to examine the skill of each model in representing the

variations in SSH, a parameter which is regarded as the integrated response of

the total water column, we can understand that the spatial patterns of the model

skill are almost similar to one another except in the Tropical Atlantic Ocean. For

example, there is a great deal of differences in the correlation patterns amongst the

models in the Tropical Atlantic Ocean as can be noticed from Figure 6.18. In gen-

eral, widespread SSHA correlations are observed for ECMWF-ORAS4. The spatial

extent of large correlations and also the magnitude of correlations for INCOIS-

GODAS appear to be little less compared to the other two models. The fact

that the other two models, i.e. ECMWF-ORAS4 and NCEP-GODAS, assimilates

altimeter SSHA and the absence of the SSHA assimilation in INCOIS-GODAS

naturally explains comparatively less correlations in INCOIS-GODAS than the

other two models. Examining the quality of ocean currents from these models

with respect to Ocean Surface Current Analysis-Realtime (OSCAR) data indi-

cates that the SSHA assimilation improves the currents as well in the tropical

regions. For instance, it can be observed from the Figures 6.18 and 6.19 that the

spatial patterns of correlations for zonal surface currents (Figure 6.19) of a model

are more or less similar to their corresponding spatial patterns of correlations for

SSH (Figure 6.18). This result is understandable as the assimilation of SSH in
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general improves model geostrophy, hence the currents. It is important to notice,

however, that despite the absence of the SSHA assimilation, INCOIS-GODAS

does reasonably well to capture currents at surface as well as in sub-surface layers,

which are evident from the correlation patterns of surface currents (Figure 6.19)

and depth-time series plots of equatorial zonal currents (Figures 6.20 and 6.21).

Also, the magnitude of correlations of SSHA and surface currents for INCOIS-

GODAS over most of the regions is still comparable to other two models.

Figure 6.20: Depth-time sections of zonal currents (cm/s) at (80.5◦E, Eq) location
derived from (a) Observation (Accoustic Doppler Current Profiler, ADCP), (b)
ECMWF-ORAS4, (c) NCEP-GODAS, and (d) INCOIS-GODAS

The results from the inter-comparison discussed in this section arguably suggest

that the quality of ocean analysis from INCOIS-GODAS is on par with the other

two state-of-the-art ocean data assimilation systems. This in turn suggests that

the INCOIS-GODAS can be utilized to conduct OSEs to know the impact of

in-situ ocean observing systems on ocean analysis in the current scenario.
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Figure 6.21: Same as Figure 6.20 but at (140◦W , Eq) location

6.5 Summary and conclusions

In order to provide improved global ocean analysis from INCOIS-GODAS, the con-

figuration of TS’ is upgraded to TSR by incorporating many additions discussed

in the previous chapters. The improvements in the quality of ocean analysis ob-

tained with the new configuration (TSR) over the old configuration (TS’ ) are

examined by elucidating the effective contributions from different choices. It is

found that strong relaxation to satellite based SST helps to bring model SST

close to observed SSTs. These improvements, in terms of RMSDs, are as large as

0.6◦C in the regions such as the northern BoB and the thermocline ridge region.

The assimilation of observed salinity profiles instead of synthetic salinity profiles

improve model salinity in a significant way particularly in the eastern parts of the

IO and the BoB. The improvements in salinity of up to 0.3 psu in turn improve

SSHA and currents by up-to 3cm and 10cm/s respectively. Comparing the results
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of currents from the present Chapter with the results of currents from Chapter 3,

4 indicates that not only wind improves the surface and sub-surface currents, but

also the salinity assimilation. It is observed that use of monthly river-runoff does

not bring significant changes in the quality of the ocean analysis except in the

northern most BoB where improvements in the salinity field found to be between

0 − 0.5psu. Further analysis is carried out on IOD and intra-seasonal variability

in the zonal current to understand the skill of TSR in capturing intra-seasonal

and inter-annual features. The results indicate that these features are reproduced

with TSR at excellent skill. In order to examine whether the accuracy of global

ocean analysis from the TSR meets the level of research quality ocean re-analysis

offered from other state-of-the-art ocean assimilation models, an inter-comparison

study is carried out. The results indicate that despite the absence of altimeter

assimilation in INCOIS-GODAS, the quality of global ocean analysis from TSR

of INCOIS-GODAS is on par with NCEP-GODAS and ECMWF-ORAS4. In fact

the quality of global ocean analysis obtained from TSR configuration of INCOIS-

GODAS is better than NCEP-GODAS and close to ECMWF-ORAS4.



Chapter 7

Impact of in-situ Global Ocean

Observing systems

7.1 Introduction

Continual evaluations on the design and credibility of each component of the

Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS) are crucial for the efficient management

and utilization of funds. Such evaluations can be done using ocean data assimila-

tion systems by conducting Observation System Experiments (OSEs), in which the

impact of an observing system is assessed by carrying out a reference experiment,

where observations from all available sources are used for assimilation, and then

use ocean analysis from this reference experiment to compare the performance

of a similar experiment where observations from the corresponding network are

excluded for assimilation (e.g. Oke and Schiller (2007)). Earlier studies have in-

dicated that though there exists redundancy in the observations in some regions,

each component of the GOOS brings unique contributions to the overall skill of

model forecasts and analysis (Balmaseda et al., 2007; Vidard et al., 2007; Oke

and Schiller, 2007; Huang et al., 2008; Balmaseda et al., 2009) particularly for

the meso-scale circulations (Oke and Schiller, 2007). Most of these studies were

carried out using sparse/inhomogeneous observations (before 2006). For example,

141
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Balmaseda et al. (2009) assessed the relative importance of Argo, altimeter and

moorings for the period 2001-2006 during which Argo was highly inhomogeneous

over the Indian Ocean. Their study indicated that the evaluation of observation

systems should be done after reaching well-matured stage so that the chances for

misinterpreting results from OSEs due to faulty observations are less.

The last decade has witnessed significant improvements in the spatial and tem-

poral coverage of ocean observations, particularly from profiling floats (majorly

from Argo project) and tropical moorings except a decline of moorings in tropical

Pacific Ocean during recent years. Significant efforts were also put to remove bi-

ases in the ocean observing systems (e.g. Ingleby and Huddleston (2007); Wijffels

et al. (2008). Motivated by these factors Fujii Y (2015) and Xue (2015) have con-

ducted multi-model based OSEs to evaluate the values of TAO moorings relative

to other observing platforms. However, their studies are limited to tropical Pacific

Ocean. In the present study, we examine the impact of moored buoy, profiling

floats, and ship-based components of GOOS in the Indian and the Pacific Ocean

using INCOIS-GODAS for the recent observation rich period 2004-2011. We don’t

analyze results from OSEs for Atlantic due to low skill scores of state-of-the-art

ocean models in this region (please refer to last chapter on inter-comparison of

ocean analysis). The Southern and Northern Oceans are also excluded from the

analysis because the assimilation is being performed only between “60◦S - 63◦N”.

Apart from demonstrating the capabilities of INCOIS-GODAS, the present OSE

study can also benefit the policy makers involved in the design and maintenance

of the GOOS. This chapter is organized in four sections. As indicated earlier, we

have designed some special experiments for conducting OSEs. Configuration of

these model experiments and methodology followed are available in section 7.2.

Results and discussions followed by summary are provided in sections 7.3 and 7.4

respectively.
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7.2 Configuration of model experiments and

Methodology

The results discussed in the last chapter support that the INCOIS-GODAS is

suitable for conducting OSEs in the Indian Ocean and the Pacific Ocean. Hence,

in this chapter for the present study, we use the same configuration of INCOIS-

GODAS as that of TSR discussed in the last chapter, except for SST relaxation.

Turning off SST relaxation for the present exercise offers an advantage to have an

independent source of SST for comparisons while assessing the impact. It is worth

mentioning here that the results presented in this chapter on OSEs do not seem

to be dependent on the choice of SST relaxation (figures not shown).

In the present OSE study, the “XBT corrected” temperature and salinity pro-

files from the UK Met Office Ensemble (EN) quality controlled version-2a (EN2a;

Ingleby and Huddleston (2007); Wijffels et al. (2008)) were used for assimilation.

This data set was chosen due to its rich collection of in-situ temperature and

salinity profiles (acquired from various projects, i.e. WOD05, GTSPP, Argo, and

ASBO), subjected to rigorous quality checks (Ingleby and Huddleston, 2007). We

have considered delayed mode and high quality profiles - inferred from position QC

and profile QC, but discarded profiles with large vertical data gap. Further, pro-

files within 0.5◦(≈ 50km) radius of three RAMA buoys at (1.5◦S, 80.5◦E), (1.5◦S,

90◦E), and (12◦N , 90◦E) locations, shown as black dots in Figure 7.1, were not

used so that they could be used as independent observations for validation of OSE

runs. These three locations were selected since there were some redundancy in

profiles from the existing moored buoy network - all of the three selected locations

are surrounded by other moored buoy observations within 3◦ (≈ 330km) radius-

and (2) considering the local importance of the region. Spatial distributions of

locations of resultant temperature profiles available for assimilation during 2004-

2011 from moored buoy, profiling floats, and ship-based components of GOOS
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Figure 7.1: Distribution of temperature profiles available for assimilation from (a)
Moored buoy, (b) Profiling floats, and (c) Ship-based platforms. The color bar
indicates the number of profiles available in 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ grid box for the whole
2004-2011 period. Black dots on (a) indicates observation locations withheld for
assimilation
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Table 7.1: Configuration of experiments used in the present study

Experiment Profiles for Assimilation

REF in-situ observed temperature and observed salinity profiles
from all components of GOOS

XBU in-situ observed temperature and observed salinity pro-
files from all components of GOOS except moored buoy
(TAO/PIRATA/TRITON/RAMA) network

XPR in-situ observed temperature and observed salinity profiles
from all components of GOOS except profiling floats (Argo)
network

XSH in-situ observed temperature and observed salinity profiles
from all components of GOOS except ship-based network

PRF in-situ observed Temperature and observed salinity profiles
from profiling floats (Argo)

BU in-situ observed Temperature and observed salinity profiles
from moored buoy (TAO/PIRATA/TRITON/RAMA) net-
work

XA No assimilation

are shown in Figure 7.1. One of the important steps in conducting OSEs is to

rightly distinguish the observation networks of interest. We have used profile IDs

and various other things for distinguishing the observation network in EN2a. It is

clear from the figure that the criteria we used effectively distinguish observations

of each ocean observation network under study.

To meet the objectives of the present study, analysis is carried out using out-

puts from various experiments for the Indian Ocean and the Pacific Ocean. All of

these experiments use NCEP-R2 (National Centre for Environmental Prediction

Reanalysis-Version 2) radiation, freshwater, and momentum fluxes for forcing the

model and without using any relaxation for Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and

Sea Surface Salinity (SSS). Details about the configuration of experiments are

summarized in Table 7.1. One can infer the value of a particular network in the
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presence (absence) of other network by comparing the performance of correspond-

ing with-holded (assimilated) experiment with the performance of REF (XA). For

example, the value of profiling floats in the presence (absence) of other networks

can be understood by comparing the performance of XPR (PR) with REF (XA).

Results discussed in the present study in section 7.3 are mainly based on this kind

of comparisons. It is worth mentioning here that the quality of ocean analysis

obtained from REF (XA) is similar to the quality of ocean analysis offered by TS

experiment.

7.3 Results and Discussion

Figure 7.2: (a) Root Mean Square Difference (RMSD), and (c) correlation of
SST (◦C), computed with respect to observed SST, for REF. Difference in RMSD
(correlation) between REF and XPR (XPR - REF ) is shown in b (d)

Investigations based on OSEs (REF, XBU, XPR, and XSH ) reveal that the

mean and variability of SST derived from all of the experiments except XPR (in

which observations from profiling floats were avoided for assimilation) compare

well with the observed SST. The SST variability is overestimated in XPR. It can be
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Figure 7.3: Standard deviation (STD) of SSS (psu) derived from (a) EN3V2a, (b)
REF, and (c) XPR. RMSD and correlation, computed using SSS of EN3V2a, for
REF are shown in d and f respectively. Difference in RMSD (correlation) between
REF and XPR (XPR-REF ) is shown in e (f)

noticed from the Figure 7.2 that quality of SST in XPR experiment is significantly

degraded from REF. The degradations are large (reaching 1◦C in RMSD) in the

southern ocean. This is expected since the observations from profiling floats forms

the major source for observation coverage in this region. It is interesting to observe

that large degradations are also found in the tropical Pacific Ocean despite the

good coverage of moored buoys in this tropical Pacific Ocean. Correlation between

the SSTs of OISST and XPR over these regions is also poor. We suspect that this

is linked to the negative impact of moored buoy, which we are going to discuss

later. It can be inferred from the Figure 7.3 that the performance of XPR is poor

for SSS also, compared to the performance of REF. For example, SSS variability is
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under-estimated (over-estimated) in the northern parts of the Bay of Bengal and

over-estimated (sub-tropical latitudes of Pacific Ocean) in XPR. Degradations of

XPR from REF in the quality of SSS in these regions are between 0.3-0.5 in terms

of RMSD.

Figure 7.4: Depth-Longitude section of temperature (◦C; top panels; a, b, and c)
and salinity (psu; bottom panels; d, e, and f) differences between XBU and REF
(a & d), XPR and REF (b & e), and XSH and REF (c & f). Temperature and
salinity was averaged for month of October in 2008 and for the latitude section of
“10◦S - 10◦N” before plotting the differences

Changes in the simulation of temperature and salinity analysis at sub-surface

layers with the exclusion of a particular network are demonstrated in Figure 7.4.

The top (bottom) panels of Figure 7.4 show the depth-longitude section of the dif-

ference across the “10◦S to 10◦N” averaged temperature (salinity) for a month of

April, 2008. It can be observed from the figure that the temperature and salinity

differences occurs in and around the thermocline layer with the exclusion of either

moored buoy or ship-based observations. With the exclusion of T&S observations

from profiling floats the temperature and salinity differences are found in all most

all layers in the Pacific whereas the differences are limited to 200m in the Indian

Ocean. In order to understand whether these differences contributes to positive or

negative impact of the particular network of interest, we have compared tempera-
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Figure 7.5: Depth wise RMSD of (a) temperature (◦C) and (b) salinity (psu)
with respect to RAMA at three different independent (with held) locations. (i)
(1.5◦S, 80.5◦E), (ii) (1.5◦S, 90◦E), and (iii) (12◦N , 90◦E). In the figure Observa-
tion, REF, XBU, XPR, and XSH are indicated in red, green, blue, and sky blue
respectively

ture and salinity profiles with respect to fore-mentioned independent temperature

and salinity measurements from RAMA profiles (Figure 7.5). The comparison

suggests that the exclusion of profiling floats degrades the quality of temperature

(salinity) by up to 27% (66%) in the upper 100m layer (Figure 7.5). In the case

of XBU and XSH, the changes in the quality of temperature and salinity, with

respect to REF, are not noticeable through statistical comparisons (Figure 7.5).

It is worth to note from Figure 7.5 that RMSD is as large as 2◦C in temperature

for all experiments, including REF, in the sub-surface layers owing mainly to the

well-known rich variability (due to high vertical gradients) within the thermocline

layer. Thus it is tough to account contributions from the thermocline layer to the

overall credibility of an observation system, if the assessments are based on tem-

perature measurements alone. This can be accomplished to some degree, however,
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by performing statistical comparisons of Sea Surface Height Anomaly (SSHA) us-

ing altimeter observations, as variations of temperature and salinity in the entire

column is mostly represented by SSHA. For example, a temperature increase of

1◦C in the thermocline layer of 100m thick increases sea level by ≈ 4.5cm.

Figure 7.6: (a) RMSD of SSHA (cm), with respect to Altimeter based SSHA, for
REF. Difference in RMSD (correlation) between XBU and REF (XBU -REF ),
and XPR and REF (XPR-REF ) is shown in b and c respectively

Figure 7.7: Same as Figure 7.6 but for zonal surface current (cm/s)

Examination of the changes, in the quality of non-assimilated parameters

(SSHA and currents), of XPR from REF, also emphasizes the importance of as-
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Figure 7.8: Percent degradation of SSHA (top panels; a, b, and c) and Zonal
Surface currents (bottom panels; d, e, and f) for XMB (a & d), XPR (b & e), and
XSH (c & f)

similation of observations from profiling floats. For instance, quality of SSHA is

degraded in XPR from REF, by about 5 cm (percent degradation of more than

100%) in the tropical regions (Figure 7.6). The quality degradation in zonal sur-

face currents near the equator reaches 10cm/s (Figure 7.7). Although not as

large as profiling floats and not so significant exclusion of T&S profiles from ship-

based network also degrades the quality of SSHA and currents especially in the

Pacific Ocean. The percent degradations reach 30% for each of these parameters

of SSHA and zonal surface currents (Figure 7.8). Relatively less impact of ship-

based network in the Indian Ocean compared to the Pacific is understandable as

the coverage from ship-based network is much better in the Pacific than in the

Indian Ocean (Figure 7.1). Despite having a good spatial coverage in the tropical
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latitudes, observations from moored buoy could not yield significant impact on

the quality of either SSHA or currents, when the other networks are being used.

SSHA results corroborate the results from multi-model OSE study carried out by

Xue (2015). Interestingly exclusion of observations from moored buoy improves

SSHA by 3-5 cm (up to 50% improvements) and currents by 5-10cm/s (up to

50% improvements) in the tropical Pacific (Figures 7.6, 7.7, and 7.8). Similar

results are even observed for sub-surface currents. Figure 7.9 shows depth-wise

correlations of zonal currents between ADCP and from model experiments at (Eq,

80.5◦E) and (Eq, 140◦W ). It can be clearly noticed from these two figures that

while the exclusion of T&S observations from either profiling floats or ship-based

degrades the correlations, improved correlations are noticed with the exclusion of

T&S observations from moored buoys.

Figure 7.9: Depth-time sections of zonal currents (cm/s) at (140◦W , Eq) location
derived from (a) Observation (Accoustic Doppler Current Profiler, ADCP), (b)
REF, (c) XBU, (d) XPR, and (e) XSH

7.3.1 Discussion on the negative impact of Moored Buoy

From the above results, it is surprising to note that exclusion of moored buoy

observations for assimilation improves the quality of SSHA and ocean currents
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in the tropical Pacific. It is worth noting here that such a negative impact of

moored buoy (particularly SSHA and currents) is even observed for multi-model

OSEs of Xue (2015) as can be inferred from their comparison figures of “noMoor”

and “ALL”. These results in-turn question the capabilities of state-of-the-art

assimilation systems in taking full advantage of the moored buoy observations. In

this context, we discuss some potential factors that would have been responsible

for the observed negative impact of moored buoys in the following two sections.

7.3.1.1 Vertical resolution of Moored Buoy

One of the major differences between moored buoy and other observational net-

works that are being studied in the present work is the vertical resolution. In

general, both profiling floats and ship-based networks have vertical resolution of

10 m or even higher and available up-to at-least 700 m. Compared to these two

networks moored buoys have low vertical resolution. Typical vertical levels at

which temperature measurements are taken from moored buoy are “1, 5 10, 20,40,

60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 180, 300, and 500” in the tropical Indian Ocean, and “1, 25,

50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 200, 250, 300, 500, and 700” in the tropical Pacific Ocean.

For salinity, measurements are available from surface to 140 m depth. Poor vertical

resolution can introduce large interpolation errors in the temperature and salinity

profiles for assimilation. This is demonstrated in Figure 7.10 using monthly aver-

ages of temperature and salinity analysis from ECMWF-ORAS4 during 2004-2009.

In the Figure 7.10, we have shown spatial distribution of accumulated interpola-

tion errors of temperature for the above two typical level selections of moored buoy

measurements. It can be observed from the figure that the estimated accumulated

errors of interpolation are small (RMS error is within 0.2◦C; Figure 7.10a) in the

tropical Indian Ocean and large in the western parts of the tropical Pacific Ocean

(RMS error reaches 0.5◦C; Figure 7.10b). In general interpolation errors are small

for salinity.
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Figure 7.10: Spatial distribution RMS of estimated linear interpolation errors for
temperature (a & b) and salinity (c & d) due to selected vertical resolutions in the
Indian (a & c) and Pacific Oceans (b & d). Locations at which the temperature and
salinity measurements are available from moored buoys are represented in the re-
spective panels as filled circles. The panels e&f shows the typical levels of moored
buoy (dashed lines) in the Indian (e) and Pacific Ocean (f) along with depth-time
distribution of linear interpolation errors for temperature (◦C) corresponding to
the region covered by (e) 75◦E-85◦E & 10◦S-20◦S, and (f) 175◦E-175◦W & 5◦S-
15◦S. Panels e and f also shows corresponding depth of 20◦C isotherm (thick solid
line). These interpolation errors are estimated by using ECMWF-ORAS4 tem-
perature analysis which is available on ≈ 10m resolution in the vertical direction.
The model data is used to first sample the ocean for temperature at discrete levels
determined by typical vertical resolution of moored buoy around the correspond-
ing location (typical levels of moored buoy are shown in the figure as dashed lines).
Then this sampled data is used to re-sample the temperature at vertical levels of
model. The difference between the re-sampled data and the original model data
(synthetic data - model data) gives the error due to linear interpolation
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Comparison of the Figure 7.10 with Figure 7.6b indicates that there is some

contribution from interpolation errors to the observed negative impact of moored

buoy. For instance, region of south-western parts of the equatorial Pacific (130◦E

-160◦W & 10◦S - 0◦N), where we noticed large negative impact of moored buoy

(Figure 7.6b) on SST and SSHA, is also the region with large interpolation errors

(Figure 7.10b). Also, the region of tropical Indian Ocean where we did not notice

negative impact of moored buoy (Figure 7.6b) is the region with very small inter-

polation errors (Figure 7.10a). Based on these realizations, it can be speculated

that the absence of positive impact of moored buoys on SSHA in the Pacific Ocean

and the Indian Oceans would have been the result of counteraction of the interpo-

lation errors due to poor vertical resolution of buoys. This speculation is further

supported by the following result. The equatorial section of the Pacific Ocean,

which is well surrounded by moored buoys, has shown positive impact for SST

but no impact (neither positive nor negative) for SSHA, suggesting that there is

some issue at deeper layers. In fact interpolation errors are in general large in the

sub-surface layers due to the degraded vertical resolution as shown in the Figure

7.10e. More convincing results with regard to vertical resolution may be obtained

with dedicated experiments using assimilation systems, which clearly deserve to

be reported as a separate study.

7.3.1.2 Spatial coverage of moored buoys

It appears from the Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.10 that interpolation error alone is

not the player responsible for negative impact of moored buoy. This is because

in the Pacific Ocean negative impact of moored buoy on SSHA with westward

intensification (Figure 7.6b) is noticed around the spatial boundaries of moored

buoy coverage irrespective of the magnitude of interpolation error (Figure 7.6).

It is important to understand that updates of density field at the boundaries of

assimilation can have adverse effects on SSHA gradients, which lead to artificial
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Figure 7.11: Difference in RMSD for SSHA (cm) between REF and XA (REF -
XA). RMSD is with respect to merged altimeter SSHA

baroclinic instabilities. These instabilities at boundaries of assimilation which are

difficult to handle can contribute to the effective growth of the error. The error

growth at local scales subsequently carries to eastward and/or westward by plane-

tary waves such as Rossby and Kelvin wave depending on the latitude and lateral

boundaries of error growth occurrence regions. The verification of the growth of

such errors around the boundaries of assimilation can be done by examining the

quality of ocean analysis around the boundary of assimilation (i.e. 60◦) in any

of the experiment conducted in the present study. For example, while we notice

positive impact of profiling floats north of the 60◦S, the southern boundary of the

assimilation, negative impact is observed south of this latitude (Figure 7.11). In

the tropical Pacific and the Indian Ocean, the number of temperature and salinity

profiles from profiling floats and ship-based platforms are far less than the number

of observations from moored buoys. This means that even we assimilate obser-

vations from all networks, it is like assimilating observations from moored buoy

only in the tropical regions. This can open chances for the growth of instabilities

along the boundaries of moored buoy network (here onwards virtual boundary of
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assimilation).

Figure 7.12: Difference in RMSDs of SST (◦C; a,and b) and SSHA (psu; c and d)
between BU and XA (BU −XA), and PR and XA (PR−XA)

In-order to better understand the spatial structures of the degradations of-

fered by moored buoy at its spatial boundaries, we have conducted some more

experiments namely, PR, BU, and XA (see Table 7.1 for description of these ex-

periments). Results from these special experiments (PR, BU and XA) reveals that

the assimilation of temperature and salinity observations from any observation net-

work improves SST analysis significantly in the regions covered by the respective

network consistent with the earlier studies (Balmaseda et al., 2007; Vidard et al.,

2007; Huang et al., 2008; Balmaseda et al., 2009). However, degradations in SST

are observed along the spatial boundaries of a particular network (Figure 7.12a,

7.12b). Such a situation is particularly prominent for moored buoy network in the

tropical Pacific Ocean due to the discontinuity of measurements towards poleward
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from 10◦. For example, improvements are observed within 10◦S-10◦N of tropi-

cal Pacific but degradations with west ward extension are observed around the

boundaries of the 10◦N and 10◦S. The degradations of SST around the moored

buoy network in the tropical Indian Ocean (coverage extends up to 16◦S) are com-

paratively less than the Pacific Ocean (coverage is mainly upto 8◦S). This could

be due to the relatively fast and less dissipation rates of instabilities (e.g. Rossby

wave) at lower latitudes than at higher latitudes. When we consider SSHA for the

comparison of BU and XA, the affect of both virtual boundary and interpolation

errors comes into picture (Figure 7.12c, 7.12d). Hence the degradations in BU

with respect to XA seem to be everywhere within the spatial coverage area of

moored buoys and particularly large along the virtual boundary of assimilation

created by moored buoys (Figure 7.12c). As we have good vertical resolution and

homogeneous spatial coverage from profiling floats we could mainly witness pos-

itive impact of this platform except around the boundaries of assimilation (e.g.

60◦S; Figure 7.12d).

From the above paragraph it is clear that the present spatial coverage of moored

buoy offers degradations in SST and SSHA around its spatial boundaries. It is

important to understand that the degradations at the virtual boundary of assim-

ilation associated with the moored buoy become large when there is no coverage

from other network (comparison of BU and XA) and they gets suppressed when

there is some coverage from other network (Figure 7.11). Combining the results

from this virtual boundary of moored buoy with the results from the vertical res-

olution of moored buoy suggests that the negative impact of moored buoy noted

in OSEs in the tropical Pacific ocean are contributed by both poor vertical resolu-

tion and insufficient spatial coverage of moored buoy with the major contribution

from the later. The reason for the absence of negative impact of moored buoy

in the Indian Ocean might be due to both low interpolation errors and the ex-

tended spatial coverage of moored buoys in the tropical Indian Ocean with respect
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to the coverage of moored buoys in the tropical Pacific. The extended coverage

of moored buoy is important because the propagation speed of the instabilities

generated at the virtual boundary depends on the latitude (Rossby wave moves

faster near Equator and slower near poles). Since the propagation speed of the

instability is less at higher latitudes, there are more chances for the suppression

of the error, because by the time the error grows there will be counter action from

the other less-frequent observation network (e.g. profiling floats with its 10 day

cycle) due to the availability of observation from it.

7.4 Summary

Observation System Experiments are conducted using INCOIS-GODAS for the

period 2004-2011 to know the impact of temperature and salinity observations of

moored buoy, profiling floats and ship-based network on the quality of the Indian

Ocean and the Pacific Ocean analysis. Observations from profiling floats played

crucial role in obtaining good quality ocean analysis from INCOIS-GODAS cor-

roborating the findings of earlier studies in which the importance of Argo (major

contributor for profiling floats) was emphasized (Balmaseda et al., 2007; Huang

et al., 2008). Also, observations from ship-based platform complement the ob-

servations from profiling floats. It appears from the present study that, in the

Pacific and the Indian Ocean, current set up of moored buoy network do not add

significant value in improving the quality of ocean analysis. Although the near

homogeneous coverage of profiling float network appear to be major factor for the

absence of positive impact of moored buoy, further analysis indicates that there

are few more issues that are worth to be attended. Extended coverage with im-

proved vertical resolution appears to be crucial for delivering best quality ocean

analysis from INCOIS-GODAS.

The present study provides an overall idea on the impact of each in-situ ob-
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servation system and the core-results from the present study appear to be in-line

with other multi-model studies. We emphasize here that the results be tested

thoroughly for all the time and space scales before further conclusions can be

drawn regarding redundancies and requirements in the observing systems. The

results from this study does not mean that moored buoy network is not important

since here we test only the impact of temperature and salinity observations for the

seasonal timescales and above. High frequency observations (daily) from moored

buoys may provide better impact in diurnal scale and intra-seasonal scale. Fur-

ther, the marine meteorological variables measured from moored buoy will provide

additional input to atmospheric model.



Chapter 8

End Notes and Future Scope

8.1 Summary and Conclusions

The demand for an accurate global ocean analysis is high in the recent period.

This is mainly because they offer dynamically consistent spatial and temporally

complete products, which is necessary for use in coupled ocean-atmospheric models

and also to understand the ocean process in detail. Recently, a new version of

GODAS has been developed at the NCEP, to increase the understanding and

predictive capability of the oceans role in future climate change scenarios. This

new system, which can assimilate in-situ temperature and salinity profiles, is

part of the new CFSR at NCEP (Saha et al., 2010). The same CFS system is

setup at IITM, Pune under “National Monsoon Mission” by Ministry of Earth

Sciences (MoES), Government of India to provide seasonal forecasts of monsoon.

The initial condition for the coupled model require global ocean analysis. The

ocean data assimilation component of the CFS system, GODAS, is set up at

INCOIS (INCOIS-GODAS) with an objective to provide (1) accurate ocean initial

conditions for the CFS, run at IITM, and (2) research quality ocean analysis

products for new in-sights. Such an accurate and research quality global ocean

analysis is thought to improve seasonal forecasts of monsoon generated from CFS

by IITM. These products are also thought to aid in better understanding the

161
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physical and dynamical state of the ocean (temperature, salinity, currents and

sea level) over a range of spatio-temporal scales especially in the tropical Indian

Ocean.

The present study carried out various experiments towards finding an optimal

configuration for providing accurate global ocean analysis from INCOIS-GODAS.

We evaluate the ocean analysis from each of these experiments to arrive at a

best possible configuration to provide ocean analysis on operational basis. We

start off by first examining the impact of using temperature and synthetic salinity

for assimilation in INCOIS-GODAS, and sensitivity of the assimilation system to

momentum forcing by using model based NCEP2 (TS’ -experiment) and satellite

based QuikSCAT winds (QTS’ -experiment) (chapter 3). The analysis was carried

out for the tropical Indian Ocean during the period January, 2004-october, 2009.

Verifying the model SST fields with observations reveals that the model with

assimilation improves (TS’ and QTS’ ) SST field by 1◦C compared to the model

without assimilation (XA). The RMSD between the SSTs of the assimilation ex-

periments and observations are smaller than 0.5◦C in the TIO, except over the few

localized regions such as near Somali, thermocline ridge. Notable improvements

(0.2-0.4 psu) are also observed in salinity analysis upon assimilation compared to

assimilation-free run. Discrepancies in SSS, in terms of RMSDs, are less than 0.5

psu over most of the regions in the TIO with the TS’. However, discrepancies were

still large in the north BoB and SEAS in TS’ compared to observations. The dif-

ference in the SSHA derived from the assimilation experiments and the altimetry

observations was generally less than ±3 cm over most of the TIO. The RMSD be-

tween SSHA estimated from assimilation experiments and altimeter measurements

were relatively small in the EIO, and large in those regions affected by small scale

eddies such as along the Somalia coast, in the western BoB and in the southern

Indian Ocean (> 5 cm). Comparing the performances of three experiments, XA,

TS’, and QTS’, reveals that the assimilation of temperature and synthetic salinity
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improves the quality of the ocean analysis significantly except for currents near the

equator. The degradation of the equatorial currents as a consequence of the assim-

ilation, is a common feature in most of the assimilation systems as well (Burgers

et al., 2002; Bell et al., 2004; Balmaseda et al., 2007; Balmaseda and Anderson,

2009). Use of satellite based QuikSCAT instead of model based NCEP2 winds ap-

pears to improve currents, especially at equator, which is in agreement with earlier

studies (Sengupta et al., 2007). The analysis carried out in this chapter helped

to identify various issues in the INCOIS-GODAS with TS’ configuration. Some

of these issues are fixed with the assimilation of observed salinity and inclusion of

monthly varying river discharge. These results are discussed in chapter 5.

As part of the present work, evaluation of ASCAT based gridded wind (DAS-

CAT) product was performed in the tropical Indian Ocean using in-situ RAMA

winds, QuikSCAT based gridded (QSCAT) winds and also using INCOIS-GODAS

(chapter 4). This was done to qualify DASCAT wind as a successor to QuikSCAT

wind for use in the operational assimilation system, INCOIS-GODAS, owing to

(1) the well known degraded performance of model based NCEP2 winds com-

pared to satellite blended winds and (2) non-availability of QuikSCAT winds after

November, 2009. The analysis was carried out in the TIO during the period 01st

April, 2009 to 30th October, 2009. Comparison of DASCAT wind with QSCAT

shows that, even though both QSCAT and DASCAT have a strong spatial corre-

spondence, the mean wind speed is underestimated in DASCAT (by up-to 1m/s)

with respect to QSCAT. The discrepancies between DASCAT and QSCAT winds

are comparatively large over the eastern parts of the north Indian Ocean (with

biases and RMSDs of greater than 2m/s and 1.5m/s respectively). We also find

a strong spatial coherence between the number of rainy days and the differences

between these two wind products. Further, analysis of the source of these discrep-

ancies is performed in terms of different wind speed and rain regimes using in-situ

wind speed from the RAMA buoy. This analysis clearly showed that the accuracy
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of QSCAT winds have wind speed dependence and does not compare well under

low wind speed conditions (< 4m/s). DASCAT, on the other hand, shows no

significant change in accuracy with wind speed. Rainfall significantly influences

the QSCAT wind product: wind speed estimates are biased high, particularly

for winds weaker than 10m/s. The DASCAT product compares well with in-situ

RAMA observations even in rainy conditions. It was found, from the sensitivity

experiments using assimilation system, the INCIOS-GODAS, that the quality of

current analysis from DTS is slightly better than QTS(TS) in the TIO except (in-

cluding) near equatorial regions. It appears that lack of rich small scale variations

in the wind field of DASCAT due to over smoothness lead to poor representation

of current field in the EIO especially during inter-monsoon period. The study from

this chapter 4 carries an important message that small discrepancies in the wind

field along the equator could produce significantly large discrepancies in current

analysis along the equator in assimilation systems. The results further suggests

that though DTS performance is poorer than QTS in capturing surface currents

realistically, it is still a better thing to replace NCEP2 winds with DASCAT wind

forcing in INCOIS-GODAS.

In chapter 5, we have discussed on the improvements in salinity analysis

brought by implementing observed in-situ salinity profile assimilation and us-

ing monthly river discharge forcing for the INCOIS-GODAS. Experiments were

conducted for the period 2004-2012. Analysis was carried out for the TIO. As-

sessments were done by mainly comparing model SSS with respect to satellite

based Aquarius gridded SSS and independent in-situ salinity measurements from

RAMA. It is found that the use of observed in-situ salinity profiles instead of

synthetic in-situ salinity profiles for assimilation improves the model salinity field

in a significant way particularly in the eastern parts of the TIO and BoB. The

improvements in salinity were up to 0.3 psu which in turn reduced errors in SSHA

and currents by up to 25%. Interestingly, use of point source instead of pre-
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spreaded option for the incorporation of river runoff in the observed in-situ T &

S profile assimilation enabled experiments lead to improvements in the salinity

in the northern parts of the BoB, especially the seasonal cycle. Improvements

of salinity up to 0.5 psu were achieved within the upper 30 m layer. Further

improvements in salinity were also achieved with the incorporation of monthly

climatology of river runoff under the point source option. However, there were no

appreciable differences found in the quality of salinity analysis between the exper-

iments with monthly climatology and inter-annual monthly river runoff. Results

from the chapter 5 qualify the use of observed in-situ salinity profile assimilation

and monthly river discharge as a forcing in the INCOIS-GODAS for operational

purposes.

The knowledge gained from Chapters 3, 4 and 5, an IGOA (Improved Global

Ocean Analysis) was prepared by implementing (1) Assimilation of observed salin-

ity instead of synthetic salinity, (2) inter-annual monthly river runoff, (3) strong

relaxation of model SST towards observations, and (4) replace NCEP2 winds with

QSCAT+DASCAT winds. Results suggest that the strong SST relaxation help to

reduce errors in model SST beyond the improvements achieved with the assimi-

lation of observed in-situ T & S profiles, particularly in regions such as northern

parts of BoB, thermocline ridge where SST plays important role in air-sea inter-

action process. Discussion on the quality of this IGOA was presented in Chapter

6. The quality is assessed by first performing statistical comparisons with respect

to observations, performing case studies, and finally by comparing the quality of

this IGOA with respect to other global ocean re-analysis. The following two para-

graphs provide a brief summary of the results obtained from these comparisons.

Statistical comparisons of temperature and salinity analysis of the IGOA with

respect to independent RAMA measurements indicates that RMSDs are less than

observed standard deviations in any given depth. Spatial comparison of SSHA

with respect to satellite based altimeter SSHA also shows that the RMSDs and
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correlations in most of the regions in the TIO are within the acceptable ranges.

Although there appears to have degradations in the quality of ocean currents in

the IGOA compared to outputs from free model runs, all the important circulation

features are captured at reasonable skill in the IGOA. Analysis further indicates

that the IGOA reproduces the ocean phenomena associated with the IOD and

intra-seasonal variability with a reasonable skill.

In order to understand the status of the quality of IGOA amongst the contem-

porary global ocean analysis produced by various operational centres across the

world, an inter-comparison study was carried out. In this inter-comparison study

the performance of IGOA from INCOIS-GODAS was compared with respect to

the global ocean re-analysis from NCEP-GODAS and ECMWF-ORAS4. Results

from the inter-comparison exercise suggest that despite the absence of altimeter

sea level assimilation in INCOIS-GODAS, the quality of IGOA obtained from the

INCOIS-GODAS is on par with the global ocean re-analysis from NCEP-GODAS

and ECMWF-ORAS4. In fact, the quality of IGOA is better than NCEP-GODAS

and close to ECMWF-ORAS4.

Results discussed in the present study clearly indicate that IGOA from INCOIS-

GODAS is at research quality, fulfilling objectives set for the present study to a

large extent. In fact, during the year 2013, the INCOIS-GODAS is operational-

ized at INCOIS to provide global ocean analysis on near real time. The present

study formed the backbone for this new service from INCOIS. The configuration

used for this operational INCOIS-GODAS is close to the one used for obtaining

IGOA. At present, the new operational system of INCOIS-GODAS provides real

time ocean analysis using NCMRWF atmospheric fluxes, monthly varying river

discharge forcing, real time QC’ed temperature and salinity profiles, and real time

Reynolds SST.

Motivated by the results from the inter-comparison study using INCOIS-GODAS,

we have carried out OSEs, an important exercise and application of assimilation
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systems, to understand the value of global ocean observation platforms. Results

from these OSEs are discussed in chapter 7. The OSEs were conducted for the

period 2004-2011 to know the impact of in-situ temperature and salinity obser-

vations of moored buoy, profiling floats and ship-based network on the quality of

global ocean analysis. Results indicated that observations of T & S from profil-

ing floats play crucial role in obtaining good quality global ocean analysis from

INCOIS-GODAS, corroborating the findings of earlier studies in which the impor-

tance of Argo (major contributor for profiling floats) was emphasized (Balmaseda

et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2008). Also, measurements of T & S from ship-based

platform complement the observations from profiling floats. It appeared from this

OSE study that in the Pacific and the Indian Ocean, current set up of moored buoy

network do not add significant value in improving the quality of ocean analysis.

Although the near homogeneous coverage of profiling float network appear to be

major factor for the absence of positive impact of moored buoy, further analysis

indicates that there are few more issues that are worth to be attended. Extended

coverage with improved vertical resolution appears to be crucial for delivering best

quality ocean analysis from INCOIS-GODAS.

8.2 Scope for the future work

Though we have made a significant progress with the present study towards meet-

ing the objective to provide research quality global ocean analysis, there is a lot

of scope for future work to improve the global ocean analysis. Out of many things

we identified, below are few.

• It is found that there are issues with the present INCOIS-GODAS coarse

resolution set up in capturing meso scale eddy activity especially at higher

latitudes. Increasing the model resolution or SSHA assimilation might help

bringing model simulations close to observations.
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• Assimilation of temperature and salinity degrades the quality of currents

near the equator. The quality can be improved by implementing the method

suggested by Burgers et al. (2002)- in which balanced updates are made for

velocity field- in the present assimilation system i.e., the INCOIS-GODAS.

• It is well known that there are significant errors in the NCEP2 heat flux,

which will contribute to errors in the model SST (Sun et al., 2003; Swain

et al., 2009; McPhaden et al., 2009b). Forcing the model with the recently

developed heat flux data, the OA flux (Yu and Weller, 2007), which have

better accuracy, may provide better oceanic conditions.

• Recently new version of MOM, the MOM-5, is released which has the capa-

bility to simulate non-Boussinesq fluids. It has various impressive physical

parameterization schemes as well, targeted to improve the ocean simulations.

Upgrading from MOM-4 to MOM-5 in INCOIS-GODAS might provide bet-

ter simulations for global sea level, especially the steric component.

• There are various assimilation schemes being implemented for ocean models

in the recent period, out of which Ensemble Kalman Filters (EnKF) are

one. Evolution of error variance in EnKF, in principle, is more physical

as it involves model. Currently INCOIS-GODAS uses 3D-VAR assimilation

scheme with background error covariance evolved from the previous analysis.

It is worth to implement EKF in INCOIS-GODAS and then compare the

results with the 3D-VAR setup.

8.3 Dissemination of global ocean analysis

through LAS of INCOIS

The IGOA obtained from INCOIS-GODAS is made available for research purposes

through INCOIS- Live access server (http://las.incois.gov.in). This data is

http://las.incois.gov.in
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Figure 8.1: Screenshot demonstrating the visualization capabilities of INCOIS
Live Access server

available from the 2004 onwards under the directory of “ocean analysis” under

“choose data set” and gets updated every day with latest analysis of −2nd day.

The LAS makes it relatively easy to create basic graphics and to download subsets

of the data. We also offer OpeNDAP, formerly known as DODS (Distributed

Oceanographic Data Server). The Figure 8.1 shows a screen shot, which gives an

overview of the visualization capabilities of LAS for ocean analysis products.
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Appendix A

Derivation of Primitive Equations

This section provides a brief overview on how primitive equations are derived from

basic laws of physics. The information provided in these sections are borrowed

from various sources (e.g. Griffies et al. (2000), www.meted.ucar.edu, www.oc.

nps.ed, Cushman Roisin and Beckers (2011), Griffies (2004)) and thus the reader

is advised to go through these sources for a detailed information.

A.1 Equations governing Geophysical fluid

motions

According to Newton’s second law of motion, i.e., mass times acceleration equals

to force, acceleration of a fluid parcel on the rotating earth can be expressed

as a resultant of pressure gradient, Coriolis, gravitational, and frictional forces.

Expressing this conservation law of momentum in mathematical terms yields three

sets of equations for velocity.

x : ρ(
du

dt
+ f∗w − fv) = −∂p

∂x
+
∂τxx

∂x
+
∂τxy

∂y
+
∂τxz

∂z
(A.1)

y : ρ(
dv

dt
+ fu) = −∂p

∂y
+
∂τxy

∂x
+
∂τ yy

∂y
+
∂τ yz

∂z
(A.2)

z : ρ(
dw

dt
+ f∗u) = −∂p

∂z
− ρg +

∂τxz

∂x
+
∂τ yz

∂y
+
∂τ zz

∂z
(A.3)

where x, y and z axes are directed eastward, northward and upward, respec-

tively, f = 2ω sinϕ is the Coriolis parameter with ω and ϕ representing angular

velocity and latitude respectively, f∗ = 2ω cosϕ the reciprocal Coriolis parameter,

ρ density, p pressure, g the gravitational acceleration, and τ terms represent the

normal and shear stresses due to friction. Because the acceleration in a fluid is not
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counted as the rate of change in velocity at a fixed location but as the change in

velocity of a fluid particle as it moves along with the flow, the time derivatives in

the acceleration components, du
dt

, dv
dt

, and dw
dt

, consists of both the local time rate

of change and the so-called advective terms:

d

dt
=

∂

∂t
+ u

∂

∂x
+ v

∂

∂y
+ w

∂

∂z
(A.4)

This derivative is called the material derivative. Equations A.1, through A.3

are called Navier-Stokes equations and can be viewed as three equations provid-

ing three velocity components, u, v, and w. These equations contain two more

unknowns, namely, the pressure p and density ρ, emphasizing the need to have

additional equations for obtaining solution. Utilization of the law of conservation

of mass (equation A.5), equation of state (equation A.6), the law of conservation

of energy (equation A.7), and salt budget (equation A.8), shown below, to the

above system of Navier-Stokes equations enable us to obtain solutions, although

they introduce two more unknowns.

Continuityequation :
∂ρ

∂t
+

∂

∂x
(ρu) +

∂

∂y
(ρv) +

∂

∂z
(ρw) = 0 (A.5)

Equationofstate : ρ = ρ0[1− α(T − T0) + β(S − S0)] (A.6)

Equationfortemperature : Q =
kT
ρ
∇2T (A.7)

EquationforSalinity :
dS

dt
= kS∇2S (A.8)

In these equations, T is the temperature (in ◦C or Kelvin) and S the salinity

(in practical salinity unit “psu”). The constants ρ0, T0, and S0 are reference values

of density, temperature, and salinity respectively, whereas α is the coefficient of

thermal expansion and β is called, by anology, the coefficient of saline contraction.

Typical seawater values are ρ0 = 1028kg/m3, T0 = 10◦C = 283K,S0 = 35, α =

1.7 × 10−4K−1, and β = 7.6 × 10−4. Q is the rate of heat gain, kT the thermal

conductivity of the fluid, and kS the coefficient of salt diffusion, which plays a

role analogous to the heat diffusion kT . Laplace operator ∇2 is defined as sum of

double derivatives: ∇2 = ∂2

∂x2
+ ∂2

∂y2
+ ∂2

∂z2

It is worth mentioning here about how the equations A.5 to A.8 have arrived.

The continuity equation A.5 is obtained after implementing mass conservation.

That is, any imbalance between convergence and divergence in the three spatial

directions must create a local compression or expansion of the fluid. The equation

of state A.6 is obtained by considering the incompressible nature of the ocean
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water. Because for most applications, as can be found in “Gill (1982)-Appendix

3”, the density of the seawater is independent of pressure and linearly dependent

upon both temperature (warmer waters are lighter) and salinity (saltier waters

are denser).

The equation governing temperature A.7 is obtained from conservation of

energy- the internal energy gained by a parcel of matter is equal to the heat

it receives minus the mechanical work it performs- after assuming no internal heat

sources in the ocean.

Equation for salinity A.8 is obtained from the salt budget. For a detailed

derivation of these equations, reader may go through chapter 3 of Cushman Roisin

and Beckers (2011).

Although the above equations are established after using numerous simplifying

approximations, they are still too complicated for the purpose of geophysical fluid

dynamics. Additional simplifications can be obtained by so-called Hydrostatic

approximation, Shallo-ocean approximation, Boussinesq approximation, without

appreciable loss of accuracy.

A.1.1 Hydrostatic Approximation

Pressure is a force per unit area acting on a fluid parcel. Pressure at a point within

a fluid at rest in a gravitational field is given by the weight of the fluid above the

point per unit horizontal cross-sectional area. Hence, the vertical pressure gradient

is given by the buoyancy. This situation constitutes the hydrostatic balance.

When the fluid is in motion, vertical pressure gradients are also affected by vertical

accelerations and friction. However, for many geophysically relevant fluid motions,

the dominant balance in the vertical momentum equation remains the hydrostatic

balance. That means in the equation (A.3) only the vertical pressure gradient

(−∂p
∂z

) and vertical gravity (−ρg) term are important and all other terms can be

neglected. This gives us a following equation traditionally called as Hydrostatic

equation.
∂p
∂z

= −gρ
The hydrostatic approximation simplifies the computation of pressure. In ad-

dition to this the hydrostatic approximation filters out sound waves, which are

three-dimensional pressure fluctuations. There remains, however, a strictly hori-

zontal acoustic mode known as the Lamb wave that is not filtered by the hydro-

static approximation. The Lamb wave propagates at the speed of sound, yet has

small energy and may be dissipated by numerical effects. For studies aiming to

simulate motions with large vertical accelerations and relatively small horizontal
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scales, such as those occurring in convective regions, the hydrostatic approxima-

tion can be an unacceptable limitation.

A.1.2 Shallow ocean approximation

Relative to the earth’s radius, the ocean is a shallow layer of fluid moving in an ap-

proximately spherical geometry. When measuring the distance between two points

within the ocean, one must use a metric tensor. The metric tensor components

are generally functions of the latitudinal, longitudinal, and radial position within

the ocean. Recognizing the huge scale separation between the depth of the ocean

fluid and the radius of the earth, the shallow ocean approximation drops the radial

dependence of the metric tensor components. Upon doing so, it sets the radius to

a constant.

A.1.3 Boussinesq approximation

In most geophysical systems, the fluid density varies, but not greatly, around a

mean value. Even in estuaries where fresh river waters (Salinity =0 psu) ultimately

turn into salty seawaters (salinity = 34.7 psu), the relative density difference is less

than 3%. These realizations which allow the replacement of actual density ρ by

its reference value ρ0 everywhere except in-front of the gravitational acceleration

and in the energy equation lead to a very useful approximation, the Boussinesq

approximation.

Boussinesq approximation makes conservation of mass to become conservation

of volume. The approximation also eliminates sound waves, which rely on com-

pressibility for their propagation. The Boussinesq approximation has been com-

monly used in ocean climate models due to the near incompressibility of ocean

fluid parcels, and thus the near conservation of volume maintained by the these

parcels. Like any approximate description, a Boussinesq fluid has its limitations.

Most notably for climate purposes, a Boussinesq fluid does not render an accurate

computation of the sea level height. The reason is that it does not incorporate

fluctuations in the depth averaged density field. Such Steric effects are not incor-

porated into volume conserving kinematics.

After applying these shallow-ocean, hydrostatic and Boussinesq approxima-

tions to the aforementioned system of equations (Navier-Stokes equations A.1,A.2,A.3,

Continuity equation A.5, Equation of state A.6, Equation of temperature A.7 and

Equation of salinity A.8), and considering Reynolds stresses (introduced by the

fluctuations from the mean field of the flow) a set of seven equations for the seven
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variables u (zonal velocity), v (meridional velocity), w (vertical velocity), p (hy-

drostatic pressure), T (temperature), S (salinity), and ρ (density), as shown in

the introductory chapter of the thesis, can be obtained. These are called primitive

equations. These are the cornerstone of geophysical fluid dynamics and thus are

starting point for most of the ocean models.



Appendix B

Spatial and Temporal Staggering of

model grids

This section provides brief information on the arrangement of commonly used

spatial and temporal grids for the effective discretization of primitive equations.

The information provided in these sections are borrowed from various sources (e.g.

Griffies et al. (2000), Cushman Roisin and Beckers (2011), Griffies (2004)). Thus

the reader is advised to go through these sources for a detailed information.

B.1 Spatial staggering: Arakawa grids

Figure B.1: Schematic of the placement of model variables on the staggered hori-
zontal Arakawa B- and C-grids. These are the two grids most commonly used in
ocean climate models. T refers to tracer and density, u refers to the zonal velocity
component, v refers to the meridional velocity component, and h refers to layer
thickness (as appears in isopycnal models) as well as the free surface height η. The
figure is reproduced from Griffies (2004)
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Primitive equations used in ocean models contain more than one prognostic

variable. In particular, the Boussinesq system contains two horizontal velocity

components, a multitude of tracers, and the free surface height. Vertical velocity,

density, and pressure are diagnosed. The non-Boussinesq system in Z-models also

has a prognostic equation for density via the mass continuity equation. Given

the many variables to be time stepped or diagnosed, Arakawa and co-workers

characterized a set of horizontal grids, commonly known as Arakawa grids, to

arrange the fields spatially. The most common Arakawa grids used in ocean models

are B- and C-grids (shown in Figure B.1). In the B-grid momentum components (u

and v) are located together on what will be called the momentum or velocity grid.

Sea level, temperature, salinity and an arbitrary number of tracers are located

together on what will be called the mass or temperature grid. C-grid is same as

that of B- except that the velocity grid is splitted into two. The zonal component

(u) falls on the interface between mass cells in the zonal direction. Similarly

for the meridional component (v) falls on the interface between mass cells in

the meridional direction. The B- and C-grids have somewhat complementary

properties, with some arguing for the relevance of the C grid as the model grid

resolution is refined, and the B grid for coarser resolutions.

B.2 Three and two-time level time stepping

schemes

Just as one must consider where to place fields discretely in space, it is also nec-

essary to consider what time to evaluate the fields. As spatial grid staggering,

it is possible to consider temporal grid staggering, where the prognostic vari-

ables are not all co-located in time (see section 3.1.2 of Durran (1999)). In gen-

eral, there are many time stepping schemes used in ocean models, with some

model mixing schemes depending on what part of the equations is being consid-

ered. For example, the invicid dynamics is often time stepped using three time

level - the leap-frog scheme, whereby the time tendency ∂φ
∂t

is approximated as

2∆t∂φ
∂t
≈ φ(t + ∆t) − φ(t − ∆t) and the inviscid forcing terms are evaluated at

the intermediate time t. This approach is accurate to second order in the dis-

crete time step ∆t. The dissipative parts of the ocean equations, such as friction

and diffusion, are unstable using a leap-frog scheme (e.g. Haltiner and Williams

(1980)). Consequently, alternatives must be considered, with a two-time level

scheme common. For the case of leap-frog inviscid dynamics, dissipative forcing

terms are evaluated at the lagged time step t −∆t rather than the intermediate
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step t. Although it is still relatively popular, there are well known problems with

the leap-frog approach to the inviscid dynamics which necessitate the introduction

of time filters (e.g. Robert-Asselin time filter) to remove a spurious mode that

can cause numerical instability. More discussion on time stepping schemes can be

found in Chapter 12 of Griffies (2004).



Appendix C

Commonly used parametrization

schemes for OGCMs

This section provides brief information on commonly used parameterization schemes

in OGCMs to account processes such as horizontal and vertical mixing, friction.

The majority of the information provided in these sections are borrowed from

Griffies et al. (2000). Thus the reader is advised to go through this paper for a

detailed information on numerical ocean models.

C.1 Mixing schemes for surface mixed layer

The surface mixed layer is that part of the upper ocean which directly inter-

acts with the overlying atmosphere and sea ice. Accurate surface boundary layer

models (for the atmosphere as well as the ocean) are thought to be crucial for

coupled ocean-atmosphere models to converge to a realistic mean climate state,

and to accurately simulate the variability about this mean state. The hydrostatic

approximation necessitates the use of a parameterization of vertical overturning

processes. A perfect surface mixed layer parameterization for ocean models must

simulate mixing driven by wind stirring at the surface, unstable buoyancy forcing,

current shear instability, advection of turbulence, and non-local mixing such as

the penetration of dense plumes into a stratified fluid and breaking internal grav-

ity waves. All the present mixed layer parameterizations assume one-dimensional

physics in the vertical, using empirical constants and further parameterizations

to represent the three-dimensional structure of the sub-grid-scale processes. The

parameterizations are of two basic kinds: the bulk mixed layer models and contin-

uous models. Bulk models assume that the surface mixed layer is fully turbulent

and so velocity and tracers in the model are uniform over the mixed layer depth;
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continuous models allow for vertical structure. The bulk mixed layer models are

deficient in some of the requirements described earlier that are desirable for a

perfect mixed layer model. Large et al. (1994) introduced to the ocean modelling

community the K-Profile Parameterization (KPP) scheme. This development ef-

fort was designed to create mixing scheme that accounts for all important process,

including non-local mixing, and that will perform well on relatively coarse vertical

grid. This approach can be summarized by the equation for vertical diapycnal

transport of a tracer or velocity component Φ

∂Φ

∂t
=

∂

∂z
(k
∂Φ

∂z
− γ) (C.1)

Where k is a space-time dependent vertical diffusivity, and γ is a non-local

transport term. k is large in regions of small Richardson number to account

for shear instability, it reduces to the internal wave background of roughly 0.1 −
0.2cm2/s in the ocean interior, and it allows for double diffusive type effects which

can locally result in different salinity and temperature diffusivities. Large diffu-

sivities and viscosities in the surface mixed layer result from surface wind stirring

and unstable surface boundary forcing. The non-local term is novel, as it aims

to parameterize non-local (or non-diffusive) processes in the surface mixed layer

which are well known from large-eddy simulations.

C.2 Parameterization of mesoscale eddies

Motivated by the property of baroclinic instability to adiabatically feed off the

available potential energy (APE) in the mean flow, GM90 (Gent and Mcwilliams

(1990) and Gent et al. (1995)) suggested a form for such a sink in coarse resolution

models. In Z-models, the sink takes the form of a divergence-free eddy-induced

velocity field V ∗. As proposed by Gent et al. (1995), the GM90 eddy-induced

velocity is given by

V ∗ = − ∂

∂z
(kS) + Z∧∇.(kS) (C.2)

Where k is diffusivity and S = − ∇ρ
(∂ρ/∂z)

the projection of the neutral slope into

the two horizontal direction.

When advecting tracers, this eddy-induced velocity is added to the model’s

resolved scale velocity V to produce a divergence-free effective transport velocity

V ∧ = V + V ∗. Griffies et al. (1998) suggested an alternative form of the GM90,

in which the eddy induced velocity V ∗ is represented in terms of its vector stream

function. The result is a transformation of the GM90 advective tracer flux into
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a skew tracer flux. It has been found that the combination of isopycnal diffusion

plus GM90 skew-diffusion is generally much more efficient and numerically accu-

rate to realize than the alternative isopycnal diffusion plus GM90 eddy-advection

approach.

C.3 Horizontal Momentum Friction

Ocean models require frictional dissipation in-order to suppress instabilities such

as those associated with the grid Reynolds number, to provide a vorticity sink at

western boundaries, and to generally suppress power at unresolved scales. Fric-

tional dissipation can be included as a physical parameterization of the effect of

unresolved scales on the resolved scales. There are many viscocity schemes devel-

oped for ocean models out of which Smagorinsky viscosity scheme is the one most

popular. The Smagorinsky viscosity is a function of the local horizontal rate of

deformation times the local grid spacing

Asmag = (C∆/φ)2 detD

Where C is a dimensionless scaling parameter, ∆ a measure of the local grid

spacing, and D2 = D2
T +D2

S is the squared horizontal deformation rate. In Carte-

sian co-ordinates, the horizontal tension DT = ux−uy and the horizontal shearing

strain DS = ux + uy.

The Smagorinsky viscosity is enhanced in regions of large horizontal shear,

such as near boundaries, and reduced in quiescent regions, such as the ocean

interior, as well as regions of smaller grid spacing, such as near poles. Typically

this approach produces enough viscosity in those regions with vigorous currents,

yet it can have a tendency to under-dissipate in the more quiet regions. The

overall strength of the Smagorinsky viscosity is set via a single non-dimensional

number C, and this parameter is empirically determined in ocean models. One

advantage of this approach is that upon setting C for one model resolution, it is

typically appropriate when resolution is changed.
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